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This study of the Grays Harbor Estuary Management program was
undertaken so that others elsewhere faced with the challenge of resource
management in special areas, particular1y coastal ones, could learn
from the experience in Grays Harbor, Washington. Hut, the Grays
Harbor effort is not frozen in time. Rather, the dynamic and complex
nature of the resources, the economy, the law, the politics and the
actors have resulted in an on-going activity. Events In the future
will affect the ultimate outcome of the Grays Harbor effort and will
add further conclusions to the ones we have presented here. This
monograph represents our best understanding up to thc time of this
writing. Whether the Grays Harbor Estuary Management Task Force
succeeds or fails in its effort to produce and implement a compre-
hensive estuary management plan, the authors hope that the reasons
for either outcome can be found in our analysis. Whatever ultimately
occurs in Grays Harbor, the importance of this monograph is in the
analysis of the process and the potential of applying the lessons
learned to future efforts.

E., M. H,
June, 1980



In 1975 an experiment in coastal zone management began in Grays
Harbor, Washingtor . The frequent conflicts which had occurred between
government agencies, development interests, and environmental groups
over shoreline development projects resulted in costly delays and
great uncertainty about the use of the estuary, To resolve these
disputes and avoid such conflicts in the future, agencies with decision-
making responsibilities in the region formed the Grays Harbor Fstuary
Planning Task Farce. The product of the Task Force effort, the Grays
Ilarbor Estuary Mangcment Plan, was to provide a management system to
ensure that future uses of the Grays Harbor shoreline would be
predictable. Ilaw, by mid 1980, although some major agreements
have yet to be reached, the Task Force effort is nearing completion.

The Grays Harbor Estuary Management Program has attracted the
attention of a national audience of coastal managers, resource and
regulatory agencies, port directors, environmental groups, and elected
officrals, They are asking major questions about this unique form of
estuary management. Would this Task Force of decision makers be able
to forge a Plan that would guide development and improve agency
coordination for many years to come? Would the Task Force he able to
resolve specific conflicts between resource protectors, users, and
developers? Would the Plan provide adequate protection for the
estuary's biological resources and ensure opportunities far economic
development in the region? Would the Grays Harbor experience offer
the nation a model for coastal zone management that integrates
comprehensive planning, intergovernmental coordination, and conflict
resolution' ?

The aim af this study is to begin to answer these questions about
the planning process, so that the lessons learned from the Grays
Harbor experience can be applied elsewhere. An interdisciplinary team
at the Institute for Marine Studies of the University of Washington
conducted extensive interviews with members of the Grays Harbor
Estuary Planning Task Force and other interested parties. Inter-
viewees were questioned about the problems of resaurce use and public
decision making that made estuarine planning desirable in Grays
Harbor, the expectatians and objectives of participants in the
planning activity, the methods used by the Task Force for estuary
planning, and the methods and prob]ems of plan implementation.
Information documenting the impetus for the Plan, the collaborative
pl'curing process, and the estuary itself was also compiled,

Grays llarbor, an estuary on the Pacific coast of the state of
washington, is a major port and industrial center for lumber and wood
products, and also supports major cojmnercial fishing and tourism in-
dustries. The biological communities and habitats of the estuary and
its drainage basin provide the resource base for the primary economic
sectors in Grays Harbor county. Grays Harbor is also one of anly
five major estuaries on the West Gaast of the United States, with
crucial biological functions such as providing nursery areas for
marine animals, wintering grounds for migratory birds, and nutrient
supply and regeneration for aquatic ccosvstems.

Grays Harbor has a long history of resource use. Disputes over
resource allocation and use have been persistent, and have involved
a multitude of issues and actors. Specific and heated conflicts in
Grays Harbor are similar ta those observed nationally, as special
interest groups become competitors for scarce and ecologically
vulnerable coastal resources. Each of. thc conflicts involves disputes
over what arc the most important and valuable uses of the resources,



i:na should determine the character and extent of uses affecting the
estuary, and bar> the resources and their uses are to be managed or
controlled, The parties to these conflicts include a wide spectrum
of actors: federal resource and regulatary agencies, state resource
management agencies, local governments, a part district, private
landowners and developers, citizens, and environmental groups,

In recent years, conflict in Grays Harbor has been focused on
shoreline development. The hilly terrain of' the region leaves few
opportunities for industrial development except in the near. shore
flatlands and an filled wetlands. 'Ihe industrialized portion of
the estuary, especially in the inner harbor, provides the necessary
infrastructure far further Development, The Port of Grays IIarbor
is the owner of large areas af shoreline, and offers the major
opportunity for economic development. Seasonal and high unemploy-
ment in Grays Harbor County creates pres»urc for expansian of
existing economic activity and For industrial expansion to provide
increased and more stable employment. The shorclands and wetlands,
which offer important development opportunities, are, however,
also valuable to the maintenance af ecological hea1th and diversity
in the estuary. The stage for conflict is thus set between develop-
ment interests and those concerned with environmental protection
and conservation.

Each specific project proposal or permit applicatian for shore-
line development encountered a complex set of Federal, state, and
local administrative procedures. The c>imulative outcome of each
of these reviews contributed to growing Frustration af all parties.
Developers werc unable to obtain sufficient levels of predictability
to sccurc investments and to provide economic opportunities. In
contrast, resource managers feared that they would he unable to
predictably protect the long-term biological viability of the estuary.

Ta provide a solution to these persistent and complex conflicts,
representatives of the agencies and the governmental entities that had
decision-making rcspon»ibilities and powers in the e»tuarv Formed the
Grays Harbor Estuary Planning Task Force, The Task Force utilized a
hybrid of many basic comprehensive planninp and negotiat1an tech>riques.
In addition, thc Task Force assumed that it» composition of artual
decision-making agencies would provide a mare effective coupling
between planning and decision making than is often experienced by
morc traditional comprehensive planning efforts. The 'I'ask Force
assumed that if all thc governmental decision maker» could jointlv
develop a comprehensive plan for estuarIne resource use, the plan
would be directly implemented by the agencies, using existing
management frameworks and regulations. Such a plan was expected
to make a real diffcrcnce in how decisions werc coordinated and haw
resources were used.

After nearly four' years of hard work, a draft of the Grays
Harbor Estuary Management Plan does exist, despite problems a»»aciated
with process design and imp1ementation. 1'he Draft Plan is a
comprehensive plan with general policy statements and resource-use
objectives, but thc Draft p1an also contains scvcral selected and
specific agreements on geographic areas subject to the most intense
conflict. Elements of thc Plan and records of thc planning process
shaw that the Task lorcc was successful in dealing with a number of
trade-offs and in crafting several basic compromises, such as the
multiple-usc goal, conditional use provisions, split management
units, and bankline straightening and ero»ian contro1 policies.
Also, as a result of the experience af Task Farce Participants in
dealing with thc difficult pr.oblems of intergovernmental coordination
and resource usc, thc individ»als  and perhaps their agencies! have



established a firmer basis for future cooperation in the estuary
and elsewhere in the region.

The 0raft Plan also has provided a basic planning  ramcwork
enabling small-»cate projects to move through the permit review and
approval process more predictably than before thc Task Farce began
their work, !however, this cannot yet bc said of larger scale
projects. Confrontation over the filling of 500 acres �00 ha!
o  irctlands for industrial development on a site called Bawerman
Basin must bc rcsoIved before the Plan can move «head to adoption
and implementation. This major unresolved issue requires national,
state, and local decisions about how negotiated agrccmcnts dereloped
during a regional planning effort interface with nation«I enviran-
mentaI policies and decision-making procedures. Onc of the most
significart contributions ot the Grays Marbor Estuary Management
program ta national coastaI zone management has been to force
necessary decisions on these questions, The predictability sought
by all parties is jeopardized until these significant legal problems
arc resolved.

'1he original Task Farce strategy was to rely on existing agency
decision-making systems ta implement and use the Plan. The Task
Force itself expected ta play a minor planning ard advisory role.
These assumptions are now bcirrg reviewed as a fuller iange a 
adoption and implementation a3.ternatives are being explored. Unly
when these procedures are selected and have rr history o  use can the
conclusions on the success of the search far predictability in Grays
tiarbar bc finalized.

This analysis of the Grays riarbar effort identifies several
components of the decision-making process de»igncd to integrate conflict
resolution rvitlr comprehensive planning. These components form the
basis of process design and operating procedures when the decision-
making enviromncnt includes a nrrmber of diver»e competing interests
and »car«c resources. First, the parties in the deci.sian-rrraking
activity must have realistic expcctatians and criteria for success.
To achieve this, the par.ties must understand the political and
idcoIogic«1 natrrrc a  the conflict situation and they roust accept
that comi>1etc accommodation of all intcrcsts may rrot be possible.
In addition, tire parties must exoect and bc abIe to compromise.
Second, allparties to the conflict who have a»take in the dispute
resolution or «;rn affect the implement rtion of any agreement should
be involved in the plarrrrirrg!con lict rcsoIution process. If
critical partic» arc excluded, thc political viability af «iry agree-
ment may bc threatened. As a corollary to the inclusion o  all
parties to a conflict in its resolution, and irr order ta maintain
a task force of a workable size, parties who have no stake in the
conflict, who arc unable to compromise, or who arc relatively
powerless arc hest used as information sources rather thar> as
membei.s of the task for«c. Third, the selected representatives of
the parties in a conflict rcsolutian process should have the
authori.ty to speak for thej.r agencies ar constituencies. Also, the
scope of authority of each party and its representative must be
clearly understood hy a!! participants, lourth, «11 representatives
should have cxpcrience in bargaining and negotiating. Fi th, il
consultants are used, they should be scIected on thc basis of
mediating skill», as well as planning skills, because in conf1ict
resolution a neutral mediator who can tacilitate negotiations is
necessarv. Sixth, thc tcchnical information used hy the
negotiators is rlrost; rise tul when presented in the  orm of alternative
an«lyse» so that the effects al specific trade affs can be appreciated.



Finally, one conclusion of this monograph is that a staged process
of making commitments may be the most useful approach to special
area management,

The lessons learned from the experience of the Grays Harbor
Estuary Planning Task Force should be applicable to efforts elsewhere.
Even morb importantly, the Grays Harbor experience has been an
invaluable experiment in a form of special area management that is
meaningful nationally. Grays Harbor provides a prototype of national
coastal zone management issues. The Grays Harbor effort represented
and attempted to answer the needs for improved interagency and
intergovernmental coordination, for assured and adequate coastal
resource protection, for providing development opportunities to
protect the economic health of the coastal communities, for
considering national interests in state and local coastal management
programs, and for close connections between a management plan and the
decision-making power and mandates of a multidimensional, multi-
jurisdictional, and democratic gove~t.

The Grays Harbor experience in bringing all levels of government
into a cooperative planning and management process could not have
occurred without the flexible funding philosophy of the federal and
state coastal management agencies that allocated funds to flow to areas
where problems were clearly defined and where the actors wore willing
to jointly participate in experimental methods in the attempt to
resolve these problems. The administration of the Coastal Zone
Management Act should continue to be flexible ard responsive to
innovations in coastal planning and conflict. resolution methods.
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Grays Ha~her is one of two major estuarres on the Pacific coast
of i>'ashington  fig. l!, and one of. five significant estuaries on the
ii'est Coast of the United States. The estuary covers ninety-seven
square miles �60 km2!, half of which is intertidal. The Grays
Harbor watershed drains about 2,550 square miles �,630 km2!, with
tributary headwaters in all of the surrounding mountainous regions
of Grays Harbor, jefferson, Pacific, Niason, Lewis, and Thurston
Counties. I'resh water flows into the estuary from four major
rivers--the Chehalis, the Hoquiam, the  tumptulips, and the Wishkah,
The Chehalis River drains 80 percent of the tributary watershed.

The volume of saline oceanic water entering the estuary is much
greater than the volume of fresh water entering from land and river
sources. Thus, circulation and mixing in the estuary are strongly
affected by tidal parameters and moderately influenced by river
flow, Salinity is highest in summer, when upwelling occurs along
the Pacific coast, and lowest in winter, when stream discharges are
highest. At the mouth of the estuary, there is neariy complete
vertical mixing of saline and fresh water. The upper portions of
the estuary are somewhat stratitied, and a salt wedge is characteristic
of the inner regions of the estuary,



Grays iiarbor is a shaI]ow basin with ar average depth of less
than twenty feet � m! below mean lower low water  MLLW!. The
entire estuary is shoaling and probably has been doing so since the
last rise in sea level about 10,000 years ago. The estuary is of
the "drowned river valley " type. The Chehalis River enters the
estuary from the east across a flood plain formation. The annual
sediment load reaching Grays Harbor from upland sources is
approximately 1.5 million cubic yards �.15 x 106 m !. Oceanic
sediments enter Grays Harbor through the mouth of the estuary.
Point Brown and Point Chehalis, spits at the north and south sides
of the entrance, were formed by sediment accretion. Sediment
deposition and erosion are active processes along the estuarine and
oceanic boundaries of these major spits,

Because Grays Harbor is shallow, dredging is required to
provide navigational access. The earliest records of such dredging
in the estuary date from 1905  Weinmann and Malek, 1978! and
maintenance dredging has been continuous ever since that date.
Surveys of historical conditions and current dredging data indicate
that the natural depth of the channel is about fourteen feet � m!
measured t'rom MLLW; the channel extends twenty-three miles �7 km!
From the outer bar entrance to Cosmopolis, a small city on the south
shore of the estuary near Aberdeen. Several ship-turning basins are
also maintained.

Gra> s Harbor is the only coastal estuary in Washington State with
a maintained deep-draft navigational channel. The Seattle District
of the Corps of Fngineers  COE!, together with the Port of Grays
Harbor as a local sponsor, has proposed improvements to the navigation
channel intended to aIlow larger, deeper draft vesseIs access to Grays
Harbor and, secondarily, to encourage growth and diversification of
marine transportation in the region. The proposal calls for
widening the existing channel to 1,200 feet �60 m! and deepening
it to 40 feet �2 m! below MLLW in the outer reaches. Eastward from
the entrance channel, the project recommendations are for a channel
width of. 600 feet �80 m! and an average depth of 40 feet �2 m!
MLLW. This would require excavatio~ and disposal of approximately
19.3 million cubic yards �4.7 x 10 m3! of dredge material,
compounded by an increase in annuaI maintenance dredging volumes
of about I million cu/ic yards  .765 x 106 m3! to about 2.8 million
cubic yards �.] x 10 m3! oi annual dredging in order to maintain
authorized channel depths. This is two to three times the annual
sediment Ioad to the harbor. I'he proposal is currently undergoing
further study and evaluation.

Dredging and disposal of dredged material has been one of the
most pervasive agents of change in the estuary's aquatic and intertidal
areas. Historically, dredged material was deposited in the most
economical fashion--unconfined onto adjacent tidelands and uplands.
Large portions of Moon Island, Rennie Island, and the shoreline
fastlands in Aberdeen and Hoquiam were created in this way, Army
Corps of Engineers records indicate that approximately six square
miles �,550 ha!--nearly 11 percent--of the total intertidal area of
the estuary has been used for dredged material disposal since 1940
 Dice, et a]., 1976!.

llldhghel~ Att t~ tg
The significance of Grays Harbor as a coastal environment of

great natural wcaIth i» undisputed, Thc estuary has extensive
intertidal flats with associated eelgrass and saltmarsh communities,
and provides a habitat for abundant fish, bird, and mammal populations.





Export of forest products is a significant activity in Grays
Harbor, Gf seven major softwood exporting areas in Wash irrgton
State, Grays Harbor ranks second, During the last fifteen years,
a yearly average of approximately 357 million board feet of softwood,
valued at $68 million, have been shipped from Grays Harbor  Ruderman,
1978!. The majority of the exports are destined for Asian markets.
Washington State provides 65 percent of the annual U. S. timber
shipments to Japan, and Grays Harbor supplies 23 percent af that
volume. Approximately 40 percent of the region'» timber products
are sirippcd through facilities owned by the Port of Grays Harbor.
The port's major holdings in the estuary provide present locations
and potential development sites for ship access and loading
facilities, as well as dry-land Iog storage areas.

Commercial fishing is another major economic actrvity in the
county. Commcrical fish species, primarily salmon and bottom fish,
are found in Grays Harbor and adjoining ocean waters in substantial
numbers. Crab and other shellfish are also significant. As a market
center, Grays Harbor accounts for approximately 10 percent of
Washington's commercial catch landings. In 1974, thc total value
of landings to fishermen in Grays Harbor was approximately $10. 5
million. About. half of the catch was taken from the estuary itse1f;
thc other half wa» taken fram tire ocean.

Tourism and resource-based recreation are also basic economic
activities in the region Two incorporated cities located at the western
mouth o f the estuary, Ocean Shares and Westport, have extensive
resort and sport-fishing facilities. Grays Harbor accounts for nearly
one-quarter of thc yearly state total marine charter sport trips.
It is estimated that sport fishing added $45 million to thc local
economy in 1973  Montagne-Bierly, 1977 b!. Recreational activities
and tourism are changing in thc state, and nanconsumptive recreational
activities are expanding at a faster rate than consumptive recreation
in the county  USCOE, 1976 d!. The breadth of economic effects and
benefits resulting from nanconsumptive recreat.iona1 activitie~ is
significant. A recent analysis indicates that, when economic
dependency is measured relative to employment in basic economic
activities, tourism ranks second to the farest products industry
in Grays Harbor and displays a greater potential for positive change
in employmcrrt than the forest industry or commercial fishing
 G BPC, 1979!.

In spite of this economic activity, Grays Harbor County is
characterized by fluctuating and chronic unemployment.. The farcst-
products industry, fishing, ard tourism are all seasonal in nature,
sensitive to market conditions, and subject to unpredictable changes
drre to natural phenomena. The level of «nemployment in the corrnty has
bccn cansistently higher than the state and national averages. I or
example, in 1975, unemployment exceeded 12 percent, and forest workers
accounted for approximately one-half nf those unemployed. Fjrrployment
in the county is also less stable than in other regions of the state;
41.5 percent ot the male work force was unemployed far more than two
weeks in 1975, compared ta 36. 1 percent statewide. F«rthermare, the
average family income in the county was about 15 percent lower than
the state average in 1970, and the payment rates to welfare recipients
in Grays Harbor during 1976 were the highest. in western Washington,

The population of Grays Harbor has increased by only ten nercent
since 1950 and the region's relative sharc of the state's population
has declined consistently. There is a high proportion of older persons,
reflected in the median age, 29.9 years, in the area, Censrrs data
indicate a nct aut-migration of younger members of the work I'orce;
approximately one-fourth of twenty-to-twenty-five year olds left the



county between 1960 and 1970  Nontagne-Bierly, 1977 b!. Current
population estimates and projections by the Washington State Office
of pinancial Management and the Grays Harbor Regional Planning
Commission show a continuation of the apparent out-migration of
younger people, in contrast with a significant state-wide increase
in this segment of the population  GHRPC, 1979!. Since members of
thc working population tend to migrate in response to employment
opportunities, it would appear that insufficient jobs are available
in Grays Harbor County to hold or attract the working-age group.

I .amRrB e
Grays Harbor is typical of traditional open economic systems

which are geographically distant from other population and trade
centers. In such areas, local governments and industrial concerns
favor actions that will create additional revenues and an expanded
tax base. Benefits expected to result from increased and diversified
industrial and commercial activity are reduced unemployment, elevated
living standards, and increased overall socio-economic stability
in the region.

Both thc natural resource values of Grays Harbor and its
significance as a regional industrial and commerical center are well
recognized. As stated above, existing industrial and commercial
activity in the region is resource based and directly dependent on
the estuary. In Grays Harbor and elsewhere, the compatibility of
human activity with the environmental integrity of coastal regions is
a complex matter, particularly in estuaries where many special
constraints affect human activity,

In  'rays Harbor, there are several constraints on expansion of
present industrial and commercial uses and establishment of new
activities,

 I! There arc impediments to navigation, such as inadequate
channel width and depth, as well as congested points of shore
access to the navigation channel, which necessitate dredging
and disposal of the resultant spoils.

�! I'herc are limited areas of level uplands upon which
industrial, commercial, residential, and tourism-related
act ivi t ies can be I ocated.

�! Away from the inner harbor, where development activity has
t>een historically concentrated, areas tend to lack thc
infrastructure and support services necessary for new development.

Determinations concerning the type, extent, and location of
development and the cumulative effect of resource uses are central to
the future character of the region. hxpansion of any of the existing
economic sectors in Grays Harbor may be incompatible with the
natural biological uses of the estuary and may undermine the environ-
mental properties supporting such uses, 'I'he following discussion
describes the expected kinds of development likely to affect estuarine
margins.

Expectations for increased economic development and diversification
focus on improving the navigation channel and creating new fastlands
in shallow aquatic areas and wetlands along the margins of the inner
harbor, Fxparsion of forest-products manufacturing or the establishment
of new industrial activities would most likely be situated along thc
margirrs of the inner harbor, regardless of water dependency or water
relatedness, for three reasons:  I! the majority of flat land  and
shallow aquatic areas! suitable for industrial growth is in shoreline



areas; �! this region of the estuary already has the necessary
transportation, industrial water supply, sanitary services, and
electrical power; and �! the efforts of the Port for upgrading and
extending its shoreline facilities serves ta generally encourage
expansion and development of new industries in areas near existing
facilities.

Pmt Develoyxmene

The Port formulated a comprehensive development plan in 1970 to
project potential Port growth and shipping activity  Port of G.H., 1970!,
The plan, essentially a development forecast completed by professional
consultants, concluded that the Grays Harbor estuary is expected to
exerience significant and accelerated industrial development, since:
 I! the entire Puget Sound area would be subject to rapid population
growth; �! industrial land accessible to navigation waters in the Puget
Sound area would be exhausted by 1985; �! large areas of undeveloped
land are available in Grays Harbor and these lands have potential
for navigation access, �! large amounts of industrial water would
become available in 1972 due to a regional flood control project; and
�! the planned Satsop nuclear power plant would expand availabie
electrical power. Thus, as a result of the conclusions drawn fram
the comprehensive development study, the Port of Grays Harbor
advocates improving the scope of the present navigation project and
creating new industrial sites by filling shallow aquatic areas and
wetlands with the resultant dredged materials.

Port-awned land is concentrated in the area north and west of
iibon Island, and includes a significant portion of the existing and
potential industrial land in the estuary �,500 acres, or +1,413 ha!.
'I'he Port owns Bowerman Airfield, the Westport Marina and docks, the
main deep-draft dock facilities west aC Caw Point, and 166 acres
�7 ha! of shoreline area directly opposite Cow Point on the south
shore oC the estuary. The Port has suggested that tidelands under
its ownership could be used as sites for disposal of dred~ed material
 a potential capacity of 68 million cubic yards [+52 x 10 m3] of
dredged or fill material! resulting from channel excavation and
maintenance. Fastlands created from dredged material disposal would
then become sites for future industrial expansion.

Emesis-Pxodmcte Imhlsizy

Export of logs, lumber, and wood products accounts for approximately
45 percent of the throughput of the forest products industry.
Approximately ane-half of the logs processed in or exported from Grays
Harbor are harvested in Grays Harbor County, and the other half are
harvested in adjacent Jefferson and Pacific Counties. The proximity
of deepwater facilities to forest supplies and forest-product
industrial sites minimizes land transportation costs of exported forest
products. These lower costs partially account for the large volume
of forest products exported from Grays Harbor relative to other
Pacific Northwest parts. Other factors affecting shipping costs are
econamies of scale, tidal delay, and nighttime delay. Comparative
studies of costs integrating these factors indicate that it is
cheaper to ship logs fram Grays Harbor to primary Asian markets than
from Tacoma ar Longview, Washington. Also, Grays Harbor is approximately
12 hours sailing time closer to Japan than Puget Sound ports  USACOF,,
1976 b!.

Development interests feel that significant economies of scale would
result Cram utilizing larger, more efficient vessels. Vessels
ranging in size Crom 15,000 to 30,000 deadweight tons  DWT!, drawing
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up to 34 feet �0.2 m! of water when laden, commonly use the navigation
channel at present. Construction of new vessels for trading along the
Pacific Rim will include ships exceeding 40,000 DIIT. The factor
limiting the use of such vessels and exploitation of potential
shipping economics in Grays IIarbor is channel depth,

The Corps of Engineers maintains a year-round authorized channel
depth of 30 Eeet  9 m! below MLLN. Tn addition, five feet �.5 m!
of advanced maintenance, and dredging to twa feet  .6 m! of over-
depth in specific locations, is provided for in the present
authorized channel project. Thus, the channel varies in depth from
30 ta 37 feet  9 to 11.1 m!, depending on the time elapsed since
the previous maintenance dredging and the reach of the channel in
question. Vessels with drafts exceeding the authorized channel depth
 which also depends on the maintenance schedule and the particular
channel reach! must rely on Eavorable plus tides and weather conditions
ta navigate the channel safely. Casts increases due to tidal delays
are very high for vessels requiring t ides greater than plus eight feet
�.4 m!, Thus, ships with laden drafts greater than thirty-six to
thirty-eight feet �0.8 to 11.4 m! would nat he expected to call at
Grays Harbor or would nat be capable of receiving capacity cargoes.

As the timber export volume leader in the region, and as a
development agency, the Part af Grays IIarbor is a principal advocate
of the proposed widened and deepened channel. The Port seeks
channel improvements to accommodate vessels of about 35,000 DY1',
which draw in excess of thirty-four Eeet �0.2 m! of water when
laden. Advocates of channel widening and deepening assert that the
capability of receiving larger vessels in Grays Harbor would
allow the region to more effectively compete in world wood trade,
While the improved channel may allow Grays Harbor to retain its
present locational advantage in internatianal trade and enable newer,
Iarger ships ta use the estuary, it is not certain whether realized
economies of scale would increase the volume of forest products
exported from Grays Harbor because of other factors, such as
competition with nearby ports.

A secondary benefit expected from the proposed channel project
is reduction of' regional unemployment and creation of new employment
opportunities from increased and diversified industrial and commercial
activity. Employment oppartunitics for the forest-products industry
were included in an environmental impact statement prepared in 1976
by the COE  USACOE, 1976 c! for a tideflat and marshland fill proposal
in the inner harbor. The EIS stated that, although lumber exports
have increased somewhat in recent years and the wood-products
industry has expanded and diversified, the relative level of regional
employment provided by such industry has remained nearly constant,
Moreover, the U. S. Forest Service estimated that future employment
levels for timber-related jobs would decrease 33 percent by the
year 2020  USHAS, 1975 d!. Employment in lumber and wood-products
industries accounts for most of the projected decrease, as modern
capital-intensive plants replace oIder labor-intensive facilities.
Fmployment in the pulp and paper industry is expected to increase
slightly or remain constant, depending upon national economic
conditions  USACOE, 1976 b!.

Although employment in the forest industry may decline in the
Iong term, forest products will continue to be the most significant
sector af the regional economy in the immediate future. The existing
labor farce already has the relevant skills, transportation linkages
are already in place, and the surrounding watershed will be able to
supply the needed raw materials for some time.



In preparing the 1979 edition of the Grays Harbor Overall
Economic Development Plan, the Grays Harbor Regional Planning Commission
highlighted the potential economic benefits stemming from construction
of a wider and deeper channel, noting further that environmental
questions relating ta the protection of wetlands must be resolved
  ZRPC, 1979!. The need for water access and the manner in which
the current infrastructure is developed, suggest that significant
industrial site development can only occur near the estuary where
wetland protection issues will be a significant factor in obtainiug
the necessary goverrrment approvals for development.

Commercial Flsldag

The compatibility of carrmrercial fishing with upland forestry,
wood processing, and dredging practices, all of which affect water
quality, has long be n an issue in the estuary. Observers generally
agree that the water quality in Grays Harbor is improving, following
a history af poor conditions, and will continue to improve as
industrial and rmrnicipal dischargers in the estuary upgrade waste
treatment facilities, Nonetheless, major conflicts with fishery
interests could be expected from continued filling of aquatic and
wetland habitats and disturbances due to the introduction of waste
materials into the aquatic environment from industries along the
margins of the estuary, Expansion of the infrastructure of the fishing
industry itself is not expected to result in significantly increased
shoreline development.

As a source of economic stability in the region, commercial fishing
and fish processing may not have broad potential. For example, it has
been estimated that a 14 percent expansion of commercial fishing
activity would be needed to match the more pervasive economic effects
 e.g., value of labor and proprietor income! of a one percent increase
in industrial manufacturing capacity in the county Phntagne-Bierly,
1977 b!. Although there is much speculation concerning expanded
offshore fishing activity resulting fram establishment of the 200-
mile Fishery Conservation 7one, significant expansion would be necessary
to liberally influence the regional economy.

Tourism aalu Remmathm

Taurisrrr and resource-based recreation are rapidly gaining
importance in the regional econamy. Revenue derived from sport
fishing and hunting is great and may be equalled or surpassed by other
revenue derived from nanconsumptive recreatianal activities. Recre-
tional uses require public access to estuarine shorelines in the form
af boat docks and launch sites and, in the case of nonconsumptivc
activities, such as birdwatching, conserved habitat areas are
necessary. The estuary includes three refuges--Oyhut, located east
of Point Brown, and the Johns River and Humptulips Rive". Game Ranges
at the mouths of those rivers. The total a a of tl:esc refuges is
approximately 2,200 acres  890 ha! .

Tourism in Grays Harbor may also take the form of resort devclarr-
ment, as has occurred in Ocean Shores and Westport. Mch
development on privately owned upland and shore areas could result
in higher residential densities and a greatei demand far water and
sewage services. Although the tourist industry has potential far
diversification, it is characterized by seasonality, high demand for
public services, and generally low wages. Further, although
increased tourisrrr brings economic benefits to the region, it may
also adversely affect or exacerbate the existing strain on county
facilities services and transportation routes  GHRPC, 1979!.
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ta make development decisions, it has demonstrated its ability to
influence county and municipal policies and decision making through
data organization and directed studies.

In the early 1960s, Grays Harbor County became the first county
in the state to formulate a countywide comprehensive zoning plan.
The GHRPC played a primary role in establishing thxs plan and
provided support for municipally generated zoning ordinances. Also
beginning in the 1960s, thc CHRPC initiated a series of Overa]1
Economic Development Program publications as an element of regional
comprehensive planning. The fifth edition was completed in June 1979
 GHRPC, 1979!. Supported by federal redevelopment funds, each
editian functions as a review of current regional economic conditions
and focuses an the formulation of particular development goals
intended to further economic diversification, resource development,
and environmental improvement. An economic development committee,
with regional membership, guides the creation of economic development
goals and objectives.

In the early 1970s, the GHRPC took thc initiative to develop
the first county-wide Shoreline hfaster pxogram  SMp! in the state.
The 91P was developed with the cooperation of local governments in the
regian, «ha subsequently used the county's plan as a model in the
development of city 95" s.

The COD has bccn a primary influence in the development of Grays
Harbor, and was an early advocate of interagency environmental
plalming for the estuary. Beginning in the late 1960s and
increasing in intensity in the early 1970s, uncertainty over the
environmental effects of maintenance dredging and the disposal of
dredged material Ln Grays Harbor developed among public groups and
resource management agencies.

The first overture far interagency callaboratian in the COE's
long-range maintenance dredging planning program came in 1968, In
addition to the COE as project sponsor, participating agencies were:
the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service  USPWS1; Bureau of Commercial
1 ishcries  predecessor of the National .'Iarine Fisherics Service!;
Federal Water Pollution Control Administration  predecessor of the
Environmental protection Agency!; Washington State Departments of
Fisheries, Game, and Natural Resources; and the W'ashington Water
Pollution Control Commission  predecessor of the Department of Ecola~D !.
The product af this mutual planning effort was an agreement stipulating
the scheduling of dredging in the upper harbor ta avoid seasonal low
river flow conditions when dredging would cause water quality
degradatian.rn 1972, with the strong support of the state, the COE gathered
a similar cast of participants ta plan the conduct of maintenance
dredging in thc estuary. The federal agencies reached an agrccment
but, in recognition of recent federal and state legislation increasing
the role af state and local governments in shoreline planning and
developments, they decided to include these entities in the long-
rangc planning program. In June 1973, a conference af federal, state,
and local representatives revealed si~ificnrt questions and different
points of view about thc development requirements of the Grays Harbor
region and the future health of estuarine resources. Pending
resalutian of these differences, the federal agency agreement was
accepted as an interim program by state and local entities. A
technical study was instituted to produce an adequate environmental
data base for effective long-range plaj~ing.

When the technical studv was completed early in l977, the COI'.
asked federal and state resource management agencies, the part of
Grays Harbor, and the I31RPC to participate in formulating an
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estuary-wide, aquatic-area dredging plan. As explicitly stated
at the outset, planning was to be within the framework of existing
federal, state, and local policies, laws, and regulations. Particular
emphasis was placed on integrating guidelines controlling dredge
and fill activities with state and local shoreline-use laws and
programs  Weinmann P, hiaiek, 1978!. Although a long-range plan has
not yet been published or submitted for general public review, the
program proposes a flexib1e system for mutual decision making
among regulatory, management, and development entities. 'I'hus, the
 TIE played an important role in establishing interagency collaboration
as a workable planning format in Grays Harbor,

~le@sMRESItal
In 1971, the Washington State Shoreline Irlanagement Act  SrrIA!

required local goverrrments to create Shoreline Master Programs, see
appendix!. In the Grays Harbor County PIP, 2,100 acres  840 ha! of
Port-owned tidelands and wetlands are specifically rIesignated as
conservancy areas. This designation would prevent these wetlancLs
from being filled and thus preclude industrial and commercial
development. Why this program, which severely limits development,
was approved by the state without Port objection cannot be frilly
answered, The program may have been approved because  I! it was the
first local program in the state scheduled to receive approval by the
Washington Department of Ecology  MIOF!, and thus a certain degree of
inexperience prevailed; and �! the conservancy designation was,
under certain conditions, allowed to accammodate some kinds of
development.

It may be that Part officials did not strenuously object to the
restrictive plan because they were confident that, with Congressional
approval of the improved navigation channel, conditional approval of
filling and developing the tidelands could be obtained. The Port
is responsible far providing disposal sites to receive volumes of
dredged materiql resulting from maintenance oi the present channel
project. Based an its comprehensive plan  see p. 10!, the Port could
present a well-substantiated case for creating industrial and
commercial development sites. Such development would provide the
local economy with a needed boast, and thus the local and state
political pressures would seemingly be directed to grant conditional
approval for filling the tidelands.

The combination af the Part's responsibiIity for providing
dredged material sites, the annual availability of dredged material,
thc scarcity of usable flat land surrounding the estuary, and the
fact that the Port owns a great deal of potentially usable tidcIand
served as strong stimuli for active Port support for development of
an estuary-wide comprehensive plan. Such a plan could predesignate
sites to receive fill for creatian of industrial sites, and the Port
could be assured that filling of at least some of its tideland
holdings would be allowed.

laSNIIUW c~~gÃ g whp
As shown above, Grays Harbor has had an extensive planning and

management framework Ior scme years, A detailed discussion of the
existing local and state coastal management programs, state environ-
mental legislation and regulatory agencies, and federal environmental
legislation and implementing agencies is provided in the appendix.
This complex web of decision-making authorities, with overlapping
project review responsibilities and sometimes conflicting review
standards, created an atmosphere of confusion and frustration in
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Grays Harbor prior to the initiation of the Grays Harbor Fstuary
Management Program and was a primary impetus for the formation of
the Task Force.

Resource management and protection agencies, such as the state
and federal agencies responsible for fish and game, play a primary
rale in review of develapment proposals. These agencies exercise
permit review powers over development proposals to ensure the
Iong-term environmental health of the estuary. Although these
agencies often articulated contrasting perspectives and cited
differing legislative mandates, they were in general agreoment that
 I! ecological and resource values must be preserved and protected
for the future; �! the amount of development the estuary could
absorb while retaining its environmental viability is unknown,
but limited; and �! case-by-case permit review results in un-
certainty over the cumulative effect af development and risks piece-
meal disruption of estuarine resource properties. Technically, it
is difficult for resource management personnel to document the
ecological importance of the loss of a particular expanse of salt
marsh at a particular point in time. Yet, their knowledge of
estuarine ecology and their observations of changes over time in
the estuary led them to conclude that incremental shoreline
development activities were leading to significant adverse environ-
mental effects in Grays Harbor.

Fconomic interests in the estuary want timely and predictable
responses from government agencies to project proposals, Aquatic
and wetland areas owned by development interests are valuable
industrial and cmrrnerciai property. Without the addition of fill
or elevation of aquatic margins to upland grades, tideland owners
may not obtain the full cammerical value of their property. Whenever '.
resource agencies impose limitations on the use of private land, and
these limitations are unaccompanied by specific, technical criteria
and are supported only as a protection of valuable natural resources,
frustrated opposition ensues. Resource agencies maintain that. the
benefits from preservation and conservation are in the long-term
public interest. In contrast, develapment interests maintain
that the cost is not borne by the public when aquaCic areas and tide-
lands cannot be developed. In effect, advocates of economic develop-
ment agree that adhering to agency restrictions leaves them with an
uncertain future, property with decreased conmercial value, and
violated personal property rights.

Local governments in Grays Harbor, although not always directly
involved as project sponsors, began ta feel that state and federal
decision-making policies were interfering with their efforts to
diversify and stabilize the regional ecanamy. They considered the
legislative concepts and administrative frameworks required by state
and federal law to be time consuming and cumbersome. Private
interests and local governments felt that their efforts as advocates
of regional benefit through the use of estuarine resources were
being subjected to highly generalized, and often arbitrary, decision
criteria for the benefit of state and national interests at the
expense of the residents of Grays Harbor.

Given these conflicting interests, disputes over the regional
benefits to be gained fram industrial development versus the
potential environmental disturbance resulting from physical
development activities were inevitable. The disputes were intense and
resulted in a great deal of tension between development and
conservation interests, and amang public management agencies with
regulatory responsibilities. The cities and the Port were thc prime
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local actors concerned with the development projects. State agencies
involved in the disputes were the Washington Departments of Ecology,
Fisheries, Game, and Natural Resources  WDOE, WDF, WDG, and WDNR!, and
the federal agencies involved were the COF., the Environmental
Protection Agency EPA!, the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service  DSFWS!,
and the National hhrine Fisheries Service  NMFS!. Several key disputes
are presented here to illustrate the conflict and the frustrating
process of project review.

Key Dispatea ia ~ Kadbar

Three key disputes between development interests and resource
management and protection agencies in Grays Harbor were sufficient
to catalyze demands for comprehensive environmental planning in the
estuary. The first example demonstrates local and state coordination
difficulties, while the latter two instances illustrate the inter-
action oi development interests with all levels of government with
decision-making authority in Grays Harbor.
Thmmderbialzotelproyosal The City of Aberdeen submitted a draft
SMP to the Washington Department of Ecology  WDOE! in June 1974.
WDOE had not evaluated or approved Aberdeen's SMP when the city
received and approved a substantial development permit application
for construction of a Thunderbird motel, restaurant, and marina
complex along 1,200 feet �72 m! of shoreline near the confluence
of the Chehalis and Wishkah Rivers in the eastern reaches of Grays
Harbor  see fig. 2!. Aberdeen determined that the project proposal,
situated on a vacant site formerly occupied by a wood-products
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facility and owned by the Port of Grays Harbor, was a reasonable
and appropriate use and that project plans would generally enhance
the area and benefit the public, The site was designated as "urban"
in Aberdeen's draft SIIP and adjoined an upland area zoned "commercial,"
which permitted commercial and light industrial activities,

In accordance with the SI1A, the approved substantial development
permit was forwarded to leOE for review. WDOF. did not concur with
local approval, noting that the proposal was not in consonance with
sections aE Aberdeen's draft SMP dealing with restoration, public
access, and development policies relating to water dependency.
Further, M!OE determined that, in compliance with the provisions of
the State Environmental Protection Act  SEPA!, an environmental
impact statement must accompany the proposal. Neither Aberdeen
nar the project sponsor had prepared an EIS or the alternative, a
statement of negative impact.

After WDOF. rejected the proposal, development sponsors appealed
to the j udgement of the Shoreline Hearings Board {SHB II162, 1978!.
The state board concluded that the appellants did not comply with
the SEPA guidelines and that this alone mandated WDOE's remand of the
matter for reevaluation. The board made additional comments, noting
that {1! although the project generally incorporated the provisions
of the SIIA regarding substantial development permits, the proposal
did not closely follow the development policies stated in Aberdeen's
draft PIP; and {2! the draft SMP did not appear to parallel state
policies relating to navigation, camnerce, and protection of
estuarine resources, especially regarding landfills.

As a result, the project spcmsor abandoned the proposal, while
Aberdeen voiced irritation that a potential commercial venture and
use of privately held land and shoreline had been discouraged by the
state. The City of Aberdeen was particularly frustrated because they
believed the project had conformed with the draft SMp. A shoreline
permit was eventually obtained, although no EIS was prepared. The
COE issued the permit over strenuous objections by the environmental
corrmunity that the use was not water dependent, and that the COE and
the permittee refused to mitigate the activity by removing the
structure upland to avoid bulkhead filling,

The Aberdeen SMP was finally approved in June 1975 after
amendments concerning landfills had been incorporated by the city.
WDOE approval was accompanied by comment that the SMP did not
squarely address complex issues relating to landfills and the expected
uses of filled areas. WDOE referred to the praposed long-range
dredging effects study sponsored by the COE as providing future
clarification of this issue.
Boise~CazyoeLChmaCeulillytoyolal In October 1973, the Boise
Cascade Corporation submitted a substantial development permit
proposal to the city of Aberdeen. Boise Cascade proposed placing
1,348 feet {414 m! of bulkhead along the northern margin of the
Chehalis River opposite the Aberdeen Reach of the main navigation
channel {see fig, 2!, and filling the bulkhead with wood-waste
materials to provide level terrain for log storage and sorting.

Local authorities approved the project proposal. In November,
however, WDOE appealed the proposal through its substantial-
development review capacity because of potential water-quality impacts
from woad-waste leachate. The appeal was based on guidelines
restricting placement of wood-waste fill in shoreline areas. The
permit was eventually granted by the state in late 1975, after it was
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agreed that dredged material fram the COE channel maintenance project
would be used for the bulkhead fill in place of wood waste.

Obtaining a federal permit decision for the Boise Cascade project
proved more difficult, and brought the need for comprehensive planning
in the estuary to the attention of the state's two senators. In
1973, EPA had not codified criteria implementing section 404 of the
Clean Water Act  CWA!, Consequently, EPA centered its opposition to
the project on water-quality criteria alone. The FPA was concerned
about the Iong-term eFfects of wood leachates entering the estuary,
However, after the proposed fill material was changed to dredged
material, EPA retracted its objections. NMFS conditionally aporovcd
the project based on policies for protection of aquatic resources
and water-quality guidelines. The remaining federal agency, USFWS,
apposed the project due to expected adverse effects on fish and
wildlife. USFWS noted specific impacts on �! juvenile anadromous
fish migrating through the proposed project area; �! juvenile
salmonid food supply that would be significantly altered by the
fill; �! shorebird and waterfowl use of the adjacent affected area
for feeding and resting; �! other specific impacts related to the use
of wood waste for fill material; and �! former deposition of wood
waste in wetlands and tidelands in the Aberdeen area, Moreover, the
USFWS response addressed the need for comprehensive estuarine planning,
stating that they:

.urged development af a comprehensive lard use plan for
this area to identify spoil sites and water oriented industrial
needs. Until such a coordinated plan has been developed to
establish a requirement for additional waterfront log storage
area, we cannot accept the losses that such projects engender
for fish and wildlife resources. We thus recommend denial of
this permit  USFWS, 1974!.

In a letter to the project sponsor, USFWS indicated similar
concerns. The agency emphasized that "piecemeal and indiscriminate
filling and construction" is chronic in the Grays Harbor region, and
reiterated the desire for a camprehensive plan: ". . .we do, and
will continue to, recommend that all such projects be denied pending
development of a comprehensive plan, or at least until solid progress
an a jointly developed plan is evidenced"  USFWS, 1974!. Even after
the nature of the fill material was changed from wood waste to
dredged material, the site was designated for the water-related
requirements of a sawmill, and the other involved agencies approved
the propasal, USPWS continued to oppose the project.

The City of Aberdeen charged the Department of the Interior and
USFWS with placing "a moratorium on development in thc City of
Aberdeen withaut consulting the government of Aberdeen and without
providing the people of Aberdeen a chance to be heard." Aberdeen
considered such action to be "an abuse of governmental power."
The response went on ta state, 'Your objections, without good reason,
have had a damaging effect on thc economy of Aberdeen when we have
12 percent unemployment"  City of Aberdeen, 1975!. Copies of the
letter were also sent U. S. Senators H. M. Jackson and W. G.
Magnuson.

The USFWS provided detailed responses to inquiries from both
senators. They informed Senator Jackson that they had previously
communicated their position on tideland filling to the C4{RPC, and
that USRSS "was not unalterably opposed ta the project, but
recommended denial of permits for fill projects until such time as a
proper comprehensive plan is offered." The agency also took



exception to Aberdeen's charges regarding a moratorium on development:
This is inaccurate. If our position may be termed a moratorium,
it is a short-term moratorium on certain kinds oi develop-
ments, such as tideland fill far all of Grays Harbor. This is
done far the purpose of reaching a jointly detezmined p]an
that will accommodate our shared interests in the future
management of the estuary  USFIA, 1975 a!.

The response to Senator ~Iagnusan was similar, but also stated:
There is definite need f' or some kind of balancing action in
this area. We realize port areas are primarily industria1
zones; but to condone the continued piecemeal filling of
valuable littoral areas far nonwater-dependent facilities
and the resultant loss of fish and wildlife habitat without
guarantee that the more valuable tidal and wetland areas
will ba preserved. . .is shortsighted and inconsistent
 USFWS, 1975 b!,

On 4 September 1975, the USFWS, Boise Cascade Corporation, the
Port of Grays IIarbor, and the GHRPC met in Aberdeen in an attempt
to resolve the permit conflict. Boise Cascade indicated serious
reservations about continuing the proposed project, On 18
September 1975, USFÃS released its abjection to the issuance of
a COE section 10 permit.

In the belief that good faith has been shown with respect
to prompt action on a memorandum of understanding for
joint development of a mutually acceptable comprehensive
plan and with the full expectation that the City of
Aberdeen and other local governments adjoining Grays
Harbor will cooperate to the end that such a plan is
developed in conjunction with federal navigation projects,
it is our intention ta withdraw our objections to
issuance of the Boise Cascade Corporation permit  USFWS, 1975!.

The agency stated, however, that it would object to any future
filling activity involving wetland areas whore a federal permit
was required unless USFWS and appropriate local governments
signed a memorandum of understanding relating to development of a
comprehensive plan, The permit was finally issued after
significant political intervention and a delay of nearly two years.
KaiserSCeelCorporatiomiadmtrh6facQityl?roposal Perhaps the most pivotal
dispute over estuarine resource usa in recent years began with
a permit application published by the COE on 31 March, 1975.
An area at the mouth of the Hoquiam River  see fig. 2! had been
obtained by the Port of Grays IIarbor in 1963 as an industrial
development district and was zoned "industrial" in the City of
Hoquiam's comprehensive land-use plan. Hoquiam's S!4P classified
the site as "urban develapment." Therefore, local interests considered
industrial use of the plot appropriate. The 44.5 acre �8 ha! site
included approximately 25 acres �0 ha! of sedge-marsh habitat and
13.8 acres �.6 ha! of tidelands  the remaining 5. 5 acres [2.2 ha] was
of upland grade!, thus requiring the issuance of a combined federal
permit to satisy section 10 of the Rivers and Harbors Act and
section 404 of the Clean Water Act. An impervious dike,
enclosing 3,355 feet �,023 m! of shoreline, was inc]uded in the
project proposal, with a total of 456,000 cubic y*rds �51,000 m3! of
fill material required to raise the grade of the entire site above
the 100-year flood plain.
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The Port of Grays Harbor, as project sponsor, stated that the fill
was for log and lumber sorting and storage yards. Federal agencies
responded as required by law. However, there was considerably more
weight to certain review statements than in the past, particularly
those of EPA. That agency had recently published proposed guidelines
for implementation of section 404  b! of the CWA, The guidelines
emphasized project alternatives, and EpA stated that destruction of
tidelands and associated wetlands warranted a critical evaluation of
all reasonable alternatives to the fill of estuarine margins. EPA
also expressed concerns about potential water-quality impacts of the
proposed project; the fill material was to come from a submerged
borrow site, thus increasing the likelihood of adverse affects on
aquatic systems. FPA therefore recorarrended that the permit be denied.

The USFWS responded in depth to the Port's proposal, relating a
list of project-linked impacts and the absence of comprehensive
estuary planning necessary to avoid regional ctlrrulative environmental
disruption. The response reiterated the now-familiar position of
USFWS:

Past piecemeal development along the channel has decimated
fish and wildlife habitat and drastically limited public access
and fish and wildlife related uses. This is essentially the
last remaining area that has the potential for becoming
a waterfront park, providing public access to the waterfront,
or being dedicated as open space. We believe the failure
to consider this location for such uses is shortsighted and
does not constitute waterfront planning in a comprehensive and
coordinated manner  USFWS, 1975 c!.

USFWS also stated that the use planned for the fill area was
inappropriate because it was non-water depenrient, and that alter-
native log storage sites existed elsewhere. USFWS requested that the
permit be denied, and further stated that:

, wc have not abandoned our original objectives that there
be coordinated and comprehensive site specific planning for
the Grays Harbor estuary, its shorelines and wise waterfront
utilization. We remain availablc. . . USFWS, 1975 c!.

NMFS objected to the permit, concurring with EPA that adverse water-
quality impacts would significantly affect aquatic resources.

After all federal agencies recorded opposition to the proposed log
storage and sorting project, events took an unexpected turn. On 24
June 1975, the EPA received a letter from Senator Jackson stating, "'t
have learned that the land in question, for which a permit must be
obtained from the Corps of Engineers, is intended to be used by a
firm which constructs equipment designed to increase energy production
in this country"  Jackson, 1975!. Apparently the Port had
confidential development plans for the s'te. Specifically, the Port
had been privately negotiating with Kaiser Steel Corporation for an
energy-related industrial facility.

On 17 July 1975, EPA and USFWS personnel met with Pozt of Grays
Harbor officials and were informed that on 22 July 1975, a lease option
for the site would be signed with Kaiser Steel Corporation. This firm,
it was revealed, would manufacture and assemble off-shore drilling
platforms for exploration and exploitation of oil and natural gas
deposits on the continental shelf of North America,

On 17 September 1975, the Port made appropriate revisions to the
%II  permit application reflecting the proposed Kaiser Steel facility
and identifying Kaiser as a project co-sponsor. The use change from
log sorting and storage to the fabrication of off-shore drilling
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equipment also necessitated a revised COE permit application and thus
reevaluation by all agencies.In September 1975, EPA's proposed interim final section 404 guide-
lines were promulgated, and construction of the Kaiser Steel facility
appeared to meet the agency's criteria. The Port and Kaiser Steel,
however, had not yet finalized a lease agreement. As previously
noted, many of EPA's original water-quality concerns with this project
were due to the source of the proposed fill material, To overcome
this objection to the project, the Port, Kaiser Steel, and the COE
initiated discussions to coordinate the spring 1976 maintenance
dredging schedule with the filling of the Kaiser Steel and Raise
Cascade sites so that dredged material could be used for fill. EPA
recognized the adverse water-quality impacts caused by filling the
wetland area, but noted that impacts would be minimized if dredged
material were used. As the project would aid energy production and
was considered to be in the national interest, and since it appeared
to conform to their criteria for dredging and filling, EPA responded
on 14 October 1975:

If this agency withholds permit approval pending an actual
Port of Grays Harbor and Kaiser Steel Corporation use
agreement, the time needed for filling the site for this
use may expire. The Port and the Aberdeen-Hoquiam area
may Lose this needed industry and employment. We will not,
for this reason, hold up the issuance of the permit for
the agreement  EPA, 1975! .
As noted earlier, Kaiser Steel had merely committed to a lease

option on the property. Concurrently, the availability of off-shore
oil leases in the Gulf of Alaska became uncertain due to conflicts
surrounding secondary impacts of oil development on coastal communities
in Southeast Alaska. Iurthermore, additional delay of the Kaiser
Steel project seemed unavoidable since the COE had determined that a
federal EIS would be required. EPA foresaw these potential problems
and surmised that Kaiser Steel would probably never use the site.
Therefore, EPA conditioned its response, citing 404 implementation
guidelines, to require future dedication of the site for water-
dependent use regardless of the ultimate occupant.

In an eleventh-hour effort to salvage the fill proposal and to
retain Kaiser Steel as a lessee for its site, the Port of Grays
Harbor formulated Resolution No. 1673 on 9 December 1975,  Port of
G. H,, 1975; USACOE, 1976 b 6 c!. This resolution officially

.dedicates and pledges the use of this industrial site hy
water-dependent activities only, and be it further resolved, the
Port of Grays Harbor pledges its continued cooperation in developing
a comprehensive plan for the Grays Harbor estuary. . ." With the
signing of this resolution, the remaining federal agencies conceded
to the issuance of the COE permit.

The filled area west of the mouth of the Hoquiam River is vacant
at present, since Kaiser Steel and the Port did not complete the
final lease agreements. Development of off-shore oil resources in
Alaska has not proceeded as rapidly as initially expected. Commercially
developable oil reserves have not been discovered on the leased
tracts. Off-shore oil and gas drilling equipment probably will be
fabricated and assembled elsewhere. The vacant site remains
controversial, however. The area is stabilized fastland and is
available for usc. Resource agencies hold that, if there is a
pressing need for industrial development sites, as local interests
and thc Port assert, the site would be occupied at this time.
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Serdsion-lK«Icing Problems «t the Local Level
The three key disputes discussed above reflect general decision�

making problems. One of these general problems centers on .
uncertainties in implementation of the SMA at the local level. Since
the inception of the SMA in 1972, WDOE has reviewed all substantial
shoreline development applications in the estuary  sec appendix!. WDQE
records for the years 1972 to 1975 indicate that an overwhelming
majority of project proposals were situated in thc inner harbor area,
thus requiring initial review by Grays Harbor County and the cities of
Aberdeen and Hoquiam. Although the county R%> was first approved by
the state in June 1974, WDOE reevaluated the program in September of
that year. The state determined that the county Sr' allowed
"indiscriminate use of fill for all types of activities" and, as a
result, was inconsistent with SMA implementation guidelines  WDOF., 1974!.
WDOE requested that Grays Harbor County amend and rewrite portions of
the program such that "regulations for landfills and bulkheads.
favor shoreline-dependent uses." The county Qip was not officially
approved until July 1978 after specific WDOE suggestions had been

corporated. The Aberdeen SMP was finalized in June 1975, but, as
noted above, it contained fundamental inconsistencies with state
water-dependency policy guidelines. Hoquiam's P1P was accepted by
WDOE in April 1976.

Thus, estuarine resource-use disputes, preceding the agreement
to enter into collaborative planning, had generally occurred in the
absence of officially approved Sl'1P's, A formalized coastal zone
decision framework, as mandated by the state S11A and the federal
CZ11A, was not in place in Grays Harbor from 1972 to 1975, the period
in which the three disputes discussed above created a comrron impetus
for collaborative planning. During this three-year period, approximately
fifty-five substantial development permits were administered by
Aberdeen, Hoquiam, and the County. All of these were followed by
state review. Of this total, only six projects were remanded by WDOF.
for reevaluation by local government. Five of the permit applications
returned to local administrators tor additional analysis were appealed
to the Worelines Hearing Board, including the three disputes described
above. Although local 9P's were not functioning as formal devices
for implementation of shoreline management in the estuary, only a small
portion of project proposals were appealed to the Shorelines Hearing
Hoard.

State criticism of local permits decisions centered on fill
proposals, water-dependency criteria, and state environmental policy.
As the local RIP's were installed, conflict in Grays Harbor was not
being ameliorated. Furthermore, those involved in the use and
permitting conflicts apparently did not expect the situation to improve
with the forthcoming federal approval of the state Coastal 2one
rtanagement Program  C2MP! in June 1976.
Decdsian-lI«ldag ProM«ms «t the Htate
axad. Pedsrml Levels

At the state level, four agencies -- WDDE, WDF, WDG, and WDNR -- are
important participants in estuarine resource-use determinations in
Grays Harbor. Each has authority over aspects of shoreline and aquatic
resource regulation and management, but their individual approaches
differ. These four agencies also have differing sources of decision-
making authority  see appendix!. Authority for water-quality control
has been delegated by the federal government to the WDOF. under section
402 of the CWA. Both WDF and WDG are responsible for management of
living aquatic resources, but have no specifically mandated authority
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to protect estuarine shoreline or aquatic-area habitat, except in
issuing a Hydraulics Project Plan Approval. However, both WDF and
WDG have expanded their role in affecting the use of wetland and
aquatic resources because they can influence the federal permit
process  to be discussed below!. WDNR, as a manager of state lands in
The public interest, has established policies anil guidelines for the
management of state-owned. aquatic areas. WDNR use policies address
navigation and commerce; public use; food, mineral, and chmucal
production; uses of aquatic areas by abutting land owners; and
revenue production.

Differing sources of decision-making responsibility and diverse
approaches to management of specific estuarine resources make for
potentially fragmented review of project proposals by state agencies.
For example, WDOE may respond to a particular proposal by noting
water quality concerns. WDF, with primary interests in the direct
use of aquatic areas by fish and shellfish, might agree with WDQE,
especially if no irreversible loss to benthic or intertidal habitat
is foreseen. WDG views developrent on estuarine margins in a different
manner. If the proposed project would affect estuarine wetlands or
marsh areas, le might resist project approval owing to its more
broadly based objectives, which include habitat maintenance. WDNR's
position might support approval or denial, depending on the proposed
project's proximity to established harbor lines or state owned
tidelands or the perceived need for upland access. Thus, agencies
responding to different aspects of a proposal, with potentially
contrasting criteria and objectives, may not only confuse the proj ect
sponsor, but generate concern among the agencies themselves over the
state's overall ability to manage estuarine resources for the long-
term public benefit and protection of the estuary's viability,

The federal resource agencies have perspectives similar to those
of state agencies with authority over the same resources. USFWS',
like WDG, has a primary interest in wildlife and its habitat; NMFS,
like WDF, has a primary interest in fish and shellfish; and EPA, like
WDOE, is primarily concerned with water quality in the estuary.
Also like the state agencies, the federal agencies' fundamental
concern is for the adverse environmental effects of filling estuarine
tidelands and wetlands.

At the federal level, the COE, EPA, USFWS, and NMFS share
responsibility for review of proposed estuarine development projects.
While the COE actually issues section 10 and section 404 permits, in
the latter case they must apply criteria developed by EPA, and
specific COE decisions can be vetoed by EPA. Moreover, the authority
of both these federal entities is subject to review and evaluation
by other federal and state resource agencies, stemming from the
broad requirements for decision making set forth in the Fish and
Wildlife Coordination Act  FWCA! and the National Environmental
Policy Act  NEPA!. Thus, USFWS, NMFS, and concerned state resource
agencies provide comment and can influence section 10/404 determinations.
In theory, this multiagency review should result in a comprehensive
analysis and decision, since COE expertise lies chiefly in section 10
matters, USFWS and NMFS have extensive experience in management of
specific aquatic resources and wetland habitats, and EPA concentrates
on water quality. However, fraynented decision making may also result.

Another potential problem area in federal agency decision making
concerns the alternatives analysis required under NEPA, CWA, and
FWCA. In particular, analysis of alternatives to wetland fill is
central to the joint EPA/COE guidelines to implement section 404 of
the CWA. Alternatives must be determined for each proposed shoreline
or aquatic-area project, with analysis and evaluation dependent upon
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the specific nature of the proposed activity as it relates to wetland
resources, Tho various federal agencies may differ in their evaluation
of the proposed alternatives. Thus, although the proposed joint 404
guidelines establish agency responsibilities for review of the
specific environmental effects expected from development proposals, the
agencies could still differ among themselves on the preferred outcome.

Given all these difficulties in coordinating local, state, and
federal decision making, case-specific disputes similar to those over
the Thunderbird Motel, Boise-Cascade, and Kaiser Steel proposals were
expected to continue and increase in frequency. All interests
and a'ctors were dissatisfied. Dredging and filling activities were
likely to be continuous and the decision-making system oflered little
relief to developers or resource agencies, Hy the mid-1970's, all
parties were, therefore, ready to participate in a Grays Harbor
Bstuary tlanagement Program,
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Cammerce and the Office of Coastal Zone Management  OCZM!. Acceptance
of the state program was expected to increase the possibility of
federal financial support of a comprehensive planning effort at
the local level. In anticipation of receiving federal funding, the
GliRPC presented prospective Task Force members with three alternatives
far developing an estuary plan;  I! pr paration of an estuary
management plan by the Task Farce with the effort coordinated and
assisted by a consulting firm;  Z! expansion of the GI%PC staff to
work with the Task I'orce in formulating a comprehensive plan over a
period of twelve to eighteen months; and, �! maintainence of the
GHRPC staff at its existing level and reliance on staff assistance
loaned from participating agencies  GIIRPC, 1976!. The GHRPC also
distributed a draft grant proposal outlining the need for estuary
planning in Grays IIarbor and requesting planning funds under the
provisions of section 306 of the Coastal Zone Management Act  CZMA!.

Twa Task Force organizational meetings occurred in April 1976.
Participants determined that the funding application shou]d be made
to the Washington Department of Fcology  WDOE! and the federal OCZM
and that funds should be requested to retain a consultant to assist
the 'I'ask Force. The Task Force solicited proposals from enviIonmental
consulting firms in May 1976. Federal approval of the Washington
CZ~IP came in June l976 and the Estuary Planning Task Force was
officially established with CZMA funding provided through WDOE and
the G-IRPC in September of that year.

lturing the first Task Force session, the NIIFS representative
related his agency's experience on an interagency task force that
developed the Lower Willamette River Management Plan  LWRIIP!. The
LWRIIP was sponsored by the Oregon State Land Board and provided a
framework to manage shoreline resource use along the Willamette River
in the Portland area. Task Force members were impressed by the plan.
The GHRPC director, who later became the planner for the Port of Grays
llarbor and its representative to the Task I-'orce, also knew of the LWPJ4'
effort and worked to stimulate local interest in a similar plan for the
Grays Harbor Fstuary  Walters interview, 1978; Lattin interview, 1978].
In the fall of 1976, the Task Force selected the firms of Montagne-
Bierly Associates and Wilsey and Ham from three candidate firms to
assist with development af a Grays Harbor Estuary Management Plan.
Ilontagne-Ilierly was chosen primarily because of the experience of its
president as the State of Oregon official in charge of developing the
LICH~IF.

~P Pl aalagM Ihehgagr
The Task I'orce and the consultants agreed on a traditional planning

methodology of inventory, analysis, synthesis, and evaluation-decision
making. They decided an a format consisting of five steps:

''tep J. Collection and analysis of information describing the
physical, biological, economic, and social characteristics of the
estuary

Step :.. Development of estuarine management policies based on
data from Step I; preparation of a first draft of the Grays
llarbor Estuary I'imagement Plan

'tep ,!. Review of the Draft Plan by the agencies and jurisdictions
represented on the Task Force and by the public

.str:1 4. Two-day Task I'orce workshop to reach agreemcnts on final
changes to the Draft Plan
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Step h. Formal process of review and adoption of the final Draft
Plan by local governments and state and federal agencies

The primary planning effort in Steps I and 2, is discussed in this
chapter and will be used as critical background information for under-
standing the dynamics of the Task Force effort in subsequent steps.
Step l: GamyiiIAian af Teahaical IaSonmtUozz

The consultants played a primary role in the initial portio~ of the
planning process because they accepted responsibility for gathering
basic inventory data and information for the Task Force. The consultants
werc assisted by a team of technical experts drawn from industry and
local, state, and iederal agencies. Team members represented a variety
of disciplines, including economics, forestry, planning, engineering,
and biological sciences, An effort was made to enlist the technical
expertise of people living and working in Grays Harbor. Three subject
areas became the I'ocus of the information-gathering activities.

First, the physical and biological features of the estuary, including
regional geology and soils, hydrology, hydraulics, sediments, and water
quality, were described. The technical team used the extensive base of
information generated'by applied research efforts in connection with
the Corps of Engineers' Long Range Dredging Maintenance Study, nearing
completion in late 1976, as well as previous studies conducted by
Grays Harbor Community College and the Washington Departments of
Fcology, Fisheries, and Game. These latter studies described and
delineated fisheries and wildlife resources occurring in the estuary.

Secondly, the technical team summarized the socioeconomic
nature of the region. They described historical trends in shoreline
development and existing uses of land and water surface by utility
and transportation infrastructures, the forest-products industry,
comnercial fishing, agriculture, and tourism. The assembled data
depicts the resource-based economy of the region. As a complement
to this aspect of data gathering, the consultants assessed public
opinion in the Grays Harbor area by means of sixty-eight one-hour
personal interviews. These interviews with local residents, special
interest groups, and individuals in industry centered on perceptions
of estuarine- and shoreline-use conflicts and public expectations of
the uti.lity of an estuary management plan.

Lastly, the tcchnical team characterized the existing institutional
and administrative framework in Grays Harbor. They delineated the
shoreline permit process and agency jurisdictions, enforcement. powers,
and legal constraints,

The consultants and the technical team gathered regional environ-
mental., economic, and social information into a single document, the
Technical Memoranda, which was presented to the Task Force in March
1977. Subject headings of the Technical Memoranda are:

1. Physical Features

2. Living Resources

3. Resource Use and Harvest

4. Socio-Economics

5, Governmental Jurisdictions

6. Public Input and Base Data

As an additional prelude to Step 2 planning sessions, the
consultants and the technical team prepared summary statements inter-
preting the personal interviews in orde~ to help focus Task Force
analysis. Twenty-seven key issues and areas of conflict were identified.
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The issues were listed and numerically graded by representatives of each
ol the disciplines included on the team, resulting in an average value
and overall weighting of issues. Fourteen primary issue groups emerged
as recombinations of the original twenty-seven key issues derived from
community interviews  Montagne-Bierly, 1977 b!.

Site-specific environmental conflicts received higher priority
in technical team weighting than mare subjective issues, such as the
relative dominance of state and federal versus local control of
estuarine shoreline activities or the absence of specificity af
shoreline-use criteria and predictability in the decision-making system.
The most critical issue carrcerrred use of the estuary for the disposal
of dredged matetials and thc associated cumulative loss of estuarine
habitat. The technical team identified the basic conflict between, an
one hand, the continued need for maintenance dredging in the inner
harbor and navigation channel, the proposed dredging to widen and
deepen the channel, and the demands for fill and development of
aquatic areas and, on the other, the desire to reduce the destruction
of salt marsh and tideland habitat which results from dredgin and.
filling.

Itmlrr 8: lhnrelapment cxtllmtuaa.hae Managemeat Policiea

After compilation of the information in the form of large-scale
maps and the Technical Memoranda, Task Farce activity entered Step 2.
The Draft i:stuary Managment Plan identifies !tep 2 as the "real
plarrning process" �-K"IP, November 1978, p. 2!. The Task Force met in
workshop sessions of one to thrcc days' duration, Thc sessions were
separated by periods of one to two months, during which carmtrnicatian
was maintained by memoranda prepared by the consultants containing
summaries of Task Force proceedings. Six planning workshops were
held over a sixteen-month period.

The first series of workshop sessions was devoted to analyzing
inventory information and considering the summarized and weighted
key issues and conflicts. In addition, the consultants supplied
the Task Farce with advance materials that stated the need to agree
on an overall estuary management goal, contrasted concepts of
management-level approaches, and introduced preliminary descriptions
of use-related management schemes. Thus, the initial Task Force
workshop sessions were designed to establish a broad management goal
and to choose a planning approach appropriate far the Grays Harbor
estuary. The Task Force determined that they would reach all
decisions by consensus.

Chooairrg a marragcrtrent goal.. To decide on a management goal, the
consultants stressed that the Task Force needed to agree on three
essential issues;  I! what is to be accomplished through planning;
�! what are the uses and activities to be managed; and, �! «hether
management should operate by permitting, prohibiting, and/ar regulating
uses and activities, or by establishing specific standards for uses and
activities. The consultants mentioned in their introductory memorandum
on management concepts � March 1977! that determining the why, what,
and how to manage the estuary may depend, in part, on who is to manage,
but the subject of who would or did have what management responsibilities
was not further developed during these early stages.

To assist the Task Force in establishing an overall management
goal for the estuary, the consultants suggested two alternatives that
could provide a major direction: management to achieve a diversity
of uses within the estuary, or management to strengthen a single
resource use or function. The Task Force considered that an overall
managmcnt goal must be oriented toward the regional community and the
economic base of the area, and therefore must be very broad. The
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Task Force resolved that a balance among a wide range of uses and
needs was necessary, and that planning for diversity within the estuary
would provide integration of industry and recreation uses with
protection of natural resources.

During the first workshop, the Task Farce agreed on the formal
statement, "Thc overall goal of the Grays Harbor Estuary Management
Plan is the management of the estuary for multiple use." The
consultants asked the Task Force whether there would be any overriding
assumptions that would guide the management plan. A suggested
assumption was that any uses or activities permitted in the Plan would
be accomplished in a manner that would minimize the impact on the
environment. The Task Force was unable to reach a consensus on this
issue  Montagne-gierly, 1977 a!.

Chooetna a ~anaaement strategy. Goal formation was fallowed by
thc equally critical decision on an appropriate management strategy.
The consultants presented alternative strategies ranging fram
dev=lopment of general guidelines to specific. decisions. Advance
materials exhibited the concept of a management study area  thc entire
estuary! with two levels of geographic subdivisions  Planning Areas
and hianagement Units!. Division of the estuary into proposed sub-
regional Planning Areas would be based on the area's principal
characteristics  e.g., existing use or enviranmental type! as determined
by the inventory information. These Planning Areas would be divided
into smaller Management 11nits to allow definition of project-level
decision-making guidelines within the context of subregional goals,

The Task Force reviewed three different management strategies
to determine the utility of using geographic subdivisions of the
estuary as a management tool. The first strategy is that used in
the LWRIP, In this approach, fixed geographic. regions within the
study area are established, and policy guidelines determining
beneficial uses and permitted activities are linked to each geographic
region. Thc second strategy is a traditional land-use allocation
approach used in many areas of the country. In this approach, specific
use categories are formulated first and then applied to defined areas,
with regulation ensured via zoning requirements. The third strategy
is similar to that used to administer Washington State's Shoreline
?ianagcmcnt Act  S'MA!. In this approach, environmental categories are
established based on existing use types, and regulating policies are
assigned as appropriate to each category  e.g., urban, rural, natural,
and conservancy!. Geographic areas are then allocated according
to environmental and use characteristics, with use or activity
guidelines sterrming fram predetermined. policies.

1'hc Task Force, supported by advice from the consultants and
comparative materials, decided on a synthesis of the management
approach used in the LWRMP and that used in administering the VIA.
They decided to establish general use categories and to divide thc
entire estuary into Planning Areas on the basis of existing uses. The
Task Force intended to define the principal character and attributes
of the Planning Areas, and then to subdivide each Planning Area into
geographic Management Units. Finally, the Task Force would establish
usc categories and a potential range of permitted or conditional
activities for each Management Unit that would. be compatible with the
general character oi the Planning Area. In this way, increasingly
specific use designations would be developed and applied.

Fete Itah~~ management guzdeltnea. ?laving decided upon the
multiple-use objective of the Fstuary Management Plan and a geo-
graphically based planning strategy, the Task Force directed the
consultants to employ five criteria to develop a map of potential
Planning Areas within the estuary as the first step in establishing
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management guidelines. The consultants later prioritized these criteria
based on Task Force discussions during the first workshop. Table 1
lists the priorities assigned to these criteria by the Task Force
and by the consultants.

Table I Criteria for Developing Planning Areas

Priorities Assigned
by Casu u2tants

1, Physical boundaries
and natural features

Priorities Assigned
by Task Farce

Ownership patterns

2. Political jurisdiction
boundaries

2. Ownership patterns

Faisting Uses 3. Areas of conflict or
possible conflict

4. Political turisdiction
boundaries

Areas of conflict or
possible conflict

Phys ical boundaries
and natural features

5. Existing Uses
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The resultant map geographically subdivided the estuary into eight
Planning Areas  fig. 3!. The basic divisions were presented to the
Task Force members, who reviewed and refined the Planning Area
divisions based on their knowledge of the estuary. The criteria
weighting system used by the consultants, although quite different
from the original order assigned the criteria by the Task Force,
produced Planning Areas acceptable to the Task Force with only minor
revisions.

The consultants explained to the Task Force that. the eight Planning
Areas were flexible units to be used to organize decision making. The
use of political jurisdiction boundaries to define the planning Areas
was defended by local government representatives and the  RRPC director
on the grounds that the ultimate management controls would be with
local governments. Resource agency representatives were concerned that
the Planning Area boundaries made no sense from an ecological perspective.
After some discussion, the Task Force agreed by consensus that Planning
Area boundaries should not be tied directly to specific management
policies. Instead, the Task Force agreed that distinctions among
Planning Areas were general in nature and were to be used for
planning organization only  Montagne-Bierly, 1977 a!.

The four general environmental types in the state Shoreline
Management Act  i.e., natural, conservancy, rural, and urban! were felt
by the Task Force to be insufficient to provide the desired level
of specificity. Task Force members wanted an expanded list of
environmental types to help them organize and group specific uses
appropriate for each of the environmental types. The consultants
provided the following environmental types and suggested general
functions of each category:

1. iVat~ral � to preserve and restore to their natural or
original condition unique natural and cultural areas
2. Conservancy/ll1aturaI � to ensure that future uses and changes
in natural areas are minimal and are designed to enhance the
natural characteristics of the area



3. Canee~mzcp/Managed - to manage and protect areas for
purposes that directly use or depend on natural systems and to
ensure that uses of the area do not have adverse impacts on
the natural systems

4, Aural/Agricultural - to protect existing and potential prime
agricultural land from the pressures of urban expansion and
low-intensit> development

5, J',uwai'./co~ ln*ensitg - to restrict intensive development along
undeveloped shorelines so that open spaces, recreational
opportunitics, Iow residential density, and Iow-intensitv
farming are maintained

6. Dt.'~an/Pea.'a'entcI - to protect areas in which the predominant
usc is or should be residential

7. urban/Sized - to designate areas for a mix of compatible
urban uses

8. kirlian/Dere!~sp~enL � to designate areas for predominantly
industrial and commercial uses

'I'he Task Force accepted these eight environmental types as
presented. In the Draft Plan they are listed as thc ~ianagcment
Categories.
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As the next step in establishing management guidelines, the
consultants developed a list of types of uses and activities that
take place in Grays IIarbor in connection with the following generic
uses; port Cacilities, transportation, manufacturing, food industry,
commercial, natural areas, residential, agriculture, and recreation,
Each generic use encompasses possible use types. For example,
agriculture as a generic use encompasses such possible specific uses
as: major cultivated crops, passive agriculture  pasture!,
subsistence/local market farming, tree farms, and timber production,
'I'he Task Force was then asked to determine whether the listed uses
would be permitted or conditional within each of the eight environ-
mental designations. These determinations, as summarized by the
consultants, eventually became the Standard Use Matrix in the Draft
Plan  fig. 4!.

During the second workshop session in ~hy 1979, discussion
focused on how to combine general policies, specific usc designations,
and management areas. Task Force members finally reached a consensus
that the eventual specific guidelines for uses and activities allowable
in Ihnagcment Units must stem from general Planning Area guidelines.
The Task Force decided that analysis of the nature of a P'Ianning
Area as an entity and in relation to the whole estuary would allow
use designations to be more rationally applied, To this end, the
consultants polled the Task Force with regard to a li.st oC
characteristics that would be used to establish general policies for
each of the Planning Areas. The consultants asked the Task Force to
consider the characteristics of each Planning Area using the following
questions as a general format:

I'tarrrrfng Area CeneraL Character
What is the predominant character of the Planning Area?
What are the major committed uses'?
What are the significant. conflicts?
What are the assets of the Planning Area?

Ptarrrrfnq Araa Resound'aes
How should the resources of the Planning Area be used?
Protected? Speciiically. shoreline, water surface, water
quality and hydraulics, fish and wildlife, vegetation  including
salt and freshwater marsh!, aggregate and mineral extraction

Development +ithunn the P?anrrirra Area
How should thc Planning Area function in support of local and
estuary-wide development needs?
Specifically: local and regional economic base, general
Planning Area use character, recreation uses  including public
access!, resource harvesting  aggregate mining, aquaculture,
commercial fisheries!, navigation  channel and dock access--
including dock area dredging and dredged material disposal!,
structures and fills

By the conclusion of the »lay 1977 workshops, thc Task Force had
established genera1 policies for Planning Areas I and II and a portion
of Planning Area III. 'Ihe consultants eventually drafted guidelines
for the remaining Planning Areas. The consultants felt that they
could anticipate with reasonable accuracy the positions of Task Force
participants and that they could therefore speed the review and
revision process during the next set of workshops by drafting the
guidelines themselves.

ln the final series of workshop sessions, the Task Force used the
policies, strategies, and guidelines described above and translated
them into specitic uses and activities that would be allowed in the
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Figure 4 Standard use matrix from the C;rays Harbor Estuary Management
Plan IMarch 1978 draft; subject to revision! .

Management Units. Fr.gure 5 presents an example of the permitted
activity designations for one Management Unit. Using the large-scale
maps, the consultants "walked" the Task Force around the estuary to
develop specific guidelines. During this process, major issues and
site-specific conflicts arose. Pz'ivate landowners requested Management
Unit boundary and permitted use changes. Disagreements and mis-
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Management Cate~rory

CM - Conservancy Iaanaged

8 d ~l. ti

Eastern Boundary - Management Unit 23.
Western Boundary - a line at the eastern

edge of the Weyerhauser property in
Section 24  T17R, R9W!.

Study Area Boundary � the Chicago,
Milwaukee, St. Paul and Pacific
 CMSPBPI Railroad line out to the main
navigation channel.

Mange ament ~0b ectives

This management unit is similar in character
and future use intent to Management LInit 2D.
Its relatively undisturbed, natural
character will remain, with continued use
for wildlif'e observation and hunting
encouraged. Activities that hinder its
natural characteristics, particularly fts
function as a natural water storage area,
will not be permitted.

S ecial Conditions

ln addition to Standard Uses and Permitted
Activities, the following conditions will
app'ly:

Continued maintenance and/or redevelop-
ment of !.he South Bank Road and rai'Ibed
will be permitted.

2. Recons!ructlon of the South Bank Road
or construction of a new highway in
the same approximate corridor align-
ment wi'll be permitted, Specific
plans for such a facility will be
reviewed by the estuary planning task
force.

3, I imlf mi filling and erosion Control
measures will he permitted only as
required for !Ue reCOnStruCtion Of
thc Snui.h Rani Read.

Figurc 5 gamplc management unit perlnitted aCtiVities matrix frOm the
 ; rays Har >or Estuary Management Plan  hiarch I'178 draft; subject ta
revision! .

conceptions developed over the definition and usc of the water
dependency requirements of the state Shoreline Management Act and
Guidelines. Local governments objected when Planning Area guidelines
and specific permitted activities conflicted with their development
plans. Perhaps the biggest conflict arose over the Port's plan to fill
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2,200 acres  800 ha! in the Bowerman Basin region for industrial
development. To resolve such conflicts, a process of bargaining and
negotiating was used  see pp. 62 and 63 for a discussion of the Bowerman
Basin case!.

At the present time, documentation of the final evaluation-decision
and bargaining/negotiating process in Step 2 is scant. There is limited
information concerning deliberation over the three Planning Areas in the
inner-harbor areas and the Bowerman Basin conflict. No formal record
describes decisions determining the final number and boundaries of the
hianagemcnt 1!nits or tha speci!ic permitted uses in them. It appears that
the majority of the !Ianagoment Unit boundaries and uses were derived
by the consultants, utilizing the criteria noted above, and submitted
to the Task Force for approval. However, Task I'orce interviews indicate
that each bianagement Unit was reviewed to some extent by participants.

The draft of tho Grays Harbor Estuary Management Plan produced
during Step 2 was circulated for public and agency review in January
and again in March 1978. Some Task Force participants thought the
public release of the draft was premature because there were still
many areas of disagreement and uncertainty among the members. The
consultants have since incorporated comments from the Task Force
participants on the draft into a revised Draft Plan. In November
1978 the revised Draft Plan was recirculated to Task Force participants
but not to the public. This draft contains significant changes from
the March draft and much new language representing the consultants'
interpretation of Task Force directives.

Subcommittees of the Task Force have been meeting repeatedly since
1979 to address unresolved issues and produce recommendations to
present to the entire Task Force for approval. At the time of this
writing, the consultants have been directed to prepare a memo of
proposed changes to the November 1978 Dratt Plan and to distribute it
to the full Task Force and to interested environmental groups  along
with copies of the Draft Plan! thirty days before a full Task Force
meeting. The environmental groups will be invited to attend the
meeting and present additional recommendations  Boomer, 1980 a!. The
decisions and actions necessary for adoption and implementation of the
Plan are discussed in chapter seven.
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'1he Grays Harbor I:stuary xlanagement Program began as a compre-
hensive planning activity to produce a management plan for the estuary.
As it evolved, the Grays Harbor activity clearly became a hybrid of
comprehensive planning and conflict resolution by negot.latian. Many
of the Task Force participants were committed to the concept of
comprehcnsivc planning and assumed that a good comprehensive plan
would resolve or provide a rnechanisrn for resolving the resource-use
and administrative conflicts they had all cxperierrced. A jointly
derived specific plan or guide for the tuturc use ol the estuary
would provide a framework ar system ta determine what and where
resource-use demands would be fulfrJIcd. Implementation of a pIan by
governmental decision makers would lessen the past frustrations with a
cumbcrsarne, sometimes contradictory, and often unpredictable decision-
making system.

The success or failure of the Grays Harbor effort has became an
issue of widespread national concern. The reason for this nationa]
interest in the affairs of. a somewhat remote estuary on the shores
of the Pacific Ocean is that the types of problems found in G>rays
Harbor are shared b> numerous other areas throughout the country.
Furthermore, there is a growing national concern with finding ways to
improve govcrnmcnt decision making on resource protection and use by
moving away from "muddling through" case by case toward a morc holistic
and coordinated approach.

1!csigners of the Grays Harbor Estuary Management Program reasoned
that, by actually involving representatives of decision-making
entit.ics, canflicts could be mare directly rcsolvcd and participants
and their agencies would develop strong commitnrents to the planning
process and its resultant plan. lfritten materials to the Task Force
from the consultants and interviews with both Task Farce members ard
thc consultants indicate that most of them envisioned a rather
traditrona] planning effort to bc conducted by a distinctly untraditianal
Task 1'cree, The basic difference between the Grays Harbor Estuary
'r4nagenrent Program and traditional comprehensive planning would be
that, irrstead af thc usual team of professional planners or a
regional plarrning commission, the Task Force would be composed of
rcprcscntat ives of a11 the major governmental units and agencies with
decision-making responsibilities in the estuary.

Ihe novel composition of the Grays Harbor Task 1:area, the complex
decision-making envirornnent in the region, and the intensity of
specific confIicts moved the dynamics of the effort increasingly
toward those of bargaining and conflict resolution by negotiation.
'negotiation requires skills and can give results different from those
of traditional planning methods. Some Task Force participants fully
expected to enter into bargaining and negotiation, while others were
surprised at this development.

The  >rays Harbor effort resides somewhere in the rniddle af a
continuum from conflict resolution by negotiation, such as labor-
management arbitration, to problem solving by planning, such as
comprehensive planning by an advisory commission. An analysis of the
Grays Harbor Estuary,"1anagernent Program must clearly recognize this
integration of. processes and rmrst. ask whether the process rrscd in
Grays Harbor marched the problems ta be solved and. whether there are
alternative designs or methods tlrat could improve attempts to
resolve conflicts through comprehensive planning. An assumption of



this analysis is that all participants in intergovernmental task
forces that attempt to develop plans and resolve specific conflicts
will optimize their effectiveness when they ana1yze the decision-
making environment, employ appropriate skil1s, and anticipate the
dynamics of a process and the limits co the possible outcomes. A
prime objective of this case study report and analysis of the Grays
Harbor Estuary NIanagemenc Program is co provide future participants
in efforts similar to that in Grays Harbor with a background of
experiences and a framework upon which to build successful activities.
DiXterexxt5atiag Gomyreheasive Plaumiug anti
Cam6iet Remolatbm thraagb Megatiatlon arLN Bargaining

A stable democracy characterized by a wide diversity of competing
interests and values requires institutions or systems to provide
mutually acceptable compromises. Ibdern comprehensive planning has
developed as one means to systematically integrate the sometimes
disparate public preferences and to develop solutions to social,
economic, and environmental problems. Comprehensive planning as it
has evolved in the United States usually involves an advisory body
to governments on policies for growth or resource use. "Comprehensive"
implies representation of, a broad spectrum of public interests and
applicability to all aspects of coimnunity development and resource use.
"Planning" implies the establishment of long-cere goals for development
and resource use which would allow short-term, specific decisions to
fit into a broad, holistic perspective for the future. The plan
itself is usually a graphic and written description of uses or
activities appropriate for specific regions now and in the future.
General policies about implementing the plan and achieving the
desired end-point are also included.

The Grays Harbor Estuary Management Program has all the elements
and expectations of a comprehensive planning effort. Memos from the
consultants to Task Force members address essential management
concepts: a reason to manage, agreement on what is to be managed,
decisions on how to manage. The consultants guided tho Task Force
through a process designed to establish overall estuary management goals,
to agree upon the management approach or level, to define criteria
for ihnagement Unit boundaries, and to identify use concepts. "The
end objective of [the] management plan [was] to provide enough
guidance to an elected or agency official to be able co evaluate a
specific use or activitv and make a decision on that proposal"
[31ontagne-Bierly, 1977 a!. The end-product of the effort is a
Management Plan complete with an estuary management goal, general
policies, Planning Areas, Management Units, and standard uses.

!kxIern comprehensive planning, however, often experiences diffi-
culties satisfying the expectations held for it.  See, for example,
Bolan, 1969; Braybrooke and Lindblom, 1963; Friedmann, 1939; and Wingo,
1963.! A major challenge for comprehensive planning is co resolve
conflicts between differing community goals. However, such goals
 a! may be undeterminable using standard planning methods;  b! probably
cannot be completely described regardless of the sophistication or
resources available for information gathering and ana1ysis;  c! may
have different time scales of concern;  d! may be intricately and
inextricably interwoven into the political framework of the region;
and  e! may certainly result in intense conflict unless differences are
resolved.

The group of intergovernmental agencies and decision makers that
comprised the Grays Harbor Iistuary Management Task Force were faced
with a situation having many of these characteristics. Decision making
in Grays Harbor had become highly politicized and the 'I'ask Force
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became an expression ar extension af those interests that, as in all
political systems, were competing for power and influence. It is
little wander that the expectations held by some Task Force members
for a planning activity were overwhelmed by the need for complex
negotiation,

In a decision-making environment like that in Grays iiarbor the
distribution of costs and benefits or gains and losses becomes a
matter for negotiation. Even though the economy and sociopolitical
setting may bc less diverse than in more heavily urbanized areas such
as San Francisco Bay, Grays Harbor is complex and mulitdimensional and
the political svstem is just as decentralized as elsewhere in this
country. In these situations, community goals and the public interest
are never holistic and often they are simply undeterminable.

Even if there were holistic cane!unity goals and perfect information,
values and goals change in response to changes within and outside of
the community. For example, changing patterns af international trade,
growing nationwide inflation, diminishing apportunitics for public
shoreline access, dwindling sedge marsh duc ta local develaInnent,
pollution of locaI waters, or changing pe!sannel in 1ocal governr!ent
all contribute to a constant flux of public goals which comprehensive
planners often have difficulty anticipating or incorporating into
community p1ans.

Differing time scales of concern. also create planning difficulties.
A port authority may need to plan precisely for development and returns
on investments for the next five, ten, twenty-five, or perhaps fifty
years, but a port authority can discount much of the future beyond fifty
years. In contrast, a resource biologist requires live ar ten years to
begin to understand natural variations in ecosystems before human impacts
can begin to be adequately assessed. Urlike the developer, the
resource agency cannot discount the long-term future, but must act to
protect the vitality oi living systems for generations to come.

The fact that camprehensive planning in Grays Harbor, or elsewhere,
is beset with difficulties or inadequacies does not unply that such
attempts should be abandoned in favor of a purely incremental decision-
making system that 'muddles through" -by making small changes, fragmented
choices, and remedial decisions. Strategies for coordinating public
and private agendas and for adapting governmental and private decision
making to the human environment may bc possible through a skiIlful
integration of comprehensive planning and conflict resolutian by
negotiation and bargaining.

Although comprehensive planning cannot proceed without some conflict
resolution, and conflict resolution may certainly involve a plan as part
of a solution, comprehensive planning and ronflict resolution by
negotiation and bargaining are two distinct processes. Each is a unique
activity that can have expectations, strategies, tactics, and criteria
ior success quite different from the other' s,

Conflict resolution by negotiation requires that the parties to
the conflict work together in an attempt to reach a n!utually agreeable
solution, usually invoIving compromises. Resource management disputes
which arc resolvable via negotiatian procedures are generally those
where room for compromise solutions exist and the compromises are
capable of being implemented at a local level. In general, negotiable
disputes are those in which the primary questions are "where," "when,"
and "how much" rather than "what should" or "who should." Also, the
negotiation process does nat guarantee an agreement or set legally
binding precedents for future disputes  Carmick and Patton, 1977!.
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Deslniug the Deaden-Maldag Ihxrhonment
An analogy for visualizing the decision-making environment cauld

be a multisided box. Inside the box is the conflict situation and
all the actors. Each side of the box represents a constraint  or a set
of similar constraints! an one or all of the actors or parties ta the
conflict For example, one side may represent the legal constraints on
any possible solution to the conflict, Another could be the limit to
the impacts an estuarine system can endure before critical food-web
species are lost. Another side could be the minimum amount o'
economic growth acceptable to the community. Another side could be
the maximum amount of uncertainty that can be tolerated by potential
investors or developers.

The sides of the box may not be discrete, but may rather be
fuzzy or unclear. In such cases, the sides are actually ranges within
those attempting ta resolve the conflict may be able to maneuver, Any
solution to the conflict situation must lie somewhere within the confines
of the bax  decision-making environment! and its fuzzy edges  uncertain
information!. Those who search for a resalutian ta the conflict on
any time scale or within any geographic area must recognize that the box
exists, approximately what its boundaries are, and wha else is in the
bax.

To determine what happened and what can now be expected from the
Grays Harbor Task Force effort and to transfer the lessons ta other
circumstances with other actors, this chapter discusses �! the
persistent nature of the conflict situation; �! the search for
predictability; �! the parties to the conflict; �! the distribution
af power among the parties; �! the ability of the parties to make
comnitments; �! the use of technical information; and �! the role af
the consultants.

thaPesdetaSEla Mth a aha
Conflict in Grays Harbor in the 1970's was persistent and complex.

As discussed in chapter three, a series of struggles had erupted over
development proposals in several specific areas of the estuary.
Supporters of development confronted those who wanted habitat values
protected. Local governments battled federal agencies over who had thc
right to make decisions affecting the future of the estuary and area
residents.

The Grays Harbor Estuary Planning Task Farce was expected ta provide
solutions ta specific conflicts and avoid future confi!ct situations.
Participants and supporters of the comprehensive planning activity
expected to eliminate the persistent and continually erupting conflicts.

Assessing the accomplishments of thc nationwide effort in coastal
zone management at a meeting of the Coastal States Organization,
Robert Knecht, head of the Office of Coastal 2one Nmagemcnt, singled
out the Grays Harbor effort as a prototype of effective coastal
management  Knecht, 1978!. Knecht applauded the partnership process
in which decisions were based on sound technical information and which
would resolve conflicts by balancing environmental and developmental
needs.

An earlier case study staff report to Knecht clearly states the
expectations for conflict resolutian in Grays Harbor: "If the Grays
Harbor Fstuary Management Plan is adopted and implemented as designed,
continued con/Lt'cta over aaoh indivzduaL permit or ckve2oprnent act7'.v2tp
zn the estuary mLL be lzvoidedn  emphasis added!  rechart, 1978!, Quotes
from the interviews with Task Farce members also indicate expectations
for final or complete conflict resolution, "No more permit appeals,"
"avoid issues and contraversies," "conflict avoidance mechanism," and
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"avoid traditional ronfrontatians" were expectations expressed by
local, state, and. federal representatives.

However, considering the persistent and complex nature of thc
conflicts it may be unrealistic to expect the complete elimination or
avoidance af future confIicts in Grays Harbor. Basic conflicts may be
quieted for a while, but great expectations for conflict avoidance and
elimination are likely to lead only to frustration.

For example, as noted in chapter three, the many agencies over-
seeing shoreline development have differing missions, decision-making
criteria, and procedures. With or without a Plan, they will likely
conti~ac to d.isagree about the treatment af particular development
proposals in the future. Further, Congress and the legis1ature often
change the laws guiding the agency actions, and can add new agencies
or regulations to the process. Such changes in the decision-making
system could increase the likelihood of jurisdictional conflict
continuing in Grays Harbor because new actors would be present with
different objectives to advance, Finally, as was discussed in chapters
twa and three, there is great pressure from economic deveIopment
interests to use dredged material to fill intertidal areas fo: needed
industrial development. Yet, environmental and resource protection
agencies consider those same intertidal areas fundamentally important
to the maintenance of wildlife habitat, water quality, and overall
biological productivity.

The Grays Harbor Estuary >fanagement I'lan has, however, an
opportunity to provide a mechanism for resolving both ongoing and
future conflicts. Because conflicts are likely ta arise in the future,
an effective conflict-resolut>.on process should contain two elcmcnts.
First, it should deal with the specific, timely issues over which there
is controversy. Second, it should establish a framework foz' treating
future issues that could arise. The Task Force has dealt at great
length with thc specific, timely issues, Wring the first five years,
however, they did not give as much attention to the crucial process
of plan implementation, review, and modification necessary ta future
conflicts. A general procedure far reviewing plan implementation and
evaluating its success is included in the Draft Plan, but not in
sufficient detail to deal effectively wi.th future conflicts that are
likely to arise.  For further discussion of implementation, see
chapter seven.!

SNS ~f
Looking beyond the issues that triggered conflicts in Grays

Harbor, an analyst sees a complex iabric of political and idealogical
elements that require recognition and treatment in any successful
resolution mechanism. Everyone involved in the Grays Harbor effort
talked about "predictability" and expressed the hope that the planning
process would achieve "predictability." Predictability, however, is
not a single goal. The search For predictability by distinct interest
groups in Grays Harbor embraced some fundamentally different political
and ideological concepts. The extent to which this is recognized
affects the successful resolutian of conflict in Grays Harbor,

Da5nithme af FredieCability
As a matter of definition,,":o$'tica'l 2fsputes develop when different

interests are deploying political capital and organizational effort to
influence an outcome af the decision-making or permitting system and
the allocation of scarce resources. Tn Grays Harbor, the political
question is, 'Mat haec or can occur in the estuary?" IdeoLogir.a7
dzaputaa arise when beliefs and norms differ about what should be. Jn
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Gl.ays Harbor, the ideological questions are, 'What s!rould occur in
the estuary?" and "Who s!re'La make these decisions?"

Table 2 separates the political and ideological elements of the
search for predictability by the two basic interest groups in Grays
iiarbor. This categorization is not meant to be rigid or mutually
exclusive. For example, resource agencies are committed to the
exercise of private property rights as well as to a responsible and
eCCective regulatory system to protect the public interest in a
healthy environment. The objective of this categorization is rather
to portray the highly complex political and ideological setting of the
search for predictability. The table also highIights the fact that
there can be different definitions of predictability.

Table 2. The Goal of Predictability

The Parties Political Qualities
"What does or csn occur F'

Ideological QsaUtles
"What should occurs"
"Wha should decidev"

Developraent Interests  es-
pecial!y port, loaal gavern-
ments, regional ptaruung
oammission!

Predictability = assuring
that pra!eats proceed
smoothly � from private pro-
posal development. ta pubuc
admirustratrve r evlew, to ap-
proval and aomptetron  This
predtctabutty is relatively
chart term.!

Predictabuity date~
estuarine use locally through
n.orrnal operation of the msr-
lr.et system, The results are the
most efttctent and beneftctal
uses.  Same goverrunent in-
teraction is sttrr necessary-
e.g, accOunting far COnunan
property problems and pub-
lic safety.!

Predtctabttity = protecting
long-term biolOgiaal vtability
of the estuary Itcotogtcal
concerns influence manage-
nrent to protect the resource
and the public interest.  This
predtctabutty ts tarrg term !

ttnvrronrnentar ff resource
management mteresra  espe-
cially NMPB, Irttls, RPA, ff
WDG!

Prediotability = assuring
that state and federal regula-
ttons operate to eifectively
pi'ateat critical resources and
envtrorunentsi systems  e.g.,
NXPA, Cwa, eZitta, and
SNA!
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In a speech to the American Association of Port Authorities
 uCoastal 2one Management," 1979!, Henry  Hank! Soike, General Manager
of the Port of Grays Harbor, described. the Port's difficulties with
the existing decision-making system. The Port was nFRUSTRAlTD with the
situation where everyone seems to act independently and comes into
a given situation with their own evaluative criteria"  emphasis his!.
Soike goes on to defend estuarine planning by the Task Force. "You
might be asking the question, 'Why should we do this and give up some
of our options?' The answer for the Port of Grays Harbor is
PRh'DICT!IBIIITY. We would rather have a 99' chance of success on really
important matters, than a 305 chance of success on anything we might
want to try"  emphasis his!.

The Hoquiam representative also talked of predictability. Unless
the pelmitting process under the Plan was rapid, efficient, and
specific, the Plan was simply "not worth it"  Johnson interview, 1978!.
Local governments and development interests anticipated that the
planning activity would resolve the political questions of what can
occur in the estuary. State agencies shared this concern for a
predictable decision-making structure that would operate as a conflict-
avoidance mechanism. A specific plan, once approved, would result in
a predictable and unobstructed permitting process--a set of specific
criteria by which any project could be judged.



Politically, the goal of predictability had an additional meaning
for some of the resource and regulatory agencies. To the environmental
Protection Agency  EPA!, predictability meant "an assurance that there
would be adequate environmental and resource protection in azz open-
ended time frame"  Lee interview, 1978!. The Fish and i>'ildiife Service
 USFIVS! and the National I'Rrine Fisheries Services  NIlFS! concurred.
The USFWS wanted the "assurance that a viable and productive estuary
would remain"  Bowker interview, 1979! and the NhG:S representative
spoke of the need for "better representation of environmental values
in ecosystem planning"  Walters interview, 1978!. The federal
resource agency repzesentatives further defined pzedictability as a
rational allocation of resources, the weighing of resource protection
against development, and the prior identification of trade-offs.
hiany of the federal and state agency representatives believed that
predictability would eliminate the need for political approac!zes to
problems, and avoid solutions that were nontechnical or nonscientific.

Political questions of what can occur in the estuary combine with
the ideological questions of what should occur in the estuary. Not
only did environmental and development interests scc different, and
sometimes incompatible, values in the estuary; they also expressed
different beliefs about who should make the decisions, affecting resource
use and allocation. For example, an Aberdeen building inspector, who
represented that city during the later stages of the Task Force
activity, expressed strong opinions on the rights of private owners to
develop their property as they see fit. Iie felt that decisions of
landowners must be within local zoning ordinances and codes, but
without the constraints of alternatives analyses or state and federal
agency direct. ives  Lauritzcn interview, 1979!. On the other hand,
state and federal agencies saw their involvement as fundamentally
desirable in light af their legal authorities in pezmit issuance
and review.

Senertkte of iinelyaiag th.e Ccnd1icte
over PrediotabQity.

The pay-off of analyzing the nature af the conflict situation comes
when the political and ideological components of the conflict in
Grays Harbor, or elsewhere, are understood and areas of consensus are
identified. It is then that compatible processes can be designed and
efforts can be realistically evaluated. Thc distance bctwcen the
different political and iedological perceptions of predictability will
probably never disappear regardless of skill, effort, ar commitment.
If these distances are not recognized, then there can be a false
security or cohesiveness in the search foz. what is believed to be a
common goal, but is not.

On the ather hand, those very differences can create room for
bargaining. 'I'his is not solely the "balancing" of the comprehensive
planner but rather includes the tz'ading between actors with different
values or, using the economist's term, different marginal utilities.
A skillful negotiator or mediator may be able to take advantage af
these differences to find bargaining i.tcms that are of little value to
onc party but of great value to another, and vice versa. One example of
this in Grays Harbor would be providing specific assured long-term
protection mechanisms for critical habitats in exchange for using
sections of already urbanized portions of shoreline for siting
commercial endeavors that are benefited by, but do not require, shore-
line locations. Or perhaps the Port could help support a long-term
environmental monitoring program in return for multiagcncy support
of a formalized advisory group to help design shoreline development
applications. These suggestions arc nat meant to provide answers,



but merely to illustrate the creative latitude available in
negotiating when the differences between basic value systems are
recognized and accepted.  Recently, the Task Force has be~ to
explore this form of trading more extensively by considering an
exchange of protective covenants on conservation areas for development
policies.! A pay-off also comes when a Task Force member analy es
the nature of the conflict situation and the parties to the conflict,
and then strategizes in the full knowledge that agencies are no longer
simply engaged in comprehensive planning, but arc also negotiating.

Parties to the Convict
After the first analytical step of understanding the nature of

thc conflict, thc next step is identifying all the relevant parties to
the conflict and their individual positions, Relevant narties to
resource-use conflicts are those who define themselves as significant
actors and who exercise some control over any of the resources or thc
decision-making process in dispute, and/or have the ability to impede
the activities of another party.

Traditional planr ing efforts are usually undertaken by an advisory
group or a stat f oC professional planners who recommend plans or
policies to electe<I or appointed government decision makers. Although
it is sometimes thought to be a weakness of planning, those doing the
planning olten do not have any direct control over the resources at
stake and they usually have either limited or no statutory authority
to implement or enforce a p1 an or its policies. The Grays Harbor
efi'ort was innovative in this respect. The Task Force was an inter-
agency group with considerable control over resources since only
those agencies with direct decision-making responsibilities in the
estuary were represented on the Task Force.

The restriction of membership to government agencies reflected
the perceptions of the conflict situation as one of administrative
incompatibilities and inconsistencies. For example, individuals who
had experience «ith the Corps of lngineers' Long-Range llaintenance
Dredging Study saw conflicts arising around each large development
project in Grays llarbor because:

the responsibility for making decisions . . . falls to a variety
of local, state, and federal agencies. Fach agency has a plan,
guidelines, or regulations to decide what may or may not be
done; cities and the countrv have their own comprehensive plans
and shoreline master program. Yormally, each entity has
prepared their plan or guidelines independently, with resulting
inconsistencies, conflicts, and complex process of decision
making  Neinmann and hlaick, 1978! .

Nlembership was also limited to representatives of governmental entitics
in recognition of the need to keep the Task Force small enough to be
able to reach decisions. Another assumption underlying this limitation
was that the range of participating governmental entities could
adequately represent all of the public interests.
Taak Parce Participants

Table 3 lists government agencies and entities participating on
the Grays Harbor Estuary i~Lsnagement Task l orce. Comments from
interviews with representatives arc included to highlight some of the
members' interests in the conflict and its resolution.

Diaagaeements over Taak Poree Composition
Actual agency composition of the Task l:orcc was not without

conflict. 'Early in thc process, local governments questioned the



right of federal agencies to be "at the table" and. to make decisions
that affected local government behavior or that were counter to local
wishes, On the other side, federal resource agencies questioned
the ability of local governments to plan and to make decisions that
gave adequate recognition and value to natural resource questions.
Considerable time and effort during the early Task I'cree meetings were
devoted to establishing the right of the separate governmental parties
to participate.

One of the biggest disagreements facing the Task Force over the
right to participate surrounds the decision to exclude nongovernmental
entities. 'l'he Task Force believed this exclusion would result in
a morc efficient process without sacrificing public concerns, since the
public would be represented by elected officials and public servants.
Also, during Step I of the planning process, the consultants inter-
viewed approximately sixty-five persons from the community and special
interest groups. The consultants provided written summaries of the
social-governmental and resource-use concerns stressed by interviewees
 ~lontagne-Bierly, 1977 b!. Public reactions would also be sought
after the plan was drafted. Further, the Task Force believed that the
public had other opportunitics to affect decisions in the region
through the NFPA and SEPA processes  see Appendix! .

The decision tc exclude public and nongovernmental representatives
from the Task Force has made the process subject to strong cr-'ticism
and challenge on l.egal, ideological and political grounds from
environmental interests. They argue that, in order to bc implemented,
the GHEE is to become part of the federally approved state Coastal
Zone «lanagemcnt Program  CZJlp!. Section 306  g! of the Coastal Zone
I'lanagement Act  C2'lA! requires full participation of all interested
parties, public and private, in the development of state CZMP's and
in the amendment of an approved state program. Fnvironmental groups
charge that exclusion of the public from the Task Force violates this
criterion for federal approval of a state CZhlp. On the other hand, the
Office of Coastal Zone «lanagement  OCZhf! believes that, while there may
be other, or even better, ways to meet the requirements of full public
participation, the fact that the Task Force membership was limited as
it was cannot hc construed to be a violation of the COiA  Kifer, 19SO!.

As a fundamentally ideological criticism, environmental groups,
particularly Friends of the Earth, are objecting that the Task Force
refused to recognize the capability of citizens to discuss complex
problems in thc spirit of cooperation and to identify possible
solutions and trade-offs.

Thc Grays llarbor Estuary Management Plan may be jeopardized by the
exclusion of nongovernmental entities from the Task Force because
excluded parties I.ack the commitmcnt to the Plan shared by Task Force
members and the understanding of why certain trade-offs are inc1uded
in the Plan. For example, excluded parties may attempt to block
implementation of the Plan by bringing a law suit, challenging its
legality.

INLIIXQwlllg Cxiteeis fox BB1ecCiQR of
Taak 3Force Participants

Putting aside possible legal challcngcs directed at the adequacy
of public participation in the Grays llarbor Estuary «fanagement
Program, another, perhaps more significant, problem of the Task Force
composition demands attention, As previously indicated, the Grays
liarbor elfort was not merely comprehensive planning, but rather a
hybrid of planning and conflict resolution via negotiation, mediation,
and bargaining.



Local
Representatives

uch frOm a plan, Heel one
major development inter-
es~ airport

Table 3. Idembers of the
Grays Harbor Estuary plan-
ning Task Force  Informa-
tion from interviews w1th
the representatives! City of Ocean Shores

Representative: Mayor,
then Qre chief' Rale: Post.
tions suuuar to Aberdeen'e.
Single development issue
was airport,. City's interests
later included uteues assoc1-
ated with Ocean Shores be-
corning a bedroom conunu-
niiy for Aberdeen.

City of Aberdeen
Representative> Changed
several times, anauy Wae City
building inspector. Rale: The
city oujy became involved in
Task Force activities when
directly affected. Opec ated
under constraints Of soning
ordinances and less-than-
supporuve mayor and city
council. Strongly supported
right of land owners to de-
velop their property as they
eaw tlt. Opposed state restric-
tion that shoreline develop.
ment should be water depen-
dent or related.

Port of Grey¹ ffarbor
Representative: planning
Director for Port. Role: As
previous Direotor of GHRPC,
he played an active role in
starting the Task Force ef-
fort The Port's General Man-
ager also participated. Port ls
a minor landowner and is
Ccmmitted to econormc de.
velcptnent.

tRty of Rottofam
Representstivec Chemical
engineer for TTI-Rsyonier,
appo1nted by mayor. Role:
Representative wss also a
non-elected member of the
city planrdng councd
IWantedapian that wouldbe
lese restrictive regarding de-
velopment.

Grays Rarbor Regianal
Planning Comsnf¹sfon
 SIKRPC!
Raiec Not a forrnal member,
but played an organlsational
role. Identiaed with and
strongly supportive of local
development 1nterests, eepe-
ciauy the Port.

City of Westport
Representative r Circuit
city manager  also manager
for two other ciues in Grays
Harbor County!. Rolec Not
actively involved in Task
Force. Loolced after c11y's in-
terests; didn't eapect to gain

Other smell towns and cit1es
in the region were not in-
volved on the Task Force�
probably because they saw
nothing to be gained by pac'-
ttcipatiug in the process.
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'I'he goal of matching Task Farce membership with the problems to be
resolved and the methods af problem solving is not easily accomplished.
In a hybrid process like the Grays Harbor Estuary Management Program,
the criteria for selection of participating groups need to recognize
requirements for successful planning and negotiating. The Grays Harbor
Task Force recognized this need in part by including agencies and
governments that had some control over decisions affecting resources
or real estate in the estuary. This analysis suggests that task forces
engaged in special area management could enhance their effectiveness in
resolving conflicts by using additional criteria far participation.
Specifically, such additional criteria are: i~eluding all relevant
parties to the conflict, and employing as technical advisors agencies
or groups that have some special interests or expertise, but do not
define themselves as parties to the canflict.

In any successful conflict resolution  e.g,, labor negotiations,
internatioildl treaties, or environmental disputes!, tho negotiation
team should include all parties to the conflict who have some
relative poweI. that they are willing ta exercise. Unlike more



Federal~ency
Representatives

hite Agency
Representatives

t1on. Committed to planning
process ss   1 ! more rational
decis1on-making system and
�! wsp to avoid pol1tical res-
olution of typic81 ccnntcte
Agency potieiee p~ de-
termined by CWA snd NZFA.

issues/decisionS were han-
dled by another process, Posi-
tion Gexible sinCe no direct
chsnenge to authority cr pO-
sitions felt. Itepresentatxve
tried to play "go-betwxnn"
role arith development inter-
ests and resource agencies.

Wasldngton Departxnent
or thxxao
Representative: Game blol-
ogiet. ROle: Agency did not
have strong pOSition or strat-
egy. However, representative
had technical expertise and
believed ixi Btroxlg resource
protection.

Washington Departxaont
of Fislterlas
Ropresentatfve: SEPA coor-
dinatcr. Rale i Agenoy tOCk
nc strong stands, had no
planned strategy. Flexible on
most issues except protect
lng Geh runs and potential
for aquaculture development.

Rnvlroxune otal
protection Jlgenoy
Representative. Chief,
dredge snd Gtt permitting
section. Role: Prixnary con.
Carne ware wetlands and
other resource area protec-

Washington Department
Of Natural Recourses
Representative: A/tustxc
ares manager. ROle: Agency
didn't consider itself dix ectly
involved in outcome since ite

traditional labor or treaty negotiations, disputes like those in Grays
Harbor over resource use and environmental protection most often
involve more than two parties. The significant, active, and relevant
parties to resource use conflicts are those several parties who
exercise contxol over any of the resources or factors in dispute and//or
have the ability to impede the activities of another party. Using the
analogy introduced earlier, identifying the parties to the conflict
is discovering who is in the "conflict box." Relevant parties to a
conflict usually identify or define themselves by such means as
talking loud or long enough to ensure that others in the "conflict
box" recognize them. Also, in situations like that in Grays Harbor,
the mix of relevant parties may change with time or with the scope
of the problem under consideration by the Task Force.

The parties to the conflict situation in Grays Harbor and the
members of the 'I'ask Force are not c xxlpletely overlapping sets. Some
jmportant parties are excluded from the Task Force, such as, the
Federal Aviation Administration, environmental groups, chambers of
commerce, fisherman associations, and some small towns in the region.
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Washington Deparkment
of Rcology
Representative: Planner
from Oince of planning and
Community Affhirs. Role:
Neutral and advisory. Agency
dxd ncx. see itself es an inter-
est group Hed to be certa1n
that sx/y plan met SlfA re-
quirements  but local SMP'e
hsd already been accepted by
WDOZ!. U.S, Fish and Wildlife

Service
Representative< Assistant
field supervisor for Zoologi-
cal Services Division, later by
coastal zone ooordlnator.
Roiei USFWS was prime
xnover of planning process by
  1 ! impos1ng moratoriuxn on
development decisiOne pend.
xng comprehensive plan, and
�! working with GHrtPC di.
rector  later Port'e planning
director!. Coxxunitted to plan-
ning conoept. Legally oon-
atra1ned by CWA. section
�04! and NZPA. Zepreeen.
tative concerned that federal
egenqy positions were too
Gexible arith regard to their
legal mandatee.

National ~
Fisheries Service
Repre~taelve: t4egional
coastal zone mansgexnent
coordinator. Role> Another
prime mover of planning
process. Worked with GHItPC
to get federal funds from
OCZM. Zspreeentattve con-
tributed experience with
other regioxxat Ocmprehen-
sive plan, and innuenced con-
sultant selection based on
tbie experience. Wanted bet-
ter agency rop rase ntati On of
environmental values in eco-
system planning. Bopresexx-
tative pereonaUy highly com-
mitted to Plan.

Corps of Rnglneers
Representative: Chief, Nav-
igation and lrlood Control
Seoxicn. Rale: AgenCy aCtiOn
1n channel ~ gener-
ated database which Task
Force need. But, dredg1ng is-
sues were treated separately
from other estuary uses COB
has no legal authority to ap-
prove or r/t!ect plan, but
agreed to use it in deciding
section l 0/404 perxnite Ss s
guide to local interests and to
satxsiy certam documents.
txcn requxxvments.



Any successful planning, bargaining, negotiation, and conflict
resolutian is bound to be extremely difficult, and perhaps impassible,
without inclusion in the Task Force of all relevant parties ta the
conflict. Implementation of a Plan may also be extremely difficult
without the commitment that could have come with involvement of
excluded, but relevant, parties.

Further, several agencies were included on the Task Force that
seem to have no real stake in Grays Harbor conflicts, although they
may have had an interest in resource use in the estuary. Representatives
of Washington Departments of Fcology and Natural Resources state that
their roles were basicaIly neutral because they had no special
interests that were being threatened in Grays Harbor. This is not
to say, for example, that WDOE is not an important participant in
shoreline management in Grays Harbor. WDOF, does have a statutory
responsibility to assure that the objectives of the QfA are implemented,
but this responsibility also requires that WDOF. nat take sides in
specific conflicts which would not affect the continued appravability
of the Shoreline Management Program. Thc WDOE representative could
perhaps have been better used as a non-negotiating resource person ta
signal if a specific decision were "o»t-of-bounds."

An alternative configuration for Special area management teams
would be to utilize the special expertisc af agencies like WDOE on a
technical ar resource team, rather than an the negotiating team. The
technical team could be an integral component of the Task Force sessions
by continually watching over developments to ascertain, in the case of
14TNl, that agreements and conditians agreed upon by the Task Force did
not threaten the continued approvability of the local Shoreline
Master' Programs.

In addition to providing a mechanism for recognizing the concerns
of neutral agencies, the use of a non-negotiating technical team could
provide a mechanism for the continued invoIvement af resource specialists,
legal experts, and special interest groups. Formatian of a
participating, but non-negotiating, technical team could also provide
the means of involving many concerned parties without making the
negotiating team too large and cumbersome to be effective. Mutual
agreement on the composition of the negotiating team and the technical
team cauld be the beginning of a record of consensus.

Another alternative arrangement could be to provide a mechanism
whereby the membership of a special area management negotiating team
could be dynamic and responsive to changing conditions. For example,
by mutual and prearranged agreement, parties to only a specific
component or subconflict could become voting members on these issues.
Or, for specific types of questions and issues, a member of the
technical team could exercise a vote or perhaps veto power. Or, a
special area management negotiating agreement could provide a
mechanism for including parties newly defined by changing laws or
by newly perceived challenges to their interests.

To be effective, a dynamic membership arrangement would probably
have to be designed and mutually agreed upon during the phase before
the negatiatian of specific conflicts actually begins. Also, in order
to avoid spending extra energy bringing entering members up to date,
the entire process would need to be public and well documented. A
possible drawback to a dynamic membership arrangement could be the
lack of previous opportunity for an entering member to develop the
trust of other members and a commitment to the process.

The Grays llarhor Estuary Planning Task Force was an important
step nationally toward designing a process to integrate comprehensive
estuary planning and conflict resolution by negatiatian. Continued
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experimentation in identifying the institutional requirements of
comprehensive planning and conflict resolution by negotiation and in
structuring a task force or negotiating team will have to continue if
some of the difficulties experienced by the Grays Harbor Task Force
are to be avoided in the future.

5h bhldhdh K|t ll eath P tl
Had the Grays Harbor effort been entirely a comprehensive planning

activity, the use of phrases such as "parties to the conflict" and
the "use of power" would be unnecessary and, perhaps, even inappropriate,
But everyone recognized, at least after the activity matured, that they
were negotiating in an attempt to resolve conflicts in Grays Harbor.
Given this, not only is it necessary to identify and involve the
relevant parties to the conflict in a suitably designed process, but. it
is also necessary to analyze the distribution and usc of power
necessary for effective individual ard agency negotiations.

Power is a major determinant of the ability of the parties to plan
and negotiate. Within the Task Force, power varied with the level
of control through ownership, jurisdiction, or mandate over organizationa!
and physical resources; the ability to mount effective coalitions; the
skill and experience of individuals; and the use of reference publics
 i.e., groups outside of the main parties to the conflict, but
generally supportive of the parties!. In general, a necessary condition
for successful conflict resolution is that all parties involved in
the negotiations should have a relatively equal level of power.
Relative power car be exhibited by the capability of onc party to
frustrate another or to prevent an action by another. If, for example,
the design of thc negotiating team includes a relatively powerless
party, negotiation becomes farcical and any gains by the weak party arc
likely to be granted only by charity and to be ephemeral. If, on
the other hand, one party is more powerful than any of thc others,
negotiation will not occur--acquiescence to demands will. The powerful
party has merely to determine and exorcise its will without bargaining
with the others. If all parties have a level of relative power,
however, small changes in power distribution, perceptions of power,
and skilled use of power can greatly influence an outcome and a viable
consensus resolution may be reached.

Baareee and Uee ctf Taak Force Mexabers' Power

Local governments and especially the Port of Grays Harbor
directly represented, owned, or controlled physical resources. These
resources and their control are at stake for local interests in the
Grays Harbor conflict. It is worthwhile remembering that private
landowners have this same kind of control and stake, but they were not
directly represented on the Task Force.

The Port has extensive economic power: thc ability to generate
jobs and development opportunitics. The political power of the Port
is evidenced by its ability to appeal to Senators Magnuson and Jackson
to influence permit approvals and provisions in the EPA section 404
guidelines  see chapter seven!. Extensive land ownership, professional
planning and development cxpcrience, and political influence with the
Governor and the Congressional delegation made the Port the clear
leader of local development interests, public and private. This power
of the Port was, at times, somewhat resented by local governments, who
couM view thc Port as occasionally encroaching on their rights and
responsibilities  Lauritzen, interv!cw, 1979; Johnson interview, 1978!.
However, a sometimes uneasy coalition of local governments and the Port
argued for economic dcve!opmcnt opportuniiics and the local authority
to make decisions.
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The power of the resource and regulatory agencies resided in
their ability to influence decisions, not in their direct control
over resources. The permit review authority cf these agencies is a
source of very real power, although the resources themselves may be
neither directly owned nor controlled. The legislatively mandated power
of these agencies is, however, neither absolute nor evenly distributed.
i-'or example, the U.S, Fish and Wildlife Service  USFWS! section
10/404 permit review activities under the Fish and Wildlife
Coordination Act are the most visible and active mechanisms employed
by that agency to influence shoreline development and protect natural
resources. USFWS believes its reputation as a tough reviewer  i.e.,
power! comes from its ability to be a credible and professional
resource advocate  USFWS, 1979 b!. Yet, the agency felt itself
limited in its ability to adequately assure the long-term viability
of estuarine resources. In Grays Harbor, USFWS finally granted approval
of the Boise-Cascade project on the condition that this project would
be the last permitted until an estuary-wide comprehensive plan was
developed. When thc Kaiser fill proposal surfaced and was justified
on the grounds of a national interest in energy independence, the
moratorium on wetland fill that had been proposed by USFKS was
compromised and overridden, and the agency could only renew the
threat of a moratorium for the next proposal.

The creation of the Task Force is evidence of the perceived
power of the USFlVS position. On the other hand, the early commitment
of USFWS to the effort is evidence not only of' philosophical and
professional beliefs about methods of resource management, but also
of uncertainty surrounding USFWS resource-protection capabilities and
the vulnerability of its position to the political and economic
influence of development interests.

Political factors beyond resource ownership and regulatory authority
affect the distribution of power among the participants on the Task
Force. For example, the state resource agencies may have had more
legal potential for influence on the Task Force than they emp'eyed.
Some of the state representatives felt severely constrained by
political pressure from the executive level of state government to
comply, within strictly legal limits, with the Port's stand on
economic development needs  Smith, interview 1979!.

Behavior of a party which is judged by the others as out-of-order,
disreputable or contrary to group norms can also alter perceived p wcr.
The specific outcome of the action in question can influence either
a net increase or a net decrease in the actor's perceived power, One
party on the Task Force took action early in the effort to have a
particular agency representative removed  Smith, interview, 1979!.
This party, reportedly, used their influence outside the Task Force
rather than presenting the issue to the Task Force and recognizing its
responsibility as a group to agree to its composition and participation
of its members. Prediction of how power is likely to be altered by
such an action is difficult. Had the effort succeeded, other
participants on the Task Force could have become sufficiently
disillusioned by the excercise of one par'ty's influence that the
planning effort could have died due to a sense of despair or futility,
However, on the Grays Harbor Task Force, the attempt to remove the
participant did not succeed. But the attempt did have an affect on
the Task Force by increasing levels of distrust and polarization. The
effect of such actions can impact the ability of a task force to
build compromises--a prime task of effective planning and negotiations.

The formation of coalitions is onc mechanism for exercising
considerable influence over resource-use decisions. On the Task Force,
a coalition of federal agency representatives finally became the
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leaders of the environmental interests: a National ~larine Fisheries
Service PKFS! representative strongly carmrritted to the conrcpt of
comprehensive planning, an environmentalist who represented USFWS, and
a knowledgeable representative of FPA.

Once the initial leadership patterns were established, the
relative distribution af power has remained fairly constant with the
exccptian of the perceived power of the EPA. li'hen the Task Force
effort began, the national guidelines for enforcing section 404 of
the Clean Water Act  CWA! were neither well defined nor well under-
stood. ln 1979, new guidelines were proposed ta implement the 1977
amendments ta the CWA, and the President's Wetlands Protection Policy
 Fxecutive Order 11990! was proclaimed. The proposed section 404
guidelines further restrict shoreline development and allow EPA to
take a stronger role in implementing their section 404 responsibilities.
Section 307 f! of the Coastal Zone lfanagement Act  CZMA! and a
July 1978 memo from EPA headquarters  EPA, 1978! state that the
404 b! l! guideIincs must be an essential ingredient of all state
CZllp's and that, in fact, any requirements of the CWA take precedence
over CZ~IP's  see chapter seven!. Because the inflexibility of
national FPA policy guidelines was not known or appreciated early
in the Task I orce effort, the perceived power of EPA is grcatcr
now than in the early Task Force years.

In any successful conflict resolution, some redistributian of
power must occur. In Grays Ilarbar, the power ta influence decisions
was at stake  by law! for the resource agencies. A critical
expectation of local governments was a relaxation of the state and
federal presence in the pezmitting process. In light of the
realization that the powers of the resource and regulatory agencies
were their only stakes in the bargaining and that these powers were
defined nationally by law, the locally desired redistribution of power
would seem unlikely and illegal from the start.

ln a major compromise, the Port agreed to restrict its development
to Bowerman Basin, an area behind Bowerman Airfield. In return for
the Port relinquishing its options to fill and develop elsewhere in the
estuary, thc agency representatives agreed ta designate Bowerman Basin
as "one of the major areas of ncw basic economic expansion within the
Grays Harbor Region"  GHEhIP, November 1977!. The Port understood that
they could fill the 300 acres �00 ha! over the next fifty years, that
half of the area could be filled irmrrediately, and, if the need far
additional fill could be demonstrated, the remaining 250 acre  IOO ha!
could he filled. Environmental groups, as well as attorneys for thc
resource agencies have since concluded that the resource and regulatory
agencies werc negotiating illegally by not recognizing the constraints
of the section 404 guidelines for detailed review of each specific fill
proposal and for the necessity of siting water-dependent uses on such
filled areas. 'l'he resource agencies may have been bargaining without
control af the chi.ps or without full development of the rules of the
game before the process began  USFWS, 1979 b!.  A more complete
discussion of these issues and the changes that have occurred since
the initial negotiations is found in chapters six and seven.!

Perception of power is often as important as actual. possession of'
power. I-'or cxamplc, this is particularly true with regard to the power
cl. environmental groups. Often crtizen environmental groups have only
minimal control over organizational or physical resources, but they
are often perceived as having substantial influence. rrrre of tbe reasons
for this is the assumlrt iorr that thc active core o' enviroamentalists is
a lot larger than it actually is because enviranmcnta] coalitions can
reach aut and enlist the support of those who may not be activelv in-
volved in a particular conflict., hut wha give general support to an idea,
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In conflict resolution and negotiation techniques, those groups
outside of the main parties to a conflict but generally supportive are
called reference publics, The use of reference publics can alter the
perception of power and can influence the outcome of negotiations.
In Grays Harbor, the use of reference publics seamed ta be limited to
development interests. Several private 1andowners, developers, and
their lawyers attended meetings and represented their cases to the
Task Force during those sessions that addressed permitted uses on
land they owned or were planning to develop. Although the Task Force
finally limited these special-interest appeals, the perception they
left was that there was imnense loca] support for industrial development.

In the view of same observers, the federal agencies initially
suffered from the lack of visible support from nonfederal interests and
might have been able to benefit fram the use of reference publics.
Federal agency representatives, however, concluded that their
professional ethics as environmental scientists and representatives of
thc federal government precluded them from enlisting thc active
political support of outside groups  Bowker interview, 1979!. Available
strategies to include reference public support were additionally
limited. Some state agency representatives felt politically
constrained. Representatives of environmental groups attended meetings,
but felt their presence was actively resented; and, although the
meetings were open to the public, some citizens reported that they
were encouraged nat ta attend.

Potential reference publics did exist. One example is the Grays
Harbor chapter of the Northwest Steelheaders, which has recently made
public its opposition to dredge and fill activities that endanger the
fish runs in Grays Harbor  Daily World, 1979!. Another is a group
of Aberdeen "white-collar" workers who are rumored to be willing to
support the Plan when it becomes public.  The most recent draft of
November 1978 was circulated only to Task Force members.! During the
past year, resource agencies have been urging that environmental
groups' representatives be given a limited opportunity to participate.
RayorhLmoe af Negatbrl5an Sk9la

The skills and training of individual representatives are also
salient elements in the skillful use of power in conflict resolution
by bargaining and negotiation. Either a mismatch in abilities
possessed by an individual and those skills required for negatiatians,
or substantial inequalities in the distribution of skills among
participants can affect the outcome,

In Grays Harbor, the representative of thc Part was especially
adept at aralyzing the conflict situation and strategizing, These
skills and a high level of stamina allowed this enterprising Port
planner ta be a dynamic leader of development interests. Although
not a formal member of the Task Force, the regional planner from
GHRPC also seemed to deal proficiently with the group dynamics of
conflict resolutian and negotiatian. Professional training and
personal aptitudes combined to make these two zepresentativcs strong
and influential negotiators.

On the resource agency side, able negotiation skills were employed
especially by the NMFS representative, who was also a prime mover,
along with the Part planner, in the initiation of the Task Farce effart.
However, the resource agencies werc, for the most part, represented by
field biologists or biologists who became resource managers as they
ascended in the agency bureaucracies. Aside from the legal questions
of whether the agencies can bargain and dctezmine trade-affs, these
activities may be foreipn to the professional training of biologists.
One agency representative observed that a resource biologist could
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benefit fram the knowledge of the characteristics of group dynamics
and methods of conflict resolution  Bowker interview, 1979i. Another
difficulty expressed by this representative is the ethical question
of whether the professional standards of bioiogists allow them to
participate in a process that sacrifices certain biological resources
for thc protection of others.

Earlier discussion in this chapter stressed the need to design
a decision-making process to fit the problem. Thc distribution of
skills and professional training of representatives illustrates another
point: individuals should be chosen to fit the process. For example,
if the agencies are only to provide tcchnical advice to the dccision-
making nroccss, one set of individual skills and knowledge arc
reqrrired. If, however, agencies are negotiating, an additional and
entirely different set of skills and krowledge is required of an
effective representative,

Mast agency representatives did not have experience or skills in
environmental negotiation and it is likely that this will be the case
in many plarrning experiences elsewhere in the countrv. Agengy personnel
are usually not hired for the negotiating skills, but for their
technica] background and understanding of ecological systems and
resource managrnrrent. However, based on the Grays Harbor experience,
agency administrators are well advised to select individuals wha
have skills to rnatch the demands of the planning activity and ta
provide trairring opportunities for agency personnel.

Sclcction of suitable representatives of local governments and
development interest is, of course, subject to the same arguments for
matching individual abilities and knowledge to the process.
Consultants and designers of a decision-making process have a
responsibility to he certain that all parties in a hybrid of com-
prelrensive planning and dispute resolution via negotiation fully
understand thc requirements of the process and select representatives
witt> appropriate skills.

In negotiations, power is the currency and adept negotiators manage
power and the perceptions of power to impress the other side and to
move the negotiations toward the desired ends, Thus, each side needs
to consciously scIect individuals who, in addition to having technical
knowledge, are adept in negotiation.

ThekhQity at the Behles
to NMo: Ceamdtments

In order to move forward toward viable compromises and agreements
in a multisided dispute resalutian process, thc parties rmrst nat
only be cormnittcd to thc process but also must be able to speak for
their constituents and be able to make some form of commitment on the
part of thc constituents. Also, whatever the mecharism of obtaining
connnitments  e.g., taking proposed agreements ta a board of trustees
for a vote, or referring a poIicy decision to a regional director of
and agency!, each party needs to understand the ability of other
reprcsentativcs to make commitments.

Task Force activities were affected by two aspects of the differences
among the participants' ability to make commitments: the ability of
the representatve to speak for the agency or entity, and the ability
of thc agency or entity to make corwnitments. These abilities are
another component of the perception of power, and therefore influence
thc nature of thc ncgoti.ations.

The abiI ity af a representative to speak for the agency or entity is
partially a function of that individual's position In the agency and
the responsibilities delegated to the individual through a job
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description or for a specific sot of negotiations, The organizational
distance between the position of the Task Force participants within
their own agencies and the locus of agency decision making generally
increased along a continuum from local to federal agencies. The
Flanning Director of the Port of Grays Harbor, who was the Port's
representative on the Task Force, spoke directly for and was
responsible to the Port blanager. In fact, the Port lhnagor attended
Task Force meetings with the Port representative, Thus, although
some decisions had to be referred to the Port Commission, the port
representative had the ability to caucus with the decision maker, to
respond rapidly to changing circumstances, and to strategizo
accordingly.

ln contrast, representatives of the resource and regulatory
agencies were generally quite removed from agency decision makers.
In a number of cases, final decision-making authority resided in
top officials in the national or state headquarters. For example,
after the duly 1978 memo from EPA regarding the interaction between
the provisions of the CNA and approval of state CZMP's, the local
office of EPA was effectively removed from the bargaining. Decisions
were thereafter handled nationally. One operational result was that
communication became more difficult and time consuming. The whole
process slowed.

As another example of the same basic problem, in the spring of
1979, the USFWS representative asked the USFWS Area PIanager to request
the Director of the USFWS to obtain an opinion from the USFWS Solicitor
on the relationship between federal approval of a state's CVIP and
the requirements of section 404 of the CWA  USFWS, 1979 a!. VIhen agency
representatives found it necessary to refer to policy makers higher
in the organization, the ability to strategize or negotiate was
constrained, and representatives could appear weak, indecisive, or
unreliable to the other side.

In addition to the varied abilities of representatives to speak
for their agencies, the ability of the separate agencies to speak also
varies. The Port has a clearly identifiable policy of enhancing
economic development through the development of land in the harbor,
therefore, the Port representative can develop specific strategies
to advance these interests. Federal and state agencies have a more
difficult job defining precisely what resources should be protected
where, to what extent and in what manner. Also, in the view of at
least one resource agency representative, they could not "take extreme
positions for the sake of bargaining or gaming"  Powker interview,
1979! .

Regardless of disparities in the ability to speak, bargaining
occurred and could bc expected to occur. The lessons for the future
would seem to be �! to recognize when these disparities are
unavoidable and adapt expectations and procedures to accommodate then;
and �! to analyze when disparities can be lessened by selection of
individual representatives, by strategizing to minimize confrontations
requiring referral higher in the bureaucracy, or by assigning certain
ad hoc powers and responsibilities to agency representatives,

The Use af Technical Xnfarsatian
by the Parties

In comprehensive planning, information is expected to provide
a rational framework that supports the planning decisions. Good
information is expected to stand on its own with no need for advocacy.
In conflict resolution, the situation can be somewhat different.
Information is often used to determine the bounds of the conflict
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and the areas of compramise. In the analogy used earlier in this
chapter, information is used in defining the conflict environment--
the edges of the box in which the conflict occurs, When the
information is uncertain or the edges fuzzy, advocates can select
and use information to persuade; information can became a tool of
one side for its own use.

Step I of the Grays Harbor Estuary Management Program was intended
to establish an estuarine data base specific to Grays Harbor which
could then be employed in the Step 2 planning activities. The
consultants also expected that the use of an estuary-wide data base
would be useful in getting the locals ta begin thinking beyond their
awn jurisdictions  Montagne and Davis interview, 1978!. Resource
agency representatives required the specific environmental information
before they could make trade-aff or resource-use decisions. Legal
and jurisdictional information was required to assure a legally viab3.c
solutian.

Pm~hreli Vahle af Technical Innfarmatlon

As stated in interviews, the value to Task Force members of the
Technical Memoranda fram Step 1 ranged from minimal ta highly
significant. Federal agency representatives used terms like "valuable,"
"extensive," and "necessary" to describe the utility of the Step I
technical information. The representatives of the Washington
Departments of Game  WDG! and Fisheries  WDF!, who had the greatest
personal knowledge of the estuary, felt that the Step 1 effort was of
little usc in the bargaining or planning process. Representatives of
local governments seemed to have little use for the technical
infoImatian, discounting environmental information as supportive and
representative of special interests, Representatives of local
governments quite often did refer ta the WDF and WDG experts, who
were also local residents, if information was needed.

Valuation of thc Step 1 effort seems to reflect the political
positions and professional training of the Task Force members. For
example, resource and regulatory agency personnel believed the
ecological information was necessary for them to make decisions
regarding the use of the estuary and to ensure acceptable levels
of habitat protection. However, these statements of thc significance
of the technical information have elements of a tautology. Resource
specialists are trained in the paradiyn of the scientific method and
the accompanying necessity of information gathering and experimentation.
Ecological information is also, of course, believed necessary for
decisions on resource use to bc Legally supportable. Thc technical
information describing the resources can therefore become a tool for the
interests supporting resource protection,

The lesser value of the technical information to development
interests is evidenced by the unfamiliarity of a number of the
participants with the presented information  there were doubts
expressed by same Task Force participants about whether some of the
other individuals had read the volumes  Laukers interview, 1978!; by
the fact that perceptions of the nature and value of the estuary were
only minimally changed during the process  far some participants no
change seemed to occur!; and by the statement from the Planning
Director of the Port of Grays Harbor that a major value of Step I and
the Technical Memoranda was to give credibility to the Task Force
when viewed from outside  Lattin interview, 1978!,

Rs is usually the case in environmental decision making, specific
information is often unavailable, incomp1ctc, or uncertain. Yet,
postponement of decisions until more information is available is
usually unacceptable or impossible. Grays Harbor is no exception. In



circumstances of uncertain information and high risks of environmental
harm, the resource agency representatives relied an a strict reading
of their agency mandates and took a strong protectionist stand.
Uncertainties in economic information were handled similarly by
development interests. The representatives of local governments and
the Port argued that greater weight should be given to economic concerns
even if information was speculative or unavailable.

Suggeathmsfar
Ijmyraviag Technical RsXannation AC Its Use

Members of the Task Force offered the following suggestions ta
improve information use and transfer in future efforts.  I! A
mechanism to provide new or additional information throughout the process
would be useful. If most of the information-collecting effort is
expended before all of the issues are identified and the areas of
conflict defined, there can be only minimal attempts ard limited
opportunity to integrate additional information about other issues
and problems as they develop, �! Sunnlaries of the technical data
should be prepared that emphasize and interpret the conclusions of the
technical team regarding their critical concerns and the special
vulnerabilities of the estuary. Technical information also should
be presented in a manner which directly addresses the policy questions
a task force has to answer. Such summaries can be presented in person
by the team leaders to a task force with the opportunity for discussion.
�! A field trip to "ground truth" the data should be conducted
early in the process. Tn Grays Harbor a number of Task Force members
expressed surprise when they did take a field trip late in the process.
Perceptions developed solely on the basis of the technical information
base can be, in same cases, inaccurate. �! Lastly, whereas some of
the Task Force members could rely on personal expertise in environmental
sciences or planning, none were legal experts. At least one Task
Force member suggested that the process might have gone more smoothly
and that same oi :he legal difficulties that developed might have been
avoided by better legal information  Lee interview, l978!. Granted that
there is considerable national uncertainty on some issues, Task Force
participants still believe that an opportunity for better decision
making was missed by not having a better understanding of legal
constraints at an earlier stage of the process.

The consultant did state clearly in interviews that it was
essential for the Task Force members to have a thorough and mutual
understanding of the legal and institutional basis of shoreline
management in the estuary before developing estuarine management
policies. However, interviews with Task Force members indicate that
comprehension of the full meaning of state and, in particular, federal
environmental mandates did nat clearly result during Step 1 of the
planning process. Local participants stated that, although their
previous experience with shoreline permitting and reading of the
Technical Memoranda gave them knowledge of the complexity of the
ex:isting management framework, they expected more flexibility fram
state and federal agencies. This expectation for increased flexibility
reflects inadequate understanding af agencies' mandates and
regulations.

One of the most important functions of information in conflict
resolution activities is to define the conflict environment box and the
boundaries of the possible solutions. Ta do this well, the information
should provide answers to some very special types of questions. For
example, instead of only providing a soils map to show the distribution
of different types of materials and their capacity to retain water
or their tendency to erode, soils information for negotiation needs to
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provide data on limits to the capacity of the soils to support different
levels of development, and trade-offs that could be made between
intensive development and the costs of alternative sewage systems. As
another example, projections of economic development are insufficient
without accompanying analysis af the capacity of the resource  under
varying conditions of development! to sustain both a level of accept-
able environmental quality and the projected levels of economic
development. One resource agency representative on the Task Force
complained that he still did not understand why the Port needed
exactly the area for filling it demanded, and why some alternative
site, acreage, or facility was not as desirable  Smith interview, 1978!.
Such necessary information could be in the form of systematic
alternatives analysis--"what would happen to A if B were allowed
to occur?" Not only in Grays IIarbor, but in many instarces of
environmental decision making, better "front end work," systems
descriptions of the biological and legal environment, ard identification
of the effects of alternative trade-offs are required.

The Ma@kyle Railes af the CommQtamts
Power distribution and its use by the parties to the conflict

played a significant role in the evolution of the Grays Harbo~
Estuary Management Program and the character of the Draft Plan. The
nature of this evolution was alsa influenced by an unaligned party:
the consultants.

The Task Farce hired a two-man cansultant team to provide
independent technical expertise. The experiences the consultants
brought ta the Task Force were in the fields of fisheries biology,
state government, and regional planning. The Task Force chose the
consultants far their specific experience and demonstrated capabilities
in the development of the Lower Willamette River Valley Plan, which
used a task farce of primarily state agencies to develop a
comprehensive resource-use plan.

After completing the data gathering in Step I, the consultants
led the Task Force into Step 2: deciding on a management concept and
establishing a management plan, ln a memo to the Task Force at this
stage, the consultants defined their role in the coming workshops
plontagne-gierly, 1977 c!: "It is our job as consultants to the Task
Force to try to lay out information for you, ta identify decisions that
you must make, and to provide the structure for you to reach decisions."
The role described by the consultants leads to the conclusion that they
expected to be Eacilitators in a comprehensive planning activity.

In interviews with the Task Force participants two years later,
nearly everyone compared the consultants to labor negotiators or
mediators. At this same stage, the consultants described the function
they actually performed to be "bringing or refocusing the qroup on the
original goals and ideals of the process and forcing them back to the
task at hand." The consultants list the following criteria for their
functions:

1. Sufficient dedication to the group to accomplish the task
ard accept the liabilities of the process

2. The establishment of a fairly rigid set oi ground rules and
procedural format prior to implementation of the process

3. The clear establishment of a data base sufficient to allow
technical questions to be answered and hypothetical impacts
during the task force draft development to he evaluated

4. Crowd control speciaI ists and referees; whether it be
university, agency, or consultants, they must be sufficiently
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skilled to work within the group dynamics unique to the task
force and with sufficient courage to resist political pressures
to ensure a final balance product will emerge for review
 hjontagne-Bierly, 1979!.

In the above letter, one of the consultants added, "as hokey as it
may seem, I honestly believe that idealism is most important o
maintain credibility and. a balance to the process."

The roles of technical advisors and facilitators of comprehensive
planning expanded as the consultants became mediators during
negotiations. Yhc arguments for matching the skills and training
oi Task Force participants to the nature of the process also apply to
the role of the consultants. In Grays iIarbor, Task Force participants
were favorably impressed with the competency of the consultants and
credited them with eas ing tensions and keeping the sessions going.
Fffective consultants or mediators possess special skills and often
have undergone special training. Just as developing foreign policy
and negotiating a peace treaty require different skills and knowledge,
so do developing a comprehensive estuary plan and mediating an
environmental conf' ict.

Suggesthms fm Imyrcnring CcmseILants' Raile
Task Force members suggested the following improvements. First,

some issues unnecessarily can become too hot too quickly because of
insufficient documentation of decisions and agreements made in earlier
sessions. 5Jore careful notetaking and rapid reporting may defuse some
issues. Secondly, in the early stages of the process time, should be
made available for the purpose of developing mutual trust and credibility
among the Task Force members before the actual negotiations begin.
Several Task Force members suggested that simple changes in the physical
setting could have helped the group interact. For examp]c, a large round
table could have Icssened the tendency for subgroups to form during
the workshops. Thirdly, some of the Task Force members felt at a
disadvantage because they did not fully appreciate the fact that they
would be bargaining and that they needed special skills to be effective.
Special training programs on bargaining techniques can prepare
participants to plan and to negotiate in special area management
efforts. Lastly, by working informally with participants, consultants
can explore alternative solutions privately ard avoid public
carmitments or debate when the time is not ripe.

At least one Task Force member felt the consultants played too
strong a leading role, instead of encouraging the Task Force members
to undertake such jobs as designing standard use matrices in the Plan
and deciding what information should be accumulated during Step 1
 WaIters interview, 1978!. Working under pressure to meet a schedule,
the consultants drafted a series of Planning Area guidelines for areas
that had not been completely discussed by the Task Force. Workshop
discussion had Focused on conflicts in the inner harbor, leaving six
of the eight Planning Areas undiscussed by June 1977. Although
the consultants made a responsible attempt to develop these draft
guidelines to reflect what they thought the Task Force would want,
the fact remains that the Task Force did not work through the process
of developing these guidelines, causing some resentment.

A lesson for future special area management activities is the need
to select or solicit outside help based, at least in part, on an
individual's experience in conflict resolution by negotiation or
mediation. The Office of Environmental Nkdiation at the University
of i'ashington offers a description of a professional mediator. The
mediator supports the joint decision-making and negotiation process,
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but has no authority or responsibility to impose a settlement. In
environmental conflicts the mediator begins by helping to define a
framework for negotiations. That framework must provide for the full
participation of those groups and individuals whose interests require
that they be a part of any solution to the problem. The mediator
facilitates the negotiation process by helping to define and interpret
positions while working with the parties jointly and separately and
by providing liaision with important agencies and political bodies.
The mediator must operate from a base independent of the ultimate
decision makers and must be trusted by each party to carry messages
when appropriate and to honor confidential remarks. The mediator
also can help the parties ta obtain the technical assistance necessary
to ensure that realistic decisions are reached  OFÃ!.

Smxmary
A primary conclusion from a study af the Grays Harbor Estuary

Planning Task Force effort is that the political, economic, and
ecological environment in Grays Harbor required a hybrid process of
conflict resolution and comprehensive planning, Although comprehensive
planning by a planning conmission, professional planners, or local
governments will involve some resolution of conflicts, a task force
of decision makers such as the Grays Harbor Estuary >fanagement Task
Force will, of necessity, be required to bargain and to negotiate and
to commit themselves to difficult compromises. Yet, the "rules of the
game" in conflict resolution differ from those in comprehensive
planning, and good "players" must recognize the differences and
mobilize their resources accordingly. Further, a designer of any
decision-making process needs to fit the process to the problem.

Grays Harbor can be viewed as an experiment in integrating
comprehensive planning and conflict resolution via negotiation. Les'sons
from Grays Harbor to the next generation of efforts underscore the
necessity of understanding the basic nature of the conflict situation;
identification and inclusion of all the relevant parties to the
conflict; skillful use of power, or the perception of power; develop-
ment of negotiating strategies; and selection of all participants
and outside help an the basis of a full range of skills required
to successfully negotiate a solution.
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TKB ORCOME
After nearly four years, the Grays Harbor Fstuary Planning Task

Force does have a revised Draft Plan  November 1978!. 1'he cstuary-
wide management format provides both general guidelines and specific
agreements for resolving conflicts over resource use. The Task
Force successfully forged several substantive compromises and drafted
a set of bargains that together attempt to establish a "balance"
in the estuary. As individuals and as agency representatives, the
Task Force was abls to create an atmosphere of increased cooperation
and coordination. Although questions of adoption and implementation
surround the future of the Plan and a number of important problems
remain unresolved, these results can certainly be identified as benefits
of the estuary planning activity.

Ccenyromises Reached, and. Bargdxe Szuch
Several management conceots and agreements for allowed uses of

specific areas were reached by a lengthy, and sometimes tempestuous,
process of compromise. These agreements included the multiple-use
compromise, the conditional-use compromise, the split-management-
unit compromise, the Bowerman Basin bargain, and the bankline
alteration compromises.

The Rtultlple-Use Compromise an48pecdBc Trade-Qfhs
The first compromise the Task Force was able to make was

identifying multiple use of the estuary as an overall goal. Initially,
the Task Force had difficuIty finding a middle ground between such
single-focus goals as the total protection of the remaining natural
habitats, management primarily to protect migrating fish runs, and
development of all suitable areas for industry. The multiple-use
concept was not spontaneous, but grew, haltingly, into a consensus.
The Port retains opportunities for filling and industrial development
in specilic areas designated by the Plan. F~isting uses are, for the
most part, allowed to continue. For example, gravel extraction in the
Chehalis River is permitted to continue as a special condition in
Conservancy Managed units where other activities that would interfere
with wildlife observation, hunting, and natural characteristics are
not permitted, Two Management Units in the outer harbor are set aside
as Natural and are to remain undisturbed for wildlife habitat
enhancement and preservation. One of these Wlanagement Units is a
Washington Department of Game  WDG! refuge and thc other is the property
oi the Nature Conservancy.

Like most general compromises, the concept of multiple use can be
of only limited utility in specific. decisions. Several Task Force
members observed that this general goal was rarely used as a baseline
during the actual negotiations over site-specific designations, The
real significance of the multiple-use concept was probably not fully
appreciated by all participants until the battle over filling the
wetlands in Bowerman Basin had established the concept of balance
 see pp. 62-63 !.

After hard-fought bargaining and specific trade-offs on the Bowerman
Basin issue, Task I'orce participants now speak of the Plan as being
"balanced." One of the major aspects of this balance is the protection
of fish passage along the Chehalis River in exchange for landfill
in Bowerman Basin where migratory shorebirds feed. Fish passage
along thc Chchalis is crucial to anadromous fisheries, whereas
the estuary has other shorebird feeding areas in addition to
Bowerman Basin. In particular, fish passage is secured along the
Chehalis River by policies that protect it from development that
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would disrupt fish migration, Also, the Fish Base, an area in
Management Unit 14 near the east end of the sewer ponds in the
Hoquiam area between the  Ioquiam River and Bos erman Airfield, is
protected. This area is characterized by shallows and fringe
marsh, a type of marsh rare in other areas of the estuary, and a
very important food source for migrating fish  Boomer, 1980 a and b! .

However, neither the Task Force, the Regional Planning Corrlrission,
nor the consultants have shown by z igorous documentation that the mix
of uses in the estuary is indeed "balanced." The balance was achieved
by negotiations, and it is assumed that this political balance is
a use balarlcc as well. The Plarl zs expected to bc cllazlged arid amellded
as time passes, but how the balance is to be maintained or reestablished
remains unanswered in the Plan in the present implementation and
amendmerrt schemes.

The Canriitional tfme Comymzmizre
Another compromise in the management scheme is the conditional use

provisio~. Task Force participants decided that having only two
categories, permitted uses and prohibited uses, was too inflexible.
Development interests believed that a priori exclusion of many uses was
unjustified and too constraining. The conditional use provision is an
attempt to provide developers and land owners with the predictability
of knowing that a set of uses or activities in a particular I'Ianagcment
Unit is generally consistent with the goal of multiple use. At the
same time, the agencies retain the ability to determine, by specific
case or permit review, whether special design criteria are required or
whether thc specific proposal is entirely inappropriate for the
zhzragement Unit, even though in general the use is a1]owable. For
example, in a Rural Low Intensity Management Unit along the southern
shore of the estuary, continued development of scattered residences
and bankline erosion control are considered appropriate and az'e
permitted. Proposal» for outfalls, pilings, and mooring dolphins
are conditional and in this area must undergo specific case review
because of the problems inherent in these types of activities.

The conditional use compromise was developed to postpone specific
decisions on potentially controversial activities in particular
Management Units. The test of this mechanism will come, if the Plan
is adopted, when specific new proposals are questioned. The conditional
use compromise may prove to be a conflict-delaying tactic rather than
a conflict-resolution tactic.

The Spitit RQanageznent Unit GomprezzLimm
The split Management Unit provision offers another type of

compromise. A numbez of nonaquatic Management Units  fourteen of
forty-three! are subdivided in an attempt "to add special emphasis to
the management philosophy or to achieve specific objectives for those
areas"  GIKMP, november 1978, p. ill. In the Plan, the upland
boundaries of Management Units are defined by convenient near-shore
highways, railroads, or plat lines running approximately parallel to
the shore. The aquatic boundary for all Management Units, except
the open-water ones, is the line of ordinary high water  mean high
tide!. In a split Management Unit, the line of aquatic vegetation
 COB section 404 line! further divides the area into two regions that
have different Management C.'ategories.

This compromise begins to recognize that aquatic-area characteristics
can be quite unique and different from upland-area characteristics.
Resource agencies dealing with aquatic areas tend to view special aquatic
qualities or vulnerabilities as limitations to specific types of upland
development that could be threatening or degrading to thc aquatic area.
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Upland developers and landowners often believe that appropriate uses of
an area are determined primarily by upland characteristics. h
Management Unit that is Urban Development on the upland side and
Conservancy hianaged on the aquatic side is an attempt to satisfy all
of these concerns, Some observers consider the resource agencies to
have won the split hianagement Unit provision. If so, perhaps this
is the "foot in the door" which balances the developer's "nose in the
tent" from the conditional use provision.

The Smrmamn Sasha bargain

Perhaps the most significant and the most. difficult specific
compromise involves the developnent of Bowerman Basin  Management
Unit 13!, a wetlands area on the northern shore of the estuary and one
mile west of Hcquiam  fig. 6!.

Tho Port of Grays Harbor is the sole owner of the S00 acres �00 ha!
in Bowerman Basin and the 1,700 acres �80 ha! in more exposed
wetlands immediately to the west, During the negotiations, the Port
expressed its intentions to fill the entire area to create additional
flatland for industrial development.

Bargairing began with "all or nothing" positions. The Port wanted
the entire 2,200 acres  880 ha! predesignated for eventual filling, and
the resource agencies opposed any filling on such an extensive scale.
Tho National Marine Fisheries Service  hNFS! representative claimed
"that's more fill than I think we'd look at nation-wide in five
years"  Chasan, 1978!.

Figure 6 hianagement Unit 13: Bowerman Basin  Grays Harbor Estuary
Management Plan: preliminary draft, hiarch 1978. Grays Harbor Regional
Planning Commission, hiontagne-Bierly Associates, and Wilsey 5 Harn.!

The negotiating session on Bowezman Basin lasted one-and-a-half
days. Participants caucused, took firm stands, and argued fiercely.
The consultants are credited with keeping everyone together and
talking. The climax was reached when the General Manager of the Port
Finally grabbed a pointer and, in front of the media, local politicians,
and the rest oF the Task Force, reeled around to a largo map and
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pointed to a passible compromise line  Iee interview, 1978,. The
compromise line was the boundary of Bowerman Basin, the end of the
peninsula where the airport is located.

In the provisions of the compromise as detailed to date, the Port
has agreed to relinquish development of its 1,700 acres �80 ha! ir
return for assurances that it can develop the 500 acres �00 ha! in
Bowerman Basin. The 1,700 acres �80 ha! are to be transferred to a
designated state resource agency for fifty years. The 500-acre
�00 ha! parcel was split in half and only a 250-acre �00 ha! fill
will be allowed until additional need can be demonstrated. Terms of
the compromise are being refined in ongoing discussions among
Task Force members.

After the negotiating session on Bowerman Basin, a new piece of
information relating to the area became available. A report in 1978
 Herman, 1978! for the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service  USFWS!
nominates Bowerman Basin as a Unique Wildlife Ecosystem and states that
the area is the most important shorebird roosting area in the Grays
Harbor region, "No area of camparable extent in the Grays Harbor
region supports so critically such a high diversity and abundance
of wintering shorebirds." Also, the endangered subspecies of peregrine
falcons feed an shorebirds and hunt in the Basin. The report concludes
that "the loss of this area ta development would mean the sacrifice
of the most significant and heavily used piece of this kind of habitat
in coastal Washington and would reduce further the capacity of Grays
Harbor ta support wintering shorebirds and waterfawl." Uncertainties
still remaining about the Bowerman Basin compromise are discussed
later in this chapter.

The bankline erosion control and bankline straightening policies
are components of the general policies for fill set forth in the Plan.
In a case-study review of the Grays Harbor Estuary hhnagement Plan
prepared as part of the Office of Coastal Zone Management  OCZM! 1978
review of the Washington Coastal Zone bhnagement Program, Dehart
identified the limitation of bankline straightening and bankline
erosion control to the least productive portions of the harbor as a
major compromise.

Bankline erosion control is a maintenance action to preserve and
protect existing shorelines from erosion. Riprapping and minor bank-
line straightening and sloping necessary for erosion control may only
be used where specifically authorized in the Permitted Activities
Matrix of each Management Unit. For example, bankline erosion control
is permitted in all Urban Development and Urban Mixed units except one,
in which it is a conditional use. Bankline erosion control is not
permitted in any of the Natural areas. In the several Conservancy
5hnaged units, bankline erosion control is not permitted in seven, is a
special condition in four, is a conditional use in three, and is
permitted in two  GHI7lp, November 1978!. The Plan set forth a general
policy that bankline stabilization procedures are ta be confined
to areas actively being eroded or where new development or redevelop-
ment requires protection for the maintenance of the integrity of
upland structures or facilities. The Plan further states that "under
no circumstances shall bankline erosion control be initiated for the
purpose of gaining developable uplands from existing water areas"
 GHEMP, November 1978!.

The bankline straightening policy applies to small fills that are
designed to provide additional usable uplands for development. This
type of fill is a permitted activity only in Eaur Urban Development
and onc Urban Mixed Management Units. Bankline straightening can
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occur only between two existing points of. land as defined by the
limit of Carps of Engineers  CQE! jurisdiction  section 404, line
of aquatic vegetation!. The maximum size of a permitted fill is two
aczes  .8 ha! measured from the Iine of aquatic vegetation.

The Plan identifies guidelines for both bankline erosion control
and bankline straightening, but the relationship between these guide~-
lines and other state and federal policies is not elaborated and is,
in fact, somewhat confzised. For example, the maximum outer slope of
a fill or bulkhead allowed. in the Plan is different from that
allowed by Washington Department af Fisheries  lUDP! guidelines
 Tegelberg, 1980!. Also, the Plan does not reference existing guide-
lines for landfill structures  e,g., WAC I73-lb-U6U!,

Even though same fine tuning of the bankline erosion control policy
and the bankline straightening policy in the Plan may be necessary,
these pravisions da represent substantive compromises reached by the
Task Force. However, in some senses this could be expected. For the
most part, small-scale bankline modification issues were given a
fairly low priority in importance by thc technical team  see hkintagne-
Bierly, 1977 a!. Thus, the generally low level of controversy surrounding
bankline issues makes them especially good opportunities for
compromises.

I l~ I~
In Grays Harbor, decision-making changes have occured that are

necessary for any conflict resolution or comprehensive planning effort
to succeed. Those changes resulting in even marginally increased
cooperation and coordination may be considered "signs of success."

Each "side" has accepted the legitimacy of thc involvement of
others in the negotiations ard has made progress toward understanding
the positions oC others. For example, some local governments, which
had bitterly protested federal agency "meddling" in local decisions,
naw have a more sophisticated knowledge and appreciation of federal
agency mandates. These local governments had the opportunity ta learn
thc legal and scientific basis for Cederal agency concerns and to
recognize the federal presence in the joint. decision-making process.
On the other hand, some federal agencies, which believed local decision-
making was proceeding with insufficient regard for natural resources
values, werc exposed to the reality aC local concerns for the economic
health of the region, In general, most participants felt that,
as a result of the Task Force meetings, they had a better understanding
af the positions of members from the "ether side."

All Task Force participants claim they expez.ienced a valuable
lesson in interagency coordination and negotiatian, The negotiating
nature of- the procedure did require resource agencies to coordinate
their positions so that they could at least present a somewhat unified
front in the bargaining sessions. The increased interagency coordination
that is likely to result Crom these interactions ma> allcviatc some of
the problems that made planning necessary in Grays Harbor in the
beginning. One possible sign of inczeased coordination is the seeping
activity now being initiated by thc COE  see Appendix for NEPA "scoping"
definition!, The COE has organized a team composed of some of the
same agencies and individuals who werc on the Task Force. This team
has been charged with preparing a suggested scope of studies necessary
to assess the environmental impacts af thc channel widening and
deepening project in Grays llarbor. IJsing the new Council on
Environmental Qualit.y  CLq! regulations  see Appendix!, the soaping
began in June 1979 and ls expected to continue through the Call of 1979
 see pp. 68-69 !.



Even though better coordination on future issues and better resource-
use decisions are expected to result from the increase in the skills and
knowledge of individuals, the development of interpersonal ties with
other members of. the Task Force, and the enhanced understanding of the
other side, important questions remain, Is involvement in such a
planning process the most efficient or appropriate means to develop this
kind of knowledge and understanding? Or, would a simple but
comprehensive and rigorous compilation af all agency mandates and
responsibilities have provided an equally predictable framework for
decision making? A rhetorical but perhaps important question is
whether agencies should be involved in bargaining at all, Also, can
this kind of experience be transferred to the parent agency or other
individuals? If this can occur only with difficulty or only
infrequently, the benefits of learning fram the process may be very
short lived.

AIready a number of the original agency representatives on the
Task Force have moved on ta other jobs. The ability af new personnel
to absorb the experiences and the information they need to act as
productive, but sensitive, members of the group is unknown, The
future commitment of individuals  and perhaps agencies! in cases where
only informal adoption procedures are used. is also uncertain, A local
government Task Force member has expressed this concern and uncertainty
by suggesting that if someone in some agency, wha does not appreciate
the Plan and the negotiated nature of the trade-offs in it, obstructs
a permit application that camplies with the Plan, then the Plan will
probably collapse, A lot may depend on the role of the Task Force in
the implementation and amendment process and the level of involvement
that agencies and individuals maintain an the Task Force.

On a positive nate, it should be observed that the Task Force
has established a certain coherency and level of commitment to the Plan
and the process. For example, when the Port and the EFA recently
tried to develop mutually acceptable, but bilateral, alternative
arrangements to implement the Bowerman Basin agreement, other members
objected and wanted the issue remanded to the Task Force for group
consideration  Kiter, 1979!.

S hi ' g~ty
Task Force participants and other members of the involved agencies

are now critically evaluating the Draft Plan as they consider adopting
it and committing their agencies to its provisions. A crucial and
common question being asked by all of the parties is, "Does the Plan
provide increased predictability?" Answering this question is
difficult, clue to the different definitions of predictability held by
the separate interest groups and due to the unavoidable fact that
final evaluation of success of the search for predictability awaits
future developments. plan adoption, implementation, and testing of
specific proposals over a period of time. Lf, however, certain
outcomes of the Grays Harbor Estuary 1hnagement Program are displayed
alongside the components of predictability  see Table 2, p. 42!,
certain signs of success in increasing the level oi predictability
can be identified. However, it can also be shown that totaI
fulfillment oi expectations for increased predictability has not
occurred. Thus, the final judgmental question is whether the trade-
offs made to achieve partial predictability are worth the costs.

At the local level, predictability meant that landowners and
deveIopers would have a set of specific guidelines to determine which
types of development would be acceptable to the resource and
regulatory agencies nnd that the presence of these state and federal
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agencies would bc minimized in local decision making. The building
inspector from Aberdeen has observed that, during the past year, several
shoreline development permits that complied «ith the Draft Plan "sailed.
right through"--a change from earlier cases  Lauritzen interview, 1979!.
There seems to have been a reduction in the intensity of conflict
around small-scale shoreline developments, which has resulted in
increased predictability for some local interests.

The level of conflict is high, however, around another localized
issue: the Bowetman Basin fill  sce pp. 62-63!. Assurance that
particularly important development proposals, such as the Bowerman
Basin fill, would proceed smoothly from project plan development,
through public administrative review, to timely approval and completion
was a major motivating factor behind port involvement in the planning
process  see chapter four!. At a recent conference in Oregon
 " Coastal 7one llanagemcnt," 1979!, thc General lfsnager of the Port of
Grays Harbor spoke on the success of coastal zone management. With
reference to the Gra> s Harbor Estuary Management Pian  QKl4P!, the
General .'Ianager stated, "Given, then, thc situation we have today, CZII
cannot succeed unless local, state and federal agencies can find ways
to set aside their regulations and guidelines and let CZ!4 function"
 emphasis added!. Although events occurring ncw or in the future may
alter the situation, the Grays Harbor activity to date has not achieved
this definition af predictability, and it is unlikely that such
solutions would be politically and legally viable. The Port's official
position has now changed. The Port recognizes that resource agency
regulatians cannot be set aside in their entiretv  Lattin interview,
1979! .

The Task I'orce participants are still struggling in their
search for predictability, but the focal point has shifted from
individual permit applications and development proposals to a national
policy issue, The question facing headquarters-level federal agency!
policy makers is the precise relationship of policy statements and
trade-off decisions in regional comprehensive plans developed under
the Coastal Zone lfanagement Act  CDtA! to,the case-by-case permit
review procedures required of federal agencies by section 404 of the ',
Clean Water Act   XiA!  see chapter' seven!. This change in focus
of the tension and the broadening of. questions to include national
policy issues are not signs of either failure or incompetency on the
part oi the Task Force. In fact, this development was probably
unavoidable, given the experimental nature of the Gravs Harbor Task
Force and the uncertain decision-making rules that existed when the
Task Force began. Whether or not a Grays IIarbor Plan is adopted and
implemented, the process itself has had the positive result of
farcing decisions of national policy significance, which in thc long-
term will certainly result in increased predictability in the decision-
making system.

The resource agencies expected. that the Plan would assure that the
system of state and federal regulations would operate effectively and
predictably to protect critical resources and environmental systems
for the future. Whether the Plan «ill provide this protection for
estuarine values is another judgment which, of course, cannot be made
for many years. However, the Washington Department of Game  WDG!
resource biologist in Grays Ilarbor does believe strongly that the
Plan will result in decreasing the rates of wetland loss and habitat
degradation, and that in fifty years there will bc more of. the estuarine
qualities retained and more opportunities for resource-based
recreation than without the Plan  Smith interview, 1978!. This is
the possible benelit that all of the resource agencies are trying
to gauge. The resource agency negotiators will continue to struggle
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with the questions of whether the sacrifice of allowing the fill of
specific sites, such as Bowerman Basin, in return for at least limited
protection of resources elsewhere in the estuary is wise or defensible
and whether public environmental awareness will increase enough over
the next fifty years to ensure continuing future protection.

A troubling question for resource agencies is whether congressional
irrtervention will continue in the future in order to facilitate new
energy, defense, or industrial development in what are thought ta be
"protected" areas. Far example, the maritime industry throughout
the nation is urging modification of the EPA draft section 404
guidelines to delete certain permit review criteria in section 404 and
substitute provisions that would allow filling, when agreed to under
an approved coastal zone management plan  e.g., Brinson g Haar,
1979; Hill, 1979; Hurst, 1979, and Lattin, 1979 c!.

Alleviation of such cancerns about predictability requires the
continued commitment of all parties to the Task Farce process and the
resolution of a number of issues.

lamlalt4 I
A number of issues remain that were not fully confronted by the

Task Force or treated in the Plan. The tenacity of these persisting
problems and the vulnerability of the Plan due to these unaddressed
issues will be seen in the future as discussion of Plan adoption
continues and after implementation occurs. The issues that were not
fully addressed include:  I! the impacts of activities in the watershed
on estuarine conditions and alternative management opportunities or
scherrres for watersheds; �! the relationship between the G3E's channel
maintenance and improvement projects, the Plan, and implementation of
the Bowerman Basin fill; �! specific alternatives for positive
management schemes that could include increased public access, habitat
improvement, and marsh creation; �! implementation mechanisms that
would protect and conserve those wetlands and estuarine resources
designated for conservation by the Plan; �! identification of
specific alternative development options and locations; �! corrrpliance
of the Plan with the National Fzrviranmental Policy Act  NEPA!; and
�! management systems in which the special qualities and limitations
of aquatic areas are recognized in addition to land-use characteristics,
'Naterahmd Managoamsnf

The limited geographic scape of the Grays Harbor Fstuary Management
Program precluded broader watershed management concerns. Opportunities
to address resource use problems and solutians via more holistic
watershed or drainage basin planning were nat available to the Task
Force. For example, watershed management geared toward reducing sedirrrent
loads in the streams and rivers could alter the need for channel
widening and deepening or change the pattern of siltation and accretion.
Control of forest practices and pesticide or herbicide spraying an the
uplands could alter the water quality of the estuary or result in
changes in the quantities of contaminated sediments deposited in the
estuary.

Environmental organizations, notably Friends of the Earth, have
criticized the Task Force for not considering watershed issues as
part of the planning effort. They stress that upstream development
activities could damage the estuary and undermine the environmental
gains sought by the Plan. The Task Force, however, decided early
in their deliberatians to limit themselves to considering only
shoreline activities. According to the Director of the Regional
Planning Corrrrrrission, the major conflicts to be resolved were aver
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shoreline development projects. Also, in the intcrcsts of saving
time and money and of producing a focused plan that could be implemented
through the existing Shorelines Management Programs, limiting the
efiort to shoreline issues was judged. to be reasonable and desirable.

COB's Chanael Priest aIMI tlute Bosraruma Basin Fill

The COi s channel widening and deepening project was never fully
considered in the Task Force planning effort, and the relationship
between these two activities is still confusing. Fiany of the same
agencies--even some of the same individuals--were involved on the Task
Force av~ on the widening and deepening study. The role af the COE
was, however, quite different for each exercise. ishile the COE was
actively involved in thc navigation project, its role on the planning
Task Farce was advisory only. This perhaps explains why the widening
and deepening project was not advocated by the COE during the planning
effort and why the two activities were not linked together early in
the Task !cree eCfort. One Task Farce member had a different reason;
he belicvcd that, since the widening and deepening project was
federally funded by Congress, there was little the Task Force could do
about it  Lattin interview, !979a!. The member's reason was credible
because the November 1978 Draft Plan specifically excluded federal
projects from consideration in Management Unit 44  aquatic areas!.
Aside from this exclusion, it could be further questioned why the Port
did not attempt to link the two activities during the Task Force planning
effort. Without the widened and deepened channel, the expected use of
the estuary by larger vessels would be precluded and the Port's
continued capability for viable timber export and industrial growth
might be diminished.

The major unresolved problem stemming fram the nonalignment of the
widening and deepening project with the Task Force planning effort
involves the designation of disposal sites for material dredged during
the navigatian project. Thc COF. Feasibility Study and EIS �977!
recommended open water disposal of all material dredged below the Union
Pacific Railroad bridge in Aberdeen and dispasal on diked uplands of
all material dredged above the railroad bridge, This study examined
Bowerman Basin as a potential disposal site, but since the basi~ is a
valuable wetland and the Cilling aC such areas with dredged material
is contrary ta several agencies' g~ridelines and overall national
wetlands policy, the site was not recommended. In the Plan, however,
Bowerman Basin is designated as a site to be filled, with the most
obvious and cheapest source aC fill material being the navigation
projects. The Plan and the COE's project are, therefore, clearly
inconsistent.

IC the Plan is adapted and if it provides for filling of Bowerman
Basin, but the COF,, because of national wetlands policy docs not use
the area for a dredged material disposal sita, a clear conflict is
apparent  Ortman, 1979 b!. This issue would have surfaced earlier had
the COE's project been given mare attention during the Task Force
planning process. An outcome yet forthcoming will be whether or not
national wetlands policy will be sct aside in recognition of a locally
developed plan that is said to balance uses over a fifty-year period.
If the COE, or any other 'i'ask Force participant, had concluded that
national wetlands policy would likely preclude the disposal of dredged
material in Bawerman Basin, then Task Force debate over the issue may
have been avoided and an alternate strategy, such as soliciting
congressional action, might have prevailed.

One step ha» recently occurred that may resolve this inconsistency.
ln,Tune 1979, the COE initiated scoping activities ta further study the
feasibility of thc channel widening and deepening project, Again, the
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same agencies, and even same of the same individuals who were involved
on the Task Force, participated in the scoping sessions. During an
ear!.y scoping session, the Port argued that, since the Bowcrman Basin
alternative was in the Plan, federal and state agency commitment to the
Plan required scoping of the site. WDG and a representative of Friends
of the Earth argued that the Bowerman Basin alternative should be
studied at a future date  Ortman, 1979 a!. They pointed out that the
feasibility study, the draft FIS, and the long-rarge maintenance
dredging interagency Task Force recommended against Bowerman Basin as an
alternative disposal site. They suggested that the alternative could
be added at a later date if the GHE|IP included the Bowerman Basin fill
in its final version  VSACOE, 1979; Ortman, 1979 a!.

Thc disagreement was resolved temporarily when the USFWS agreed that,
if thc plan could be adapted and implanented, they would not object
to filling Bowerman Basin. It is not yet certain whether or not
Boweiman Basin will be included in the formal COE Plan of Study. The EPA
representative officially disagreed with the USFWS position. Thc COE
finally decided ta prepare a suggested scope of studies that would
include Bowerman Basin and wait until the preparation of the Plan of
Stud> to decide whether or nat ta actually conduct the studies  see
USACOF, 1979!.

Thc proposal to use Bowerman Basin for dredged material disposal
as part of thc COF.'s channel widening and deepening project brought
quick reactions from environmental interest groups. The Natural
Resources Defense Council  NRDC!, an organization that does environ-
mental litigation, monitors governmental agencies, and conducts
sciedtific research and citizen education, wrote to Doug Costle,
Administrator of FPA, In their letter, NRDC recognized EPA's right
to process a 404 application for the disposal of dredged material, but
cautioned that the alternatives analysis must be dane with respect to
other dredged material disposal alternatives, not with resaect to the
purpose for which the dredged material would be used  i.e., industrial
development!  Banks, 1979!. The NREC will probably press I PA to opt
for open water disposal, a less damaging alternative in  irays
Harbor than deposit on wetlands, especially in view of the strong
national policies supporting protection of wetlands. Also, the
dredged material is "clean" and water-quality impacts of open ocean
disposal would be less damaging than the elimination of productive
wetlands. This alternative would, of course, eliminate the potential
for a large supply of free dredged materials for fill purposes.
However, should strong needs for landfill materialize in the future,
an economical opportunity for providing low cost, clean fill material
would be last.

The resolution of the inconsistency between the Draft Plan's
proposed use of Bowerman Basin for fill and the COE's plan for
disposing of dredged material in open water remains unsettled. However,
the possible inclusion of Bowerman Basin within the GEE's plan of
environmental studies suggests that there may be an avenue by which
the Draft plan and the COE navigation improvement project can be
aligned. This development is occurring late in the process, however.
PuMie~ess, Kabitat Imprcnnamsnt, an4%areh. Creation

Public access concerns are not specifically discussed anywhere in
the Plan. The Summary of Personal Interviews in the Technical
Memoranda states generally that there was a need for public access to
thc shore areas. Local government and industry preferred that public
access be limited to already existing areas of the ocean beaches or
public boat launch points and excluded from shorelines that are
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primarily committed to industrial uses. Several residents of the
Hoquiam-Aberdeen-Cosmopolis area who felt excluded from the planning
process also felt that the Task Force failed to recognize that
convenient access to safe waterfront areas is desirable. Some residents
object that traditional areas to walk or to run dogs along the water-
front are now either inaccessible or dangerous due to polluted waters
and sediments. These residents also observe that no new facilities
for public access are being provided.

Ports, cities, and water-dependent industries nationwide are
increasingly realizing that additional public access to industrial
and urban waterfronts is not only a civically responsible goal, but is
also a genuine public interest. Increased public learning can also
benefit port districts and industrial users in the form of public
support for well-designed development projects. providing mechanisms
for increased public access to the urban waterfront could be a
relatively low-cost and effective way to increase public awareness
and support, The Task Force apparently missed an opportunity for a
positive management action. This is understandable, however, given
the multitude of issues that demanded their attention. Moreover,
non-urban areas in Grays Harbor that depend on tourism do have
adequate public access, and representatives from the more urban areas
were more concerned about employment opportunities than such
"refinements" as public access to the waterfront  Laukers, 1980!.

The preliminary Draft Plan of Ihrch 1978 contained no specific
provisions for habitat improvement or marsh creation. The revised
Draft Plan of November 1978, which has not been formally released f' or
public review, does contain a general provision for the restoration of
marsh areas that have been diked for land reclamation  GHEMP, November
1978, pp. 22-23!. Breaching the dikes would allow the marshlands to
come under tidal influence again and should result in higher levels
af wetland productivity. Although marsh restoration is given
preference in two Management Units, no specific areas are identified,
the relative gains from restoring alternative sites are not evaluated,
and no mechanism to implement these projects on either privately or
publicly owned land is provided.

Another new provision in the November 1978 draft calls for the
creation of new maz'shland fram a dredged material disposal and waste
treatment site  Rennie Island in the inner harbor near Aberdeen!.
The Seattle District Corps of Engineers' Fnvironmental Resources Section
is particularly interested in this opportunity to mesh maintenance of
the community's economic vitality with developing the region's natural
resource base by breaching the dikes around the treatment ponds, which
may no longer bc needed, and by the planned disposal of dredged
materials to build new intertidal habizats. Thc Plan does not provide
foz. the implementation of this pzoj ect except to say that it "will
requI.re the cooperation of private land owners and various regulatory
agencies since individual objectives can only be achieved with the
cooperation of all"  GHEE, November 1978, p. 23!.
Xmylementathm af Reaoeroe Casmemratlan

All participants on the Task Force wanted the Grays Harboi Plan
to bc mare than just another sct of recommendations. Everyone was
searching for predictability. After examining the Draft Plan,
environmental interests have questioned whether the implementation
measures provided by the Plan are sufficiently strong to provide for
resource conservation and to protect the designated conservation areas.
A letter from an Environmental Defense Fund lawyer to the Area
htanager of the USFwS states this problem well:
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I car only consider the implementation mechanisms for
protecting and conserving those wetland and estuarine
resources which are designated for conservation uses to be
unnecessarily weak, and certainly far weaker than the
mechanisms for implementation of the development plans.
[I]mplementation of the land use objectives for management

unit 13 [Bowerman Basin] is not to depend upon . . . private
parties . . . [but! upon the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
to fill in a futuristic industrial park site with dredged
spoils from the navigation channel in Grays tiarbor, all
financed directly by the United States Treasury . . . Given
these extraordinary implementation mechanisms for Unit
13, it seems reasonable ta judge the mechanisms for pro-
tecting wetlands and estuarine areas of the other management
units by them. By any measure, those protection mechanisms
must be considered feeble by contrast. . .The protective
mechanisms for the other extensive and highly productive
wetlands and shallow area rely heavily on enforcement
of existing federal and state programs. . .liowever, it is
these very programs which are being manipulated herc to
remove the existing system of protection mechanisms. . .for
Bowezman Basin. . .Are we supposed ta he pleased by
reliance on such mechanisms for protection of vital
biological resources when we now must bear witness to the
ease with which they can be withdrawn'?  Tripp, 1979!

Some lacal environmental organizations concur with the above
assessment and suggest that the Plan illustrates that few mechanisms,
tools, and programs were available or were used to protect critical
wetland areas. For ex~epic, no new sanctuaries, wildlife refuges, or
nondumping areas are proposed in the Plan  the two completely Natural
Ilanagement Units already existed under the jurisdiction and ownership
of the Nature Conservancy and hei!.

Although FPA has never exercised it, the agency does have the power,
under the <current 404 regulations, to "predesignate" areas within
the estuary for non-fill. "Predesignation" could have provided
additional assurarcc that future development would not encroach upon
conservation areas. OC&il, thc Fnvironmental Defense Fund, ~d the
Natural Resources Defense Council have suggested this to EPA  Tripp,
1979; Hanks, 1979; Kifer, 1979! FPA is resisting, probably because
they want ta remain flexible and avaid setting a precedent for the
rest of the U.S. Furthezmore, the pasitions of' individuals at various
levels in EPA differ and are not coordinated into an official EPA
position at this time,

Alternative Development Sitee en4l Oylkons
The Plan also does not identify specific alternative development

options and locations. Identification of development alternatives
is limited by the extensive private ownership of waterfront and
upland areas. Future development plans for future use of the land werc
therefore difficult for the Task Force to predict. The Task Force
also concluded that alternatives analyses for development sites and
options would best be conducted when a specific project was proposed
and an EIS prepared.

llowever, with respect to the Port's development plans, some of
the resource agencies still question the veracity of the arguments for
increased wetland fill for economic development. These agencies are
not ncccssarily questioning the degree of good-faith bargaining by
the Port, but rather are objecting ta the lack ol publicly available
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and rigorous economic development alternatives analysis fram which
a more rational choice for development sites could be made, They
ask, for example, why an imlustrial park could not be located some-
where other than Bowerman Basin, for example, on the unused Kaiser
Steel site  Smith interview, 1978!. The lack of an economic develop-
ment alternatives analysis is a specific problem that is not yet fully
resolved. This could be addressed in the EIS now in preparation.

Envirorrmental groups assert that the lack of alternatives analyses
in the Plan simply continues the Port's practice of pushing for permits
or Predesignation of sites for fill,ing by claiming that a project is
necessary for economic development without having identified specific
clients and obtained contracts for land use. They refer to this
practice as "speculative fill." The Kaiser fill episode is used as
one exarrrple of speculative fill  see pp. 20-22!. The fill,
which destroyed 15 percent of Grays Harbor's existing sedge marsh,
remains unused. Environmentalists raise the question whether the
Plan is a device by which the goverzrment is providing land and
wetlands for unproven and speculative uses by private industries and
the Pozt.

Another instance of specific alternative development options which
remains unidentified surrounds the relocation of Bowemnan Airfield.
Siting of watez.-dependent or water-related activities on the land where
the airfield is presently located or on the proposed fi11 area in
Bowerman Basin requires relocation cf the airfield. The Task Force
discussed the need for relocation but did not conduct alternative
analyses of possible relocation sites within the management area or
nearbv uplands, nor did they provide specific potential sites for
relocation. This was considered outside the scope of their mandate.
'I'hc issues of water dependency of shore industriaI users and the
relocation of Bowermarr Airfield remain to be resolved in the future,
but the mechanisms tor doing so arc still uncertain  see chapter seven!.

Compliance witb, RRPAISEPll

Before thc GHFIrIP can he adOpted by the federal and state agencies,
the requirements of NEPA/SEPA  see Appendix! must he met. Adoption of
the Plan by the federaI and state agencies plus agreements to usc the
Plan in decision making could significantly affect the quality of the
environment, thus, requiring preparation of an environmental Lmrract
statement  FIS!.

The federal QC2M is now preparing an EIS. At first, OCZM was not
sure an FIS would bc necessary because the  I-iEIIP would be implemented
through local HIP amendmcnts, not through an amendment to the state' s
C2IIP. For many reasons, OCZM has now concluded that the Plan is a
significant amendment to the state program and therefore requires an
EIS. First, federal agencies participating on the Task I'orce wanted
an EIS done because their concurzence in the Plan and commitment to
live with it was a significant action that would determine how future
decision making would occur in the agencies. Second, the Plan could
significantly affect the quality of the environment and there ore
requires an EIS. For example, thc Plan calls for a substantial and
highly controversial wetlands fill. Third, QCZIri believed that the
Gz'ays Harbor Task Force experience was an important new conflict-
resolution process that might serve as a national model, Therefore,
it should include an EIS review. For these reasons, OCBM decided to
act as lead agency on the EIS and cooperate with the other federal
agencies in its preparation and review  Micrcmct, 1979!.

There has been considezable debate over the timing of I-:IS
preparation. A case study report prepared for OC2M  Dehart, 1978!
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raised the question of how the planning process relates to NEPA.
The report questioned when it was most appropriate to begin the FIS
process. Should it. have begun while the Task Force was negotiating
such questions as the Bowerman Basin fill, which resulted in an expansion
of the different alternatives and the inclusion of new citizen and
interest groups? If this had been done, would it have jeopardized
the ability of the public agencies to reach a negotiated agreement?
Or, should the EIS wait for the full development of the Plan so
that a substantial document could be reviewed? And, in doing so,
would OCZM be subject to risking the claim that NEPA was violated
because the FIS process started too late?

OCZM now believes that the EIS is being prepared at thc appropriate
time. The Plan represents the desires of the public officials for
development and conservation in Grays Harbor. When the final draft
version of the GHEMP is made public, there will be something tangible
to analyze using NEPA criteria and the section 404 guidelines.

Despite OCZM's intention to adhere closely to the FIS process and
the new C@ guidelines  see Appendix!, there may be claims that NEPA
was not properly applied in this case. The Friends of the Earth and
the Natural Resources Defense Council have argued that NFPA was
violated because an FIS draft should have been developed and reviewed
as the Plan was being prepared  Ortman, 1979 b   c; Banks, 1979!.

Representatives of these environmental groups argue that, since
1971, CEQ regulations have required that assessment of the potential
environmental impacts of federal actions occur at the earliest
possible time in the agencies' planning. They contend that NEPA was
violated, because decisions and agreements on the content of the Plan
have been made without disclosing potential impacts and without
systematically describing alternatives. They argue, further, that
the preliminary Draft Plan released in March 1978 was of no use to the
reviewing public because it failed to include either the Technical
Ihmoranda, a discussion of alternatives, or a discussion of impacts
 Ortman, 1979 c]. They also note that new iniormation is now
available to the Task Force which, under NEPA and othe~ federal laws,
must now be made a part of the alternatives analysis. This new
information is a special study done for USFWS by Dr. Steve Herman that
identifies Bowerman Basin as a candidate for inclusion in the USFWS
Unique Wildlife Ecosystem Program  Banks, 1979!.

The OCZM case study report  Dehart, 1978! also raised the
perplexing question of how alternatives could be considered in an
EIS when the Plan under review presents a politically acceptable
alternative already agreed upon through negotiation, OCZM is
considering presenting options which include: federal approval of
the Plan; no action or denial of the Plan; delaying approval of the
Plan; ard alternative resource protection and development strategies
 OCZM, 1979!. In OC>p s view, these alternative strategies
generated by the EIS process could then be considered further by the
Task Force before the Plan is formally adopted  Mieremet, 1979!.
OCZM contends that this alternatives analysis would be sufficient
under the requirements of NEPA and would allow full public
participation,

Another issue is whether the EIS for the Plan substitutes in any
way for proj ect-level FIS's, Environmental organizations urge that
site-specific EIS's should be used on particular projects even though
there is an EIS on the Plan  Banks, 1979!. OCZM notes that additional
EIS's may be needed on certain specific Projects but that their Plan
EIS could satisfy many of the NFPA requirements of the implementing
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agencies  Kifer, 1980!. Developers, on the other hand, are looking for
predictability and speed in thc review process and probably would like
to see the EIS on the Plan handle most, if not all, ot the site-
specific issues. Because of the range of viewpoints on this issue, it
may be useful for participants in this or similar estuarine planning
activities to analyze carefully in advance how the information in
Plan-level EIS's can be used ta satisfy the requirements for
project. I IS's.

As of this writing, the EIS is not completed and cannot be
completed until the Task Farce finishes the Plan. OCVI plans to
circulate the draft EIS along with the Draft Plan. At that time,
questions about the proper or improper use of the NEPA process will
undoubtedly be raised and debated.

Phuudag for Wymtic Areas
The last major issue not fully addressed by the Plan involves the

use of traditional land-use planning techniques for aquatic areas.
Estuarine areas have special qualities and characteristics quite apart
from terrestrial areas, Uses which may be appropriate or nondamaging
for a land or shore area may not be so for nearby aquatic areas, For
example, a public boat ramp and service facility may be especially
well suited ta a piece of publicly owned land with nearby highway
access, However, the associated boat traffic and human use of the
aquatic area could physically damage or pollute sensitive aquatic
plant or animal communities nearby. In the Plan, the offshore
boundary of the shore-zone Management Units is thc mean low water line.
The shore use and the aquatic area  outside the Management ifnit! are
artificially separated by the Plan.

Unlike land areas, or even rivers, Nfanagement Units in. an estuary
are functionally connected to Units both upstream and downstream by
the daily ebbing and flooding of the tides. Changes in the bankline
in one Management Unit can alter the longshore flow of sediments and
cause erosion or accretion in downstream and upstream areas.
Industrial effluent released into the estuary can travel upstream and
downstream several times before dispersing and being diluted to
negligible concentrations. Also, a parcel of polluted water may travel
past the outflow pipe several times before leaving the estuary. Each
time mote effluent is added to the parcel and the concentration af
toxic material increases, biological communities both upstream and
downstream are potentially threatened and migrating fish are potentially
blocked. In a narrow portion of an estuary, migrating fish may prefer
one side to arother, and therefore develapment might be better sited
an the nan-preferred side. Rapidly and efficiently flushing areas of
an estuary can tip the analysis of alternative sewage treatment plant
site to an otherwise marginal or ordinary land location. All af these
examples illustrate the interrelationships between aquatic areas and
land areas and between appropriate uses of each. Planning in an
estuary logically must account for both land characteristics ar uses
and aquatic characteristics or uses. The Task Force member from the
I!'ashington Department of Natural Resources  I'IDNR! observed that, as
far as he could remember, the Task Force never addressed the question
of use compatibility between adjacent Management Units ar between
land and water ares  Magoon interview, 1978!.

In the GHEMP, there are forty shore-zone iinagement Units that
end at the mean high water line, and three inwater Management Units
surrounding intertidal mudflats  Whitcomb Flats! and islands  Sand
and Goose island, which are scientific preserves, Rennie Island, which
is a waste treatment pond. and dredge spoil site!. Virtually the entire
water area of the estuary is designated as one Management Ifnit, number
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44. i~lanagement Unit 44 is classified as Conservancy Managed, but all
uses that depend on the water area and the activities that support
these uses are considered appropriate  GHE>lp, November 1978!.
Additions to the November Draft PIan began to recognize the importance
of special ard ecologically variable characteristics. AII new or
expanded uses of this Management Unit that occur solely in the water
 except authorized federal navigation projects! and that require a
construction permit are conditional uses in the PIan. Permit ed uses
in shoreline Management Units that are water dependent/related or that
require direct access to Management Unit 44 are permitted to the
extent necessary to provide that access. Experimental resource
utiIization and habitat development programs are allowed, subject to
review by state and federal resource agencies  GHB4P, November 1978,
p. 93!.

Federal and state resource agencies express concern that the Plan
does not sufficiently protect living marine resources. The lack of
specificity in 14anagement Unit 44 will probably also mean continued
conflicts of use. The problem of meshing land-use planning techniques
and perspectives with aquatic-area characteristics is not unique
to the Grays Harbor effort, but instead affects many coastal zone
planning activities and provides a fertile field for future
thought and analysis.

All these unresolved issues and the ability of the Task Force
to address them directIy affect the question of whether the Plan can
be successfully adopted and implemented.

P yadalf
Further evaluation of the ability of the GHEMP to provide

predictability in decision making and to resolve conflicts over
resource protection and development opportunities await adoption
and implementation of the Plan and a history of use and testing on
specific proposals over a period of time. To prepare for future
analyses and evaluation, two steps are needed now,

First, because the planning process in Grays Harbor was a hybrid
of comprehensive planning and conflict resolution, appropriate, but
special, eva1uation criteria must be agreed upon. Only a general
framework is suggested here.

If the Grays Harbor Task Force effort is seen as a comprehensive
planning effort, relative success could be measured by a number of
criteria: whether a plan or guide for development is generated and
implemented; how well resource needs and development trends are
anticipated; how well adverse cumulative impacts are ameliorated or
mitigated; whether the methodologies and information used were
rigorous, complete, and appropriate; and «%ether a broad spectrum of'
community goals are represented in the Plan. For the GHE%' the
gauges of a successful effort and the enumeratIon of benefits  or
losses! must be expanded beyond these rather traditional signs of
success for comprehensive planning to include criteria for
successful conflict resolution.

Measures of success for conflict resolution, like those for
comprehensive planning, include obtaining an agreement which is
poiitically and legally viable, can be implemented, and has the
commitment of the parties. Unlike traditional comprehensive planning,
gauges of successful conflict resolution also include; whether the
parties begin to recognize the legitimacy of the other side, whether
the behavior of the parties becomes less obstructive and more
cooperative, whether the level of "heat" or pressure is decreased,
whether all the issues are flushed out and confronted, whether benefits
accrue to each of the parties, and how completely their gains meet
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their realistic expectations.
Second, monitoring the decision-making system, development

activit ies, and environmental quality is required to provide a suit-
able information base for future evaluation. For example, gauging
how well the Plan anticipates future trends and needs and judging
the ability of the Plan to ameliorate or mitigate adverse currarlative
impacts even after ten years is likely to be difficult due to lack
of a mechanism to monitor change in the estuary. Some baseline data
that is focused primarily on the existing channel and Bowerman Basin
was compiled in the COB's Long-Range Maintenance Dredging Fffects
Studies. The CUE also maintains a water-quality data bank, and
WOG has been conducting eelgrass-bed surveys. However, the Task
Force has not dealt with future infozmation needs and there is no
mechanism in the Plan, or eleswhere, to monitor on a long-term or
continuous basis the environmental changes in the estuary.

Perhaps after the Task Force participants and the member
agencies have solved the problems of adoption and implementation
discussed in the following chapter, they will be able to focus their
efforts on establishing a mechanism to evaluate their hard work in
developing the Plan.



The pivotal question for the future of thc Grays Harbor effort
is whether the Grays Harbor Estuary Management Plan  GHEI'IP! can bc
successfully adopted and implemented. The extent to which agencies
can participate in intergovernmental planning and conflict resolution
and comnf t themse boca to a reawZtant pZan have become issues of
national concern as a result of the Grays Harhor experience. The Task
Force model will not be considered very useful for coastal zone
management eIsewhere in the country unless the Plan is adopted and
implemented; i.e., unless the Grays Harbor experiment is considcrcd
a "success." Furthermore, because important jurisdictional
interpretations must occur before agencies can adopt and implement
the Plan, the results of the Grays Harbor Estuary Management program
could affect the direction of coastal zone management throughout the
country,

Because these issues are far from settled at this time, critics
of the Grays Harbor effort could conclude that the Task Force failed
in not carefully and completely addressing the complex legal and
administrative framework of adoption and implementation early in the
process. More supportive observers could suggest that the Grays
Harbor effort was necessary to actually identify the rarge of
difficulties, and that one of the lessons of Grays Harbor for othez'
similar act.ivitics is that agreements on commitment, adoption, and
implementation must be explored and clearly defined in the initial
stages of regional coastal planning activity. A corollary lesson
from Grays Harbor is that a range of creative implementation
alternatives that can meet the legal and administrative constraints
of the numero~s government agencies and that can provide acceptable
levels of predictability to all concerned parties must be evaluated.

This chapter examines the original expectations for implementing
the Plan, the changing agency regulations and their evolving
interpretations that affect agency actions in adopting and
implementing the Plan, and the alternative procedures that could be
used to adopt and implement the Plan.

Task Parce Expedz5om Sar
H t~U
Implementathm Pxaemhare

The Task Force began in 1975 with the straightforward assumption
that when a plan was finally agreed upon by the participants, it would
be implemented via the existing state shoreline management system and
existing federal regulatory programs. Local governments would adopt
the portion of the Plan relevant to their jurisdict.ions into thc
local city or county Shoreline Master Programs {SMP's!. The state
resource agencies would be subject to these new SMP's as indicated
under state law. Private applicants could use the Plan to screen
proposals likely ta be approved or denied. Applications for sub-
stantial development permits would then be reviewed for agreement
with local QIP's. Public agencies and interest groups would participate
in this review. Appeals could be made to the Shorelines Hearing
Board by certain agencies or any aggrieved party. The Washington
Department of Ecology  WDOE! would include thc Plan as an amendment
to the Washington Coastal Zone Management Program  CZIIP! and submit
the amendment to the Secretary of Commerce for approval and in-
corporation into the State's CZMP. FederaI agencies would then use
the Plan as a specific framework for permit review and approval or
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denial because they participated in its formulation and, presumably,
incorporated their policies into the Plan  QiPP, November 1978, p. 4!.
Also, because federal agency actions must be consistent with approved
state CZhip's  sce Appendix!, this would be further reason for federal
agencies to adhere to the policy of the Plan.

As discussed in chapter three, the shoreline rrranagement process
in Grays Harbor suffered from lack of specificity and predictability.
Ta solve this problem, the Gi%Pip attempts ta be more specific about
what can or cannot take place in the future. However, the GHE ip does
not contain its own implementation mechanism. There is no special
permit review system or capital expenditure program tied directly to
the Plan, nor is there a visible, active management group with
independent enforcement pawers overseeing the use of the Plan.
Implementation is to occur through thc existing powers of the agencies
on the Task Force. I',ach agency will review development activities
independent af the Task Force.

This approach to implementation was deliberate and there are
reasons that support it. The Task Force members represented agencies
from all levels of governement, each of which already had a management
function. Their intent was to simplify and coordinate the existing
management system, not to create an additional one. The GKMP
indicates that it cannot eliminate other plans and agency regulations.
Rather, as argued in the November 1978 Draft Plan  GHFMP, November
1978, p. 4!, logic indicates that the Plan would be used by the agencies
as a baseline reference. Since the agencies that issue permits were
directly involved in developing the Plan, permit requests made to them
that conform to the Plan should move quickly through the review process.
If a permit request conforms to the Plan, part of the burden of proof
resting on an applicant to satisfy the agency is met. The November
1978 Draft Plan  QKhiP, November 1978, p. I! states:

An individual property owner, a local city or county
legislative body, a state ar federal agency will be able
to use the Plan with general concurrence of all agencies
involved in finalizing the decisions.

Day-ta-Day Uee af the Plan
The Task Force assumed that the day-to-day management of the

estuary, using the Plan, would be performed by existing agencies. If
a proposed use and its associated activities were "perrrritted" in the
Plan, then the responsible agencies would issue the required permits.
If a proposed use or its associated activities were conditional, a
permit application would be reviewed on the basis of the proposal's
specific merits rather than the general use or activity characteristics;
i.e., i.t would be reviewed using the Plan's more general goals,
guidelines, and objectives as criteria  %EMP, November 1978, p. 10!.
A use or activity subject ta "special conditions" would have ta comply
with the special conditions sct forth in the ~agement Unit
description. Finally, the Plan sets out a "special implementation
policy" that requires certain commitments to be made by developers
before permits are issued. For example, cormrritments to marsh
restoration and marsh creation projects would be required in certain
cases before major development activities could take place. This
appli.cs to the Bowerman Basin and the Ocean Shores fill projects
 GAS', November 1978, p. 23!. F~rther, mitigation may be required
if the balance af development and conservation were shifted in the
amendmcnt process  Baorrrer, 1980!.

This scheme seems to provide a rational and efficient method
of. using the Plan in the routine of agency decision making. However,
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at the level of specific proposals under review by specific govern-
mental units, the Plan does not indicate clearly or precisely how
existing agencies would mesh their ongoing rules and regulations with
the policies and designations in the Plan. The Task Force assumed
that, since the permitting agencies were involved in the process of
developing the Plan, the evaluation of a proposed use based upon the
guidelines in the Plan and the result of agency review using their
codified guidelines would be similar. That this may not be the
case is a problem that became apparent beginning with the July 1978
memo from the Lnvironmental Protection Agency  I.PA!  discussed below!.
The Task Force also assumed that the planning process established a
balance of estuarine uses. Iiow new permit applications might affect
this baiance is not stated clearly in the Plan.

There is a presumption in the Plan that a permit application that
conforms with the Plar is the preferred use or alternative. This
argument may be substantially correct with regard to permitted uses,
but for the many conditional uses and activities in the Plan,
discretion and judgment must be exercised. In these instance', it
is conceivable that a great diversity of opinion could emerge on the
meaning of the general goals, policies, and objectives of the Plan.
Ways to resolve these potential disputes are not laid out in the
Plan. Day-to-day management under the Plan is therefore likely to be
troublesome and. will require flexible coordination and adjustment
procedures, and some overall guidance by a new or existing group. One
way to achieve this flexibility is through an amendment process.

Amemdxaent Procedure am' the
Rebore Raile af th,e Taak Parce

The Task Force has reserved for itself a future role that includes:
periodic review of the Plan and the preparation of amendments; review
and comment on Plan amendments proposed by others; review of the
special conditions of hfanagement Unit 15  containing Bowetman Basin,
see figure 6!; and making decisions regarding certain issues that were
postponed for a later date because of incomplete information  GRIP,
November 1978! .

The Task Force would meet annually to review how the Plan is
working. At the end of five years, the Task Force would conduct a
systematic review of all aspects of the Plan. At each of these
reviews, the Task Force would make amendment recommendaticns to the
respective jurisdictions that have adopted and are implementing the
Plan. The Task Force would also act as a "planning advisory body"
to the local jurisdictions, suggesting amendmcnts to the SMP's.
Thus, proposed amendements would receive the same type of hearing
and review as thc initial Plan   jHPIP, November 1978, p.7-8!.

When others propose amendments to the Plan, the Task Force would
play a "review and comment" function. Such amendments may be proposed
by individuals, interest groups, or agencies. The Plan calls for
the local government to forward a proposed amendment to the Grays
Harbor Regional Planning Commission  GIIRPC!, which in turn would inform
all the Task Force members. A meeting of the Task Force could be
held if necessary. The criteria thc Task Force would use in reviewing
the proposed amendments include, the degree the use conforms with the
Plan's goals, guidelines, objectives, and policies; whether the use is
permitted elsewhere in the estuary or other permitted areas are
unsuitable; and whether the use will cause adverse effects on natural
systems and whether it will be within the capability of infrastructure
support systems.

The amendment process is important because it permits the Plan to
be adjusted in the future when conditions or actors change. This
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flexibility could facilitate the adoption af the Plan because
agencies would feel that future options are not altogether foreclosed.
However, the amendment process laid out in the Draft Plan raises
several questions.

First, how would amendments proposed by the Task Force bc adopted
by the agencies with jurisdiction in the «Ianagement Unit affected by
the amendment? This is a part of the general adaption problem
discussed below. If progress is made in the design of an adoption
strategy for the Plan as a whole  e.g., through a memorandum of
understanding among the agencies, which is discussed below!, a similar
procedural requirement could bc made a part of the amendment process.

Second, would the Task Force have the resources to act as a
continuing "planning advisory body' ?" Presumably the GHAPC would act
as staff Cor the Task Force, But would it have the funds and
personnel to monitor Plan implementation, manage meetings, and
research and prepare amendments? If a regular staff effort is not
desirable because the Task Force is to be a forum for reaching
compromise solutions only  GH2IP, November 1978!, then can it act
as a "planning advisory body?" A delicate balance is sought between
developing a working Task I'orce that implements its own Plan, and
maintaining tbc traditional independence of the agencies represented
on the Task Force. Such a balance may nat be achievable. I.ack of
aggresive use of the Plan, which requires staff time and meetings,
may cause it to become an unused "shelf plan." This suggests that
more attention to the operation of the Task Force in the future is
needed in the Plan,

Third, the Task Force members believe the completed Plan would
represent a "balance" of conservation and development within the
estuary  GHDIP, November 1978, p. 4!, and they expect this balance to
continue. How is this to be achieved'? The amendment process does
not suggest criteria by which the balance can be maintained, only
criteria that require an analysis of adverse impacts of proposed
uses. If the concept oC "balance" is to he used as a future guide
in the management of the estuary, then more specific ways to maintain
thc balance could bc included as part of thc amendment process.
Conservation agency representatives have expressed concern that the
amendment process could swing thc balance mare in favor of development
interests  Boomer interview, 1978; Bawker interview, 1979!. They
suggest that marsh creation, restoration, or other mitigation require-
ments could offset any new development projects in the future, thus
maintaining the balance now achieved in the Plan  Boomer, 1980!.

In addition to its role in the amendment process, the Task Force
has reserved to itself certain other functions. The Task Force
wants to review the final procedures by which use rights oC 1,700
acres �80 ha! ol. Port-owned submerged land are transferred to resource
agencies. This transfer is a special condition attached to the
Bowerman Basin ilanagement Unit. Further, the lask Force wants to
act as a continuing review body to determine whether the conditions
of that transfer are being followed. Also, the Task Force intends ta
maintain continuous review of the preliminary development plan that
the Part of Grays Harbor will prepare in conjunction with the use
of existing and future Vert lands that could be used for industrial
development. I:inall>, in the case of a marina expansion project whose
dimensions were unkno«n, and the classification oC a «Ianagement llnit
where future uses werc very uncertain, the Task Force delayed final
determinat ion until mare information was avni3 ah!e,

The llil'eed. for Taak Parce Qanthauity

One fear expressed by many of the members oC the Task Force is that



the experience of creating the Plan was an exciting and valuable
learning experience to individuals who participated, but that this
experience may not be transferable to others in thc agencies. If
this observation proves correct, it may be difficult for the QKPC
to get the Task Force to act as a cohesive group with commitment
to the P]an and the agreements that members worked sa hard to achieve.
Agency members who respond to proposed amendments to the Plan
circulated to them by the QIRPC may interpret changes in 1ight of
the agency's particular bias, rather than in the spirit of the
"balance" achieved by the Plan. This wou]d seem inevitable if the
agency representative or rcvicwer did not participate in the initial
compromise and was not sensitized to the positions and constraints
of the other agencies. Also, the local political climate may change
as a result of elections or unforeseen events. Commitment of a local
government or the Port to thc Plan could be as transitory or
vulnerable to political influence as long-term commitmcnts to land-use
zoning has traditionally been.

These problems are not inevitable or intractable, however. A
positive view of the negotiation and compromise process and the main-
tenance of the balance in the estuary could be passed on to future
generations of Task Farce members. hiore frequent meetings, an ongoing
staff, and special studies af particular problems would be ways to
create a more active and enduring role for the Task Force. In this way,
a group would be nurtured that has continuing allegiance to the
established Grays Harbor planning process and Plan development, Rather
than taking power away from estabIished line agencies, the Task I-'orce
could he a forum for immediately applying new information and policies
of existing agencies, The Draft Plan does not, however, address the
potential problems of continuing Task Force involvement or create
a method to resoive them.

Aloytilon: The First Ihg Problem
Before the Plan can make documentable changes in decision making

and resaurce use in Grays Iiarbor, the sequence of implementation
events--adaption, day-ta-day use, and amendments as needed--obviously
must proceed. The first step--Plan adoption--is a major problem. hiany
of the issues of adoption and agency commitment have been removed from
regional offices and have become the concern of national policy
aldkers.

Before discussing adaption, it. may bc useful to consider the
consequences if the Plan is not adopted. As mentioned elsewhere in
this report  p. 66!, the Draft Plan has been used to evaluate some
projects. Conceivably, the Plan could remain unadapted and yet be
used informalIv hy agency officials as a guide to their actions.
'I'his approach, however, could result in legal challenges because it
fails to provide notice and an opportunity for a hearing to the public.
Fven if the Plan is not adopted, one could conclude that the agencies
have established a working relationship that can continue into the
future and provide a more coordinated, and presumably more informed,
decision process. Although there may bc utility to the planning
process even if the Plan is never adopted, the participants and
observers have made substantial investments of time in anticipation
that an implemented Plan would result, and all af their efforts in
the past year have been directed at: assuring an implcmcntablc plan.
It. i.s conceivabIc, ho~ever, that the failure to adopt a plan could
generate ill wi!I and discouragement and could lead to less
coordination and more lrictian in thc future. This underscores the
importance of developing a I'lan that can be adopted by all the agencies.



State aml Zaaal~ption

As mentioned earlier, the basic assumption from the beginning of
the process was that adoption of the final Plan at the state and local
level would occur when it was incorporated into local ShlP's. The Task
Force planning process was develaped as a way to refine the Grays
Harbor local SMP's, which had been criticized as too general and
incapable of resolving conflicts. In addition, the Shoreline
hlanagement Act  ShIA! has a built-in implementation device. hlajor
propasals require a locally granted substantial development permit.
These permit requests are reviewed at the state level by the Departmerrt
of Ecology  WDOE! and the Attorney General's office, and appeals by
a variety of parties can be taken to a quasi-judicial Shorelines
Hearings Board. Thus, from the perspective of Task Force members,
adoption and implementation at the state and local level would be
virtually complete by incorporation of the Plan into the shoreline
management process.

One adoption prablrmr at the state level may be troublesome. As
presently envisioned, the WDOE would be the only state agency to
adapt the Plan because of its role in administering the state ShlA.
The Task Force does not envision that state resource agencies, such
as the Departments of Game and Fisheries  WDG, WDF!, would be
required to adopt it. 'l'he Task Force is assuming that state resource
ageJrcies will be bound to follow the Plan if it is adopted under
the Sh!A and by the federal agencies. For exanrple, ShP's approved by
WDOE under the SMA are official regulations of the state and have legal
authority to which other agencies must adhere. Since the Plan would
be incorporated into local Ship's, it would have the force of law and
bind other agencies. However, under the Hydraulics Project Approval
Law  HPAL!, the WDG and WDF review saltwater shoreline development as
well. These agencies need not issue a hydraulics approval simply
because a shoreline permit has been issued, Conflicts between the two
systems of review have occurred, though most issues have been resolved
through interagency coordination  Peterson, 1979; Pratt, 1979;
Sandison, 1979!.

The second power that state resource agencies have is their ability
to influence the Corps of Engineer's  COF! section 10 and section 404
permit processes. The COF. and other federal resource agencies, such as
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service  OSFWS!, National hlarine Fisheries
Service  MIFS!, and Environmental Protection Agency  EPA!, are
required by law to receive the views of all interested state and local
agencies on proposed projects. In washington, this requirement is met
officially by a composite statement of the state agency views
prepared by NTrOE and sent to the COE. The WDOF, statement repeats the
concerns state agencies have relayed to it. There is no attempt by
WDOE ta resolve differences between the agencies, Thus, the COE
considers the concerns of state resource agencies as well as the results
of the state shoreline management process, This heightens the
effective power of the resource agencies independent of the shoreline
process. Further, the COE and other federal agencies often want to
consider closely the views of state resource agencies because these
officials have extensive first-hand knowledge of the environment at
the site of the proposed project, Often an informal network of
communication develops between state and federal officials. This can
give state resource agency officials additional effective power in
influencing the outcome of a section 10 or a section 404 permit
request.Recognizing thc many problems in securing federal agency adoption
of the Plan  discussed below!, the Task Force is probably wise in
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concentrating attention there at this time. Ilowever, problems at the
state level could develop in the future because of the informal, but
effective, power state resource agencies have. If state resource
agencies do not officially adopt the Plan, their commitment to work
within that framework may lessen over time. If they do not adopt the
plan or if it i» adopted over their objection, there vill be no incentive
to participate in future meetings of the Task Force to consider
amendments or modifications, nor to use the Plan when commenting on
development proposals. This could result in conflicts that would reduce
the predictability the parties seek. The state resource agencies
played an important part in the development of the Plan and expected
to commit the agencies' resources to implement it. At least one
official felt that his agency could adopt the Plan through the State
Environmental Policy Act  SEPA! process  Smith interview, 1978!, Thus,
it would appear beneficial to seek adoption from all the participating
parties to ensure that the Plan is used by all the agencies with some
degree of power over the future use of the estuary.

Pederal~rthon

Formal adoption of the GHHIP into thc state's CZIIP was seen by
the Task Force members as an indirect way in which federal agencies
would "adopt" the Plan. The Coastal 2one Management Act  CZMA!
states, under the federal consistency provisions, that federal
agencies must give greater recognition to an approved state C2MP
than to nonapprovcd state or local actions  see Appendix!.

This "carrot" of federal consistency attracted local corrrnitments
to estuarine and coastal planning in thc beginning. IIowever,
imcomplete understanding of the extent of federal consistency by some
of the Task Force participants led to confusion and uncertainty at
the outset.

Some members assumed federal consistency to have hath "positive"
and "negative" components. "Positive" consistency would bind or
direct federal activities to follow provisions in a state's CZMP.
"Negative" consistency would prevent a federal agency from undertaking
an action counter to a state's CZIIP. In fact, only "negative"
consistency is provided by the CZMA, Thus, federal consistency docs
not require federal agencies to approve projects or activities because
the state has approved them. It only precludes federal agencies from
acting where a state has denied that same action under a valid state
law. The federal consistency provisions do not abdicate the legal
responsibility of federal agencies; they only limit agency discretion
in those cases where an approved CVIP takes a position on an issue.

Some of thc confusion over the legal interpretat ion of the federal
consistency provision of the CZMA could have been clarified early
in the planning procc»s, Although final regulations on federal
consistency were not issued until March 1978, long after the Task
I orce had started it» work, agency attorneys knew in 1975 that the CZI'IA
did not provide "positive" consistency. Thus, the confusion in the
Task Force could have been resolved to some extent at the outset if
there had been a more complete determination of the legal framework
in which the conflict was occurring. OCZM or the WINE might, in future
situations, provide briefings on these issues.

Even with these limitat.ion» of federal consistency, it appeared
that the incorporation of the Plan into local PIP's and into the state
CZ>IP would be a big step toward full adoption and implementation of the
Plan. It would not, however, be completely sufficient because the
CZEIA does not require "positive" consistency from federal agencies.
Thus, federal agencies would have to adopt the Plan and u»e it in their



regular procedures in ardor to achieve complete implementation.
Determining how this is to be done is nat easy because the federal
agencies have different statutes and regulations under which they
aperate.

The Task Force has not addressed this question. Indivr'dual
agencies have offered opinions or speculated an haw adoption would
or would not occur. The COE representatives indicated that the agency
will not formally adopt the Plan because, through thc normal project
review and %'.PA processes  scc Appendix!, the COE can give considerable
weight to the local views as expressed in the Plan, assrrming it is
adopted locally and because the COE has no authority to adopt local
pIans, For the COI'., the Plan will become a general referral document
that expresses a preferred alternative, but it will not be a
specifically binding, agrccmcnt on thc t OE. Thc USFWS reprcsentatr'vc
speculated, prior to the EPA memorandum of,luly 1978  see below!, that
some farm of agency action at the regional level wauld recognize the
Plan as containing the criteria for decision making. 'Ao specific
comments frorrr the other agencies were identified during these carly stages.

From the scanty reference in Task Force background material to
potential methods of adoption, one could canclude that the federal
agencies were primarily concerned with Plan content and wished to
resolve that problem first before worrying about implementation
methods. Fram their perspective, if no acceptable compromises cauld
result, the debate over implementation methods «as academic. As
events have turned aut, however, acceptable compromises appear to
have been reached, but substantial adoption and implementation
questions remain.

~radian Qaestians Raised by l5PA
The EPA is a central actor in the national policy debate over thc

interpretation of the CIean Water Act  CWA! and the Coastal Zone
i~ianagemcnt Act  CZIIA!, i.e., whether ar not agreements stated in a
comprehensive regional plan develaped under the CZ'IA can substitute
for the aroject-by-project review called for under the GrrA, This
issue is addressed in an EPA memorandum of July 1978. The process
ol revising the guidelines for imp]cmentation of section 404 b!  I!
af the CWA provides another farum far ana1yzing this issue.

eely 1878 msmorandumomCae CKNULandthe GWA In July 1978, FPA
circulated a memorandum that raised serious questions about the
ability of any agency ta adopt and use a plan similar to the draft
GHBIP, The memo discussed LPA's interpretation of section 404 of
the CWA and section Sr� af the CZhtA. IInder their interpretation, any
state CZMP, including the QKhrp, could nat hc approved hy the
Secretary of Commerce unless the EPA 404 h!  I! guidelines were
applied in developing that plan. Those guidelines do not permit
authorization in advance for fill or discharge into aquatic areas,
but require a case-by-case determination based on an analysis of the
use to which the filled area is to be put. 'fhc I:PA legal argument
in the memorandum is as follows:

I, The C&IA, section 807 C!, says that the "requirements" of
the CIr'A are to bc incorporated into state coastal management
programs.
2. "Requirements" means "enforceable standard or duty."
As interpreted by EPA's Ceneral Counsel, section 404 h! �!
guidelines arc the principal substantive standard that all
section 404 permits must meet and are, therefore, an
"enforceable standard or duty,"



3, Thus, section 404 b! �! is a "requirement" of the CWA
that must be incorporated into CZMP's in order for them to be
approved and to receive federal funds.

4. The GHHIP, as a potential addition to the approved CZMP
for Washington State, must incorporate the section 404 b! �!
guidelines in order to comply with the CZMA.

5. The proposed fill in Bawerman Basin naw permitted in the
draft ~IP does not specify uses to take place in the area,
making it impossible to determine if there are practicable
alternatives or mitigating measures that will result in less
damage ta the aquatic ecosystem; therefore, the section 404 b!
�! guidelines have not been applied in the CIAO draft,

6. Since the section 404 b!  I! guidelines have not been
applied, the GQ2iP draft would be unlawful if adopted under
the CZMA.

In more general terms, the EPA position is that consistency with a
broad-based plan such as a state CZMP is fundamentally different fram
the case-by-case review required. by section 404 of the CWA, which is
designed ta protect the nation's waters. FPA suggests that the two
approaches could be integrated to some extent. State CZMP's could
use section 404  b! �! guidelines as essential criteria. In turn, the
section 404  b! �! guidelines could allow the use of CZMP's as
information sources, particularly with respect to alternative sites
for discharge of dredged or fill material. But the section 404  b!  I!
guidelines do nat permit an abdication af project-by-project reviews
which have been established to determine if there are practicable
alternatives to conducting the activity that are less damaging to the
aquatic ecosystem and if there are ways to reduce adverse impacts on
affected aquatic ecosystems  EPA, 1979 a, p. 54233!.

The EPA position has been echoed by numerous national environ-
mental organizations, including Friends of the Earth  Ortman, 1979 b!,
the Sierra Club  Ifatheson, 1978!, and the Natural Resources Defense
Council  Banks, 1979! . NRDC arguments suggest a lawsuit will he filed
if an attempt is made to adopt the current draft Plan. An opinion
of the USFWS attorney  USFWS, 1979 a; USFWS, 1978! also backed EPA's
interpretation. Plus, the conclusions of a commentator who recently
analyzed the laws carefully are similar to those of the EPA and USFWS
attorneys  Blum, 1978!. In addition, ane environmentalist has suggested
that the problem of project-by-project review versus an area-wide
plan can be resolved "by providing adequate protection to those areas
of importance to the estuary  whether they occur in potential
development areas or not! and designating possible development in the
remaining areas. . .Site-specific impacts, and mast importantly the
alternatives test, can then be addressed in site-specific impact
statements"  Ortman, 1979 c!. Ortman argues that this approach would
provide maximum flexibility at the project level ta ensure environ-
mental protection,

OCZM has implicitly accepted these interpretations hy stating in
their own regulations for section 307 that they would rely on EPA's
General Counsel for ar interpretation of section 307  NOAA, 1979; at
2923.44, p. 769!. The drafters af the November 1978 Draft Plan
reacted to the EPA interpretation by including a note preced.ing the
discussion of hhnagement Unit 13  Bowerman Basin!, indicating that
legal questions had been raised about the proposed wetlands fill, but
that they had not yet been resolved.

PzogmnmedrmriaioaatseeUem404  OxlggaideliXnes FPA's proposed
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revision of the implementation guidelines for section 404  b! �!
of thc G A, printed in the Federal Register of 18 September 1979,
provides another arena for the national policy debate over
project-by-project review versus use of comprehensive regional plans
 EPA, 1979 a!. As noted above, thc proposed revisions permit C7JIP's
to provide some of the information needed in project review, but do
not allow substitution of CLrip's for that review.

At one time, the Port of Grays Iiarhor pressed RPA to con~ider ways
in which the results of a comprehensive planning effort could be
recognized as meeting the requirements of section 404  b!  I!. The
Part proposed language that would allow the results of estuary planning
ta substitute for the project-by-project alternatives analysis
performed by EPA. ln a letter to Senator Jackson dated 14 November
1978, the Port proposed the following addition to the draft guidelines
that were then circulating:

.the discharge of fill material in wetlands shall be
permitted if such discharge is included in a Comprehensive
Statement ar Regional Plan which has been approved by the
Administrator. A plan shall be deemed approved by the
Administrator if the Administrator finds that the plan
properly balances publ.ic needs and reflects the national
concerns for bath protection and utilization af important
resources  Saike, 1978!.

The Port's views were vigorously supported by Senator Jackson in
a strong letter to the EPA Adminstrator sent three days later
 Jackson, 1978!. The Port's position, as supported by Senator Jackson,
is that the CVIA was designed by Congress to move the nation toward
area-wide planning that would provide a balance of uses in the coastal
zone. The Act was passed, the Part argues, to eliminate the need for
a project-by-project review of development activities. Further, the
Port argues that without adherence to an area-wide plan, there is no
incentive for state CVIP's. Irthy should local goverrrments bind them-
selves to a plan when it doesn't guarantee that federal agencies will
go along with it? Such a plan provides no predictability. The Port
concluded that if the GHH'IP fails, it will he a substantial setback
for coastal zone management. Their ar<nmrents did nat persuade I;PA.
The proposed guidelines contain na such provision. Numerous comments
on the proposed guidelines have made much the same appeal to EPA
 ifcgner, 1979; Tuor, 1979; Nemirow, 1980; Rrinson and Haar, 1979;
OC"~t/%IFS Joint Comments!,

As of the surrrmer of 1979, thc Port's position had changed. Kkrring
the previous six months, the Port and I-'.PA had met frequently to try
to work out their differences. Apparently it became clear to the Port
that FPA cauld not yield completely to the Plan without violating
the LWA. In thc surraner of 1979, the Port had concluded that the
Plan could be only one of the primary criteria used by EPA in reviewing
applications for section 404 permits  Lattin, 1979!.

'I'hc Grays Harbor planning process has squarely raised one of the
mast irrrportant issues facing the management af shoreline resources
todav. Can a plan that prescribes future uses be developed and
zmplerzent.ed errpeditiously, or will shoreline-use decisions be made
on a case-hy-case bas is with little ar no recognition of the Plan?
Thc legal debate over the interpretation of the C?~IA and the CNA poses
the dilemma between planning comprehensively and managing specific
resources by evaluating potential impacts each time a use is proposed.
Tiris issue became apparent to many of the participants relatively
late in the planning process  Laukers, 1980!,



The Grays Harbor debate has probably made resolution of the
differences between these two positions a little more likely. A
state CZMP most likely must allow for a case-by-case review of certain
aspects of shoreline development projects when navigable waters are
involved. Otherwise it would be in violation of the CWA. Similarly,
EPA must give up its discretionary review of certain aspects of
development projects because those issues were previously resolved
in a state C75IP. Otherwise EPA could be fostering redundancy and
unnecessary paperwork and acting contrary to the "spirit" of' the CZMA
consistency provisions. The EPA's proposed guidelines could be
changed, so the debate may not be over. IE this debate is resolved
satisfactorily, it will be because the issues were raised and
debated in Grays Harbor. In this regard, Grays Harbor has done a
service for the entire nation by forcing confrontation and debate
of a generic problem facing coastal management, For others
participating in such a planning process, it is extremely important
that the relationship of area-wide plans to site-specific decisions

Once the problems ident>fied above are resolved, or clarified
sufficiently so that the agencies know the extent to which they can
agree on caranon procedures and policies, formal adoption must occur,
As mentioned above, the Draft Plan does not discuss how federal
agencies would adopt the Plan; it states only that the Plan or
applicable portions will be incorporated into the procedures and
policies af the agencies  GHEMP, November I978!, p. 4!. Presumably,
adoption methods will vary among the federal agencies, and the Task
Force did not wish to prescribe how adoption would be accomplished.
One agency might prefer action at a national level, whereas another
would leave adoption to regional or field-offce personnel.

Because adoption af the GHEILP represents a very important
commitment of an agency and will affect its future decisions, the
timing, form, and level af government at which adoption occurs
become important substantive issues in and of themselves, The Plan
is detailed and complex, and an agency may feel more comfortable
about adopting some parts of the Plan rapidly while alLowing mare time
for debate over canstroversial provisions. The risk of a piere-meal
adoption of sections of the Plan is, however, the loss of the
camprehensive, balanced plan for which the participants worked so
hard. Some sections could be adopted locally, whereas other sections
need review and approval at a higher level of government. Some parts
of the Plan may be dependent on another action occurring first. For
example, the decision af the COE on dredged material disposal may have
to precede specific decisions about use of Bowerman Basin. In such
a case, an agency may elect to delay adoption of certain provisions,
or conditions imposed upon adoptian. Thus, adoption becomes an
important issue in the development of the Plan, and the design of an
adoption strategy could be crucial to its success. Flexibility in the
pace and scope of adoption rould avoid an "all-or-nothing" frame of
mind on the part of Task Force members, or at least raise the issue of
whether each part of the Plan is vital to the whole, or whether the
parts can be treated separately. Admittedly, however, some agencies
may prefer an "all-or-nothing" strategy, because anly then are
individual agreements "worth it."

A distinction could be made between signing the Plan's text, to be
done by the members of the Task Force, and adoption of the Plan by the
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agencies. The latter actiarr could bind a number of other people and
future actions, depending on the level at which the Plan could be
adopted and the way the agency uses it. The former action is only an
acknowledgement that the participant ta the drafting agrees with thc
words in the text. An analogy to international treaty making is
helpful A treaty is signed by the negotiators representing their
countries. This only establishes validity of the text. Ratification
by the appropriate governments must occur before the treaty takes
effect.

The Task Farce has not vet considered how "signing" or "ratification"
would take place. Signing" by thc Task Farce members could occur
when the final Plan and EIS is produced. "Ratification" could occur
when an agency officially adopts the Plan. Clear distinctions between
signing of the text by Task Farce members and adoption by the agency
should be identified. First, all the agencies would know that the
text has been agreed upon by their delegated representatives. Tf there
are specifir issues causing the agency problems, these issues can be
associated with particular provisions of the plan and not with others.
This would allow plan adoption with certain reservations or exclusions,
a common practice in international negotiations. Second, signing ol the
text would have an important psychological effect, A milestone in the
process would have been reached, and this may spur quicker action on the
part of the agencies. Third, if signing of the text is seen as
separate from adoption, agency delegates could concentrate on specific
terms and conditions that would fit thc agencies' resource policies and
missions; they would not confuse that process with the broader
"ratificatiarr" issues of the appropriateness of the agency entering a
pact with a host of other agencies that «ill endure for the foreseeable
future and may set precedent for related agency activities. USFWS
representatives were especially concerned about broader "appropriateness"
and "precedent-setting" issues, and mixed these concerns with debate
aver the specific trade-offs at issue in the Plan  Bowker interview,
1979!. Fourth, if the text is sigrred, those agencies wishing to adopt
it may da so even if problems remain to he worked out among other
agencies. h1any participants on the Task Force noted the possibility
that the Plan could be adopted by some, if not all, the participants.
The Pbrm aa4 Procedure at~rChon

Adaption would be the official expression of how an agency will
usc tire Plan in conducting its future affairs in Grays llarbor,
Adoption cauld take many forms, Far example, an agency official could
indicate hisjher future intentions by a letter ar a policy staterrrent
circulated to the other agencies and interested parties. Or, an agency
could enter into a memorandum of understanding  MOU! or an interagency
agreement with another agency. Further, new regulations could be
adopted on Grays Harbor specifically, or on special area management
in particular, which would authorize and direct adherence to
plans prepared through a task force effort.  " Special area management"
is a new term being used by agency and congressional officials to
indicate refined and more detailed coastal rrranagemerrt plans and controls
in lirrri ted geographic areas.!

From a legal perspective, a letter, policy statement, N!U, inter-
agency agreement, or regulations are all "rules" of the agency, that
is, statements that are ". . .of general or particular applicability
and future effect designed to implement, interpret or prescribe law
or policy or describing, the organizct Lan, procedure, ar practice
requirements of an agency. . ."  Administrative Procedures Act, 15S1!.
Fundamentally, a rule is an expression of how the agency intends to
apply the law under which it operates. A rule is an extension of the



law which Congress  or a state legislature! enacted. 'I'he form of a
ruIe  i.e., whether a letter or a regulation published in the Federal
Register! is less important than two other crucial factors: whether
the agency is acting within the powers given ta it by Congress, and
whether fair procedures are followed. Courts often test these factors
by asking whether an agency's action is arbitrary or capricious, and
thus outside the bounds defined for it by Congress, and whether those
persons to be affected by the new agency policy were given notice of
the new rule and an opportunity to comment.

In considering the form in which adoption occurs, it is therefore
important to consider whether the agency can, by law, act as it intends
to, and whether it has been fair in providing notice and opportunity
far comment. It is less important fram a legal standpoint that the
agencies happen to be acting in concert by entering into an MOU or
interagency agreement. These actions are concurrent expressions of
agency policy, not a contract between them. One agency's policy is
nat stronger under the law because it was adopted in consideration of
another agency's adoption of a similar policy. Courts have, however,
viewed favorably MOU's that enhance government efficiency, but the
test of their legality is determined primarily by the twa principles
noted above. This will be discussed in more detail below. Thus, in
designing the form and procedure for adopting the Plan, agency legal
"homework" is needed. EPA did such "homework" in preparing its
July 1978 memorandum, which was discussed above, That memo significantly
altered the conception of the participants about the use of the Plan
and the role of case-by-case permitting in Grays Harbor.

Legal issues aside, certain practical considerations are essential
to the adoption of the Plan. Although joint action of the agencies is
not an important legal factor, it is an immensely important practical
factor. The agencies are only considering taking action because
other agenries wil] fallow suit. A bargain among agencies is being
struck, and even if there are no legal remedies to enforce it  i.e,,
one agency cannot take another to court ta enforce the bargain], the
agencies are expected to treat it as an agreement. There are
numerous examples of agreements among agencies on which important
programmatic, personnel, and budget decisions are based. Lven if not
supported by law, these agreements are probably effective because of
a combination of factors, such as, professionalism among government
officials, fear of "bureaucratic or political" reprisals in case a
bargain is breached, desire to maintain good future relations, and
congressional or Office of Management and Budget  OMB! oversight,
Most crucial to the success of these bargains is that each agency
feels it is gaining more than it is losing by entering into the
agreement; thus, it is based on a trade of actions that are af vital
interest ta the agencies.

Level af GcnrernaLexLt at whieRAdaytlon Ooaaxs

Another practical consideration essential to the adaption of the
Plan is the level af government at which adoption action will be
taken. This could include agency action at the regional or secretarial/
administrator level, or action by the President or Congress that would
pave thc way for rapid adoptian of the GHEMP and similar efforts.
Each approach has its advantages and disadvantages.

~gaxaal-leveladaption Adaption at the regional  or district!
level would involve the regional directors of USFWS, I«'&AS, and EPA, the
District Engineer of the COl, and the federal OCZM  which has no
regional offices! acting jointly to adopt the Plan. Regional heads
could exchange letters, issue policy statements, or enter into an
«IOU or interagency agreement, Policy action at the regional 1evel is
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not at all urcommon and has been used extensively by EPA, COE, and
others on various matters.

This approach has a number of advantages. First, it could occur
rapidly. Most of the officials are in the same region and can meet
often to work out difficulties. The formal and time-consuming
Federal Register notice and comment procedure could be avoided,
although some type of notice and comment may be needed at the regional
level. Second, those reviewing and adopting the Plan are the same
officials who will implement it. Their personal commitment to it
should be high and their knowledge of the provisions should be
detailed. These factors could enhance the chances of successful.
implementation.  Note that if the adopticm of the Plan were forced
onto regional officials who were not personally committed, had no
detailed knowledge, or both, successful implementation could be
undermined.! Finally, an advantage of the regional approach is that
no precedent for other regions need be implied. Grays Harbor could
be seen as an experiment that may have good results applicable to
other regions, or it may be concluded that it works for one estuary
in Washington State and that is all.

The regional approach has disadvantages as well. If it is
primarily a "regional show," back-up support may be lacking from
headquarters. Support may be needed from the agency general counsel
to document the legal basis for an implementation action, or budget
support may be needed for a field position to monitor Plan implementation.
Another disadvantage is that personnel changes at a regional level
could result in subsequent neglect of the Plan or the issuance of
contradictory rulings or statements that undermine the Plan. These
are problems that adoption at a higher level could avoid.

So ator-leveladaytllmL IInder this form of approval
the Secretaries of Interior, Cxmnmrce, and Defense, and the
Administrator of EPA would act to adopt the GHFMP and require their
regional officials to use it, or they would act to set up general
regulations authorizing "special area management" and require
adoption and use of such plans when the prescribed procedures are
followed. Such actions would, of course, have to be within their
discretionary powers under the laws they administer. In each case,
the Federal Register process of notice and conment and prior  NB
review would have to be used, Agencies use this type of procedure
regularly. For example, the Chief of Fngineers of the COE authorized
district engineers at the field level to enter into joint permit
procedures with state shoreline permitting agencies; this has been
accomplished in many districts  USACOE, 1978!. Also, the Port of
Grays Harbor and Senator Jackson have tried to convince EPA to include
within its 404 b! �! guidelines a provision that would allow formal
recognition of an estuary-wide plan as a substitute for case-by-case
review  discussed above!.

A major advantage of action at the secretarial/administrator level
is that the policy comes from the top agency official and will be
given serious attention within the agency and by courts reviewing
agency actions. The regulations are normally given a great deal of
prior public and agency review and legal analysis. Because they are
formally published in the Federal Register and subsequently in the
Code of Federal Regulations, they normally survive changes in
administration and shifts in regional personnel,

Disadvantages of this approach tend to be the reverse of the
advantages seen in the regional-level approach. The procedure takes
a lot of time and may bring in issues not specific to the GIIHIP because
the regulations are designed for special area plans occurring anywhere
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in the country, oz because approving the GH&tp could set a pz'ecedent
far future actions elsewhere in the country, The effect could be ta
delay implementation of the Plan while much broader issues are debated.
Another disadvantage may be that nationwide action ta authorize
or encourage special area plans may be premature. The Grays Harbor
experience with its Plan is just beginning, and more lessons could be
learned for application elsewhere if the process were given more time,

jlxocatbre action The President could issue an Excutive Order
or send messages to the cabinet officials requiring cooperative action
on special area management, Since the agencies are quick to respond
ta these orders and messages fram the Chief Executive, this would be
a very effective way to get action. Also, the Executive OFfice of
the President, which normally drafts the orders and messages, checks
on their implementation. However, the President uses this device
infrequently and normally for very critical, high-priority matters.
The orders are very general and apply to many agencies af government.
For example, in the environmental field, they have been used to require
federal facilities and installations to comply with the pollution-
control requirements of the states in which they are located, and to
require federal agencies to adopt a wetlands protection policy in all
of their construction and regulatory actions.

The possibility of a Presidential Executive Order should, however,
not be dismissed toa rapidly. The President's recent environmental
message of July 1979 required a systematic review by thc National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration  NOAA! of federal programs that
significantly affect coastal resources, The review is to provide the
basis for specific recommendations to improve federal actions affecting
the coastal zone and to develop any additional legislation needed ta
achieve national coastal management goals. The environmental message
was drafted by the CEQ, within the Executive Otfice of the President.
Charles ivarren, zeccnt past-chairman of the CEQ, has cited the Grays
Harbor Estuary Hanagement Pragram as a positive way to better
cooz'dinate environmental regulations with development planning. The
CEQ could consider urging presidential action to reinforce the Grays
Harbor process if the review of the C21A and other developments make
it appear to them ta bc a useful process for application nationally.
Such action could be an Executive Order or an administration-backed bill,

Congesmaioaalaothm congress could amend the law to authorize,
require, or facilitate special area management modeled after the GHEE'P.
This could be done via the CZMA, which is scheduled to 'be reauthorized
in 1980. There are several advantages to this approach. First, since
it would be the jaw of the land, it could erase many probl ms of
inconsistent laws and procedures. For example, Congress could address
the problem of the interpretations of thc QUA and the C7>LA and the
problem af how project-by-project review is handled when a plan is
adopted. Second, this approach would get thorough public review and
analysis. The original CZhfA was in the Congress three years before
it passed, and many people had an opportunity to comment on the many
versions of the bill,

There are also disadvantages to this approach. Congress would
want to consider a general approach to the problem of special area
management and agency coordination rather than deal with the G[IPMP,
except by example. Thus, if adaption of the GHEzLP werc to depend
on congressional action, it would probably take so long that the Plan
would be fozgotten by thc officials back in the region. Also, when
Congress gets hold of an issue, there are no limits on what can be
added to it or substracted from it. For example, the question of
special area management could become closely tied to the problems af



federal consistency, national interest, and excluded federal lands
provisions, all of which could overshadow or warp the intentions in
setting up a special area management provision. Further, energy,
transportation, and environmental protection interests will use
debates over special area management as a way to advance their
causes, which may nat make adoption of GHEhIP any easier.

Several national organizations have already proposed that a special
area management provision be included in the 1980 CZhIA reauthorization
 National Advisory Committee, 1979; Chassis, 1980; CSO, 1979!. The
QCZM has not proposed a special area management provision, but often
uses Grays IIarbor as an example of the achievements possible under
the CZMA  Knecht, 1979!. Congress amended the CWA, section 404, in
1977 to allow permitting authority to be delegated to the states and
this amendment cauld be extended to give states mare authority over
coastal activities. Also, it should be kept in mind that simplification
of permitting procedures is currently one of the very big pressures
on the Congress, and the Grays Harbor procedure as a model may be of
considerable interest to particular Congressmen. Further, Senator
Ilenry M. Jackson, a powerful voice in the Senate, is very familiar
with the Grays Harbor story and might be convinced to play a lead in a
general law, building on the experience in his home state,

Ehamauary' When choosing the appropriate adoption strategy, various
trade-oHs must be considered. The higher the bureaucratic level
at which adoption occurs, the more likely that a longer term,
legally binding outcome will result. But the higher one goes, the less
interest there will be in Grays Harbor and the more interest there
will be in a general management scheme that use Grays Harbor as a
"model." Also, time is an important factor. If the GHEhIP can be
adopted rapidly and begin to be implemented, the enthusiasm in its
development could spill over into its implementation, and important
lessons could be learned for the future. If the GHEhIP is adopted
too high in government, the resulting delays could cause a gap in the
process that cauld permanently halt agency interaction.

The approaches outlined above are nat mutually exclusive. Early
action on the GHEhip could be taken through same combination of the
regional and secretarial approaches while debate by the Fxccutive
or Congress continues on the broader notion of special area management.
Ta get a closer look at a possible technique for adoption, OCZM has
proposed a strategy based on a memorandum of understanding.

QPKIIK's MOUMagkhnezstegy:kekmdyais
A strategy for dealing with the question of how federal and state

agencies would adopt the Plan was developed by the federal OCZM carly
in 1979 as part ai their review of the Plan. The stratepy envisions
a single MOU entered into between WDOE and. four federal agencies:
COE, USFWS, NMFS, and EPA. The signing af the hDU would became the
"adoption" of the G!.IEMP. It is interesting to note that the idea of
an MOU was first proposed by the Port of Grays Harbor in 1975 at the
outset of the Task Force process. In its Resolution No. 1673 of
9 December 1975, the Port pledged itself to continued cooperation in
developing a comprehensive plan for the Grays Harbor estuary through
a memorandum af understanding and coordination with other local, state,
and federal entities.

The purpose of the MOU proposed by OCZM, as outlined in an initial
draft  MOU, Mieremet draft, 1979!, is to:

prOVide an underStanding between the Variaus Federal reSOurCe
agencies and the State that the Grays Harbor Estuary
hianagement Plan. . . will provide a basis for Federal agency
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decision-making, on permit applications processed and reviewed
under Federal laws; and, ta the maximum extent permitted
under law, activities which are deemed consistent with the Plan
will receive expeditious approval if all other procedural
and substantive requirements are met.

Within the hIOU, each of the agencies would declare its role with
respect to the Plan. As proposed by 0 .'ZM, each agency would
acknowledge their participation in developing the Plan, recogriize
that it represents a balance af uses in the estuary, commit the
agency to expedite permit requests that are consistent with the
Plan, describe how the agency will use the Plan, identify any
reservations or I imitations on the agency and state the expected
involvement of the agency in the amendment process.

Regal Issues Nuxxauadimg Use af an MOU
Regardless af thc level at which it is a<lapted, a number of

important legal issues are raised by the proposed I'4XJ strategy. First,
an hIIXJ was upheld as a valid and binding action on agencies in a
recent court case  Reynolds, 1977 and 1978!. 'I'he judge ruled in
favor of the hlCrU because of its attempt ta avoi<l duplicatian and
conflict among agencies, to achieve greater efficiency of government,
and ta foster the common goals of agencies. Although this case
had rrathing to do with coastal development  it involved equal
employment opportunities!, it may be a precedent in a future case, or
simply an indication that judges «ill support attempts at agency
coordInation r'hich utilize hOU's.

Second, although an MIX! has the appearance of. a contract among
thc agencies, it is in fact something quite different. !n actuality',
an htlli is a coincident expression of how the agencies intend to conduct
their. future affairs in Grays Harbor, The hlCN is an exercise of the
discretion given to the agencies by Congress. The validity af the
agency statement within the %K will be based on whether it complies
with the laws the agencv implements. In this sense, the purpose of
the hIIXJ is to help achieve the objectives of Congress. Thus, an I<Oil
for Grays IIarbor must show how adherence to the GIIFhIP helns achieve
congressional objectives.

Third, a very important issue is whether each of the agencies has
thc power to enter into thc l4XJ. This requires determining whether the
agency's action is within its scope af authority under its authorizing
statute. 1'hc agency's own analysis of this issue is often given
considerable deference by courts later reviewing thc agency action.
'I'hercfore, an h13I that includes the agencv's own analysis of its
statutory mandates and legislative history may be a mare arrthoritative
document than one that ignores this issue.

Fourth, because an agency's participation in an IKXI is similar to
issuing a rulc or policy statement  see above!, public noti<.e and an
opportunity for carrrment may be necessary before entering into the hfXJ.
There is precedent suggesting that an agency rule may require notice
in the Federal Register if it will have a "legal effect" or "substantial
impact" on those affected by it  Iravis, 1978!. Because adoption of the
Q63<IP could affect private property owners and applicants for permits,
it may be necessary to publish a notice of the proposed adoption of the
hiOJ and allow comments to be received and considered. I'ublication in
t!re Federal Register might forestall a subsequent lawsuit arguing that
inadequate noti.ce was given of tbe agency action If the hIIXJ were
circulated with the draft EIS on the Plan, an analysis of the MOU in
conjunction with the review of the draft FIS  discussed below! may be
sufficient to meet requirements for adequate public notice.



Fifth, a question that may be asked by agency officials and other
affected persons is how much weight a court of law would give to an
agencv's decision made in whole or in part by reliance on the I43U.
This is a complex legal subject that can be discussed only in general
terms. Under one interpretation, the answer depends on whether an
agency's action in adopting the MOU is considered the adoption of a
legislative rule, or only the adoption of an interpretive rule or
policy statement. Legislative rules are considered by some courts to
be law that must be followed, whereas interpretive rules and policy
statements are not given as much weight  Davis, 1978!. Applying this
interpretation to the four federal agencies involved in the OCZM-
proposed MOU strategy results in twa being treated one way and two
another. In case of the CZMA and CWA, Congress has delegated to
OCZM, EPA and COE specific rule-making authority. In the case of
the Rivers and Harbors Act and the Fish and Wildlife Coordination
Act  see Appendix!, explicit rule-making authority is not delegated
to the USFWS or NÃFS. The OCZM-proposed lDV, therefore, could not
be considered a legislative rule because IJSFWS and NMFS do not have
the power to adopt such rules under this interpretation of the law.

Under an alternative interpretation, some courts are prone to pay
less attention to specific statutory statements about rule-making
authority and ta assume generally that agencies can and should play a
dynamic role in administering the law, including making rules and
regulations  Asimov, 1977!. These courts will usually defer to the
agency, especially when the agency can show that considerable thought
and preparation went into the development of the rules and that the
court has no expertise in the subject matter.

Analysis of these two interpretation af the law suggests that
some additions to the text of the MOU would be desirable. First,
the KS could indicate the preparatory work in developing the Plan
and the NXJ. Further, to avoid a claim that the agencies  OCZM,
EPA and COF! with delegated lawmaking power in their statutes  CZMA
and CWA! were attempting to adopt a "legislative rule" without using
the stricter procedures, or that agencies without such statutory
power  USFWS and h!MFS! were urlawfully attempting to create such a
rule, t' he MOU could contain language indicating that it is a composite
of agency policy statements rather than a composite of agency rules,

Sixth, legal questions may arise as the MXJ is implemented. One
agency may believe another is not using the Plan properly or misapplied
it in a particular instance. Can one agency require another agency to
adhere to the MOU'? If two private parties had entered into a contract,
one could sue the other if there were a breach of contract and could
either receive damages or seek specific performance of the contract.
A similar remedy does not exist when two agencies have such a dispute.
An ?JOU is not analogous ta a contract . Recourse can, however, be
political; 09J, Congress, or the President could step in to resolve
the differences. If political leaders do not step in, the agency
dispute remains unsettled, akin to international relations, where there
is no ready forum for canflict resolution.

The lack of a handy enforcement mechanism suggests two further
strategies in setting up the BIJOU. The agreement could contain a
dispute-settlement procedure, such as referral to a higher authority
or a Plan amendment process. Also the ~GU could be signed high in
the agency hierarchy so that its importance is emphasized and it acts
as an incentive to field personnel to find ways to resoLve implementation
disputes and avoid bringing cabinet-level officials into the process.
Combining these two approaches could be an optimal strategy.

A related issue is whe~r a third party may bring suit ta require
that an agency adhere to the NXJ. This questions whether an agency is
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bound by its own rules or policy statements when making subsequent
decisions on specific matters. Generally, agencies are bound by
their own rules, and court cases have supported this  Davis, 1978!.
This proposition is less clear with respect to agency policy statements
and interpretive rules because there has been little litigation of the
issue. One would expect, however, that agencies would avoid appearing
to have contradictory positions and would take action to amend the
policy statement before acting contrary to it. If an agency acts
contrary to a policy they have adopted it would, in effect, repudiate
the MCU or a part of it.

In drafting the MOU, consideration could be given to mechanisms
for allowing changes in agency positions with respect to discrete
issues that would not invalidate or repudiate the entire MOU. In the
draft MOU dated May 1979,  MOU, Mieremet, 1979!, there is provision for
reservations to be made to the MOU by the agencies. A reservation is
a particular qualified action or exception noted by a party to a part
of the MOU, Presumably, reservations could be added at a later date,
subject to agreed-upon procedures.
Xdaxldag the KOV ta th.e %%PAL Process

OCZM intends that the MOU would be reviewed and signed as part of
the NEPA EIS process  see Appendix!; that is, the draft FIS would
contain a draft MOU, so that the public agencies and private interests
reviewing the draft would have before them a comprehensive statement
of what the Plan proposes. The FIS would list the uses proposed for
Grays Harbor, the environmental consequences of those uses, and the way
in which the Plan would be used in decision making.

OCZM states that the primary reason for linking the MOU to the NEPA
compliance procedure is that the signing of the EKU is the major
federal action by the four agencies which triggers the need for an EIS.
NEPA requirements must be satisfied before the agencies coo?d agree to
support the Plan,

OCZM argues that an additional purpose of linking the MOU to the
NEPA compliance procedures is to give the public and other agencies
who participated in the NEPA review process greater assurance that the
conditions of the MOU will be met. The EIS will analyze alternatives
and environmental impacts with a view toward the actions to be taken
under the Plan. Thus, if an agency that issues the I',!S and signs the
MOU subsequently fails to adhere to the Plan, the agency could suffer
political consequences in its future relations with other agencies.
Also, its nonconforming action would necessitate a new FIS process, at
additional expense, because the non-complying agency could no longer
rely on the jointly prepared EIS to fulfill its NEPA requirements.
Finally, an agency failing to adhere to the Plan will have gone back
on promises made to the public in the EIS, Presumably, public
agencies will wish to avoid these costly consequences. Therefore, the
open and full discussion of the Plan under NEPA, including the
environmental consequences and the method of implementation, will
result in great pressure upon agencies to adhere to the MOU  Kifer, 1979!.

The new CEQ guidelines for compliance with NEPA  see Appendix!
contain provisions that could result in the MOU having more weight
than it would if it were entered into apart frcm the NEPA process.
The results of the NFPA process must include a "record of decision"
indicating how environmental considerations were factored into the
decision-making process  CEQ, 1978; "New Rules for the NEPA Process,"
1979!. The MOU could include within it a record of decision that
explains how the agencies met NEPA requirements in reaching the
decision to enter into the M3U. Subsequent departure from the terms
of the MOU could then be considered a violation of NEPA, and a court
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of law could require remedial action to ensure compliance witIr NEPA
in analyzing impacts and considering alternatives.

'I'he CEQ guidelines also require that measures ta mitigate environ-
mentai harm be implemented by agencies issuing the 1;IS. If the NM
is silted by the furr federal agencies and the Washington Department
of Ecology, and if the' NXJ contains the record af decision required by
the NEPA process, each agency would be mandated to implement mitigation
measures  CEQ, 1978; "New Rules for the NEPA Process," 1979!. To the
extent that the Plan and the EIS identify mitigation measures, the
I'IS-issuing agencies would have a duty to require that thc mitigation
be implemented. Failure to do so could he construed as a NFPA
violation. Viewed another way, the provisions af the Plan to canserve
natural resources are "in mitigation" of those parts of the Plan
allowing develapnent. Thus, NEPA imposes a duty on the agencies to
implement the conservation provisions of the Plan.

Another specific provision of the NEPA process may give the %K
more weight. Under the scoping procedures and the new EIS format,
the lead agency must identify environmental reviews and consultations
required by other laws so that these studies or analyses can be done
concurrently with the draft EIS and integrated into the final T;IS. In
this way, thc NEPA process is used to meet legal requirements of the
lead and cooperating agencies and further binds them ta the record af
decision at the end of the NFPA process. If an agency should want to
act contrary to the IUU, it would probably have to conduct a new
analysis of that action under it» own laws and NEJ'A.

The M3U strategy is at a very early stage of formulation, and thus
it is difficult to say where it fits into the four alternative
strategies described above  see pp.89!. The rfDJJ strategy doe' not
appear to require actions by the Executive or Cxrngress. Because the
proposed strategy does nat indicate specifically who would adopt the
JJQU, it i» not clear whether secretarial-level or regional officials
would be the signatory parties. Since the vJOIJ deals only with Grays
Harbor, it probably exhibits more of the characteristics of a regional
approach than a secretarial-level one. 1'his strategy favors
flexibility and speed of implementation at the expense of carrnnitment
from higher agency officials and stability in the face of personnel
changes.

Two important conclusions develop as a result of. understanding the
problems of Plan adoption and implementation. First, «» the FPA memo
oi July 1978 illustrates, the framework in which conflicts are being
resolved among agencies i» likely to shift, either through reinter-
pretation or clarification of existing laws, or by the addition of new
laws. Building a plan that effectively recognizes the complexity of
the jurisdictional framework and that can respond, when necessary, to
changes require» that the jurisdictional framework be monitored closely
throughout the planning process. Special staff capability and legal
advisors may be required for that purpose.

Second, a comprehensive plan of this type, which suggests major
allocation of shoreline resources, may need agency commitment in
stages, tather than an "all-or-nothing" adoption at the end of four
years of work. Some of the Task Iorcc participants  Hank Soike, Stan
Lattin and Pat Dugan! attended a national workshop on Ports and
Coastal Management in Boston, on 1 August 1979. The workshop concirxied
that plans like thc GHDJP should proceed in stages, with agency
commitment occuring prior to each stage. Stages corrld be defined
with reference to such issues as the geographic area concerned, the
commitment of personnel to the planning process, the interim



development controls and the post-Plan permitting procedures
 I/crshman and Feldmann, 1979!. A staged commitment strategy could
signal major difficulties in the ability or willingness of the
participants to commit themselves to specific components of the
Plan, The staged conmitment strategy could also help build a history
of agreement. Another advantage of a staged commitment strategy,
wh ich is developed and agreed upon by all the parties early in a
planning process, is that if agrecmcnt cannot be accomplished at
onc step, parties have thc opportunity to honorably withdraw from
the activity. Also, it gives agencies a chance to feel comfortable
with the progress of a planning effort before agreeing to move on
to the next step.
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Grays Harbor, an estuary of great natural wealth and the hub of
regional economir. activity, can serve as a prototype of nationwide
coastal zone management issues. In their efforts to produce a long-
range plan for the allocation and use of the estuary 's limited and
valuable resources, the Grays Harbor Estuary Planning Task Force
grappled with many of the problems facing coastal zone planners across
the country.

One very positive aspect of the Grays Harbor experience is the
obvious increase in understanding and willingness to cooperate on the
part of the Task Force participants. The Task Force workshops served
as a forum for local, state, and federal representatives with widely
divergent views and objectives to discuss their differences and
priorities, their requirements and goals, and thereby to appreciate the
complexity of the issues to be considered. Their perspectives
broadened, they learned to take many additional factors into consider-
ation when making decisions, and they realized that cooperation and
compromise are indeed real possibilities. This new atmosphere of
intergovernmental cooperation may be extremely beneficial in the process
of planning for the future of the Grays Harbor estuary, and may have a
continuing positive influence on the decision-making process. This
increased understanding and cooperation, in itself, can be one of the
strongest benefits from engaging a diverse sot of government entities,
industries and the public in special area management efforts throughout
the nation.

The Grays Harbor Estuary Planning Task i-orce effort was an experi-
ment in intergovernmental planning and site-specific conflict
resolution, an innovative approach to estuary planning. As such, it was
inevitable that "rough spots" would be enc<xmtered, that the
unanticipated would arise. Therefore, the Task Force effort should
be considered a source of information that can be used and refined by
other coastal zone planners as a basis for building an improved, more
streamlined process.

The planning process designed by the Task Force and their consultants
combined traditional comprehensive planning methodologies and an
innovative Task Force of parties with decision making authority in the
estuary. During the process of establishing general guidelines for the
long-term allocation and use of estuarine resources and, as the process
evolved, of attempting to resolve site-specific conflicts the dynamics
of the effort became increasingly one of conflict resolution by
negotiation and bargaining. Any attempt to resolve the persistent
conflicts over resource use and allocation, such as those which existed
in Grays Harbor, requires a planning process that is designed to allow
for negotiated settle nt of the disputes. The major lessons to be
learned from Grays Harbor which can provide guidance regarding process
design for special area management activities in the future are
reviewed below.

When forming a special area management task force, representatives
of all relevant parties to the disputes to be resolved and represent-
atives of all parties that have the power to affect the implementation
of the resulting plan should be included in the task force efforts.
Achieving this aim requires, iirst, a clear definition of the dispute,
anal second, a careful determination of all the relevant parties to the
dispute. If a negotiated settlement of a dispute is to be politically
viable, implementable and acceptable to all who will be affected by the
settlement or by all who can influence implementation of the agree-
ment, these same parties must be involved in the negotiation process
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and develop a commitment to it. Inclusion of relevant parties will
avoid criticism, such as those leveled against the Grays Harbor Task
Force, that valid interests and concerns were not adequately
represented, and could avoid legal challenges. Where the conflicts
to be resolved are very numerous and inclusion of all relevant
parties would make the group too large to be efficient, alternative
task force strategies which provide for technical reference groups,
flexible membership to address specific issues, or ad hoc voting
authorities may be appropriate.

Successful negotiations depend on the skillful deployment of power
and manipulation of perceptions of power, which in turn depend on the
negotiating skills of the participants. This highlights another
important consideration in determining the composition of a special
area management team. In order for meaningful negotiations to occur,
the power of the participants to control resources or to make decisions
on their use and allocation need to be relatively equal. Each
participant should have the authority to make commitments and decisions
in the negotiations on behalf of their agencies or constituencies,
the limits of the authority of representatives should be known to other
participants, and opportunities should be provided for representatives
to return to their agencies and constituencies to obtain agreements to
cammitments. Furthermore, all participants should have some training
and/or experience in negotiation techniques or be provided learning
opportunities so that lack of skill does not skew the bargaining in
favor of another party with more proficient negotiators.

After it has been determined that particular disputes need to be
resolved and a team of representatives with relatively equal
power and negotiating skills has been formed to work out a settlement,
the next important element in designing a planning process is to
develop and present the technical information to be used by the
participants in making their decisions. Dispute settlement implies
compromise, and compromise implies bargaining and trading. To
facilitate a fair process of bargaining, it is helpful to compile
information in the form of alternatives analysis so that the
negotiators can determine the results of various combinations of trade-
offs, Alternative economic development options and industrial sites
should also be included in this analysis.

In designing the planning process, opportunities should also be
provided which allow data gathering during the process if the need for
additional information arises. The ability to integrate new information
will allow for adjusting the negotiations to include new elements.
An example of such new information in Grays Harbor was the nomination
of Bowerman Basin as a Unique Wildlife Ecosystem by the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service.

Throughout a special area management effort which is attempting
to produce a long-range plan and negotiated settlement of specific
disputes, a neutral third party  e.g., consultant, mediator, arbitrator,
etc.! is extremely valuable, even essential. Individuals who
combine regional planning expertise and mediation skills and who can
operate from a neutral fading and political base are probably best
suited to assist a task force in achieving their goals and resolving
conflicts. Other consultants or advisors may also be required to
provide technical information and, in particular, legal advice. A
legal advisor can delineate and explain the relevant enviranmental
legislation and keep the task force informed of any changes in the
jurisdictional framework  e.g., new interpretations or clarifications
of existing laws or the addition of relevant new legislation! and can
also ensure that all the agreements reached by the task force are
legally viable.
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A legal advisor can also help the task force develop adoption and
implementation alternatives that meet the administrative and legal
constraints of the governmental agencies that will adopt the completed
plan. These alternatives should be developed during the planning
process, concurrently with the agreements on trade-offs. An early
and integrated delineation of adoption and implementation strategies
should ensure that particular trade-offs are, in fact, capable of
being implemented.

A flexible adoption strategy may be particularly desirable.
Allowance could be made for parts of the plan to be adopted, for delay
of adoption of certain provisions, if necessary, and for stipulating
conditions on adoption of all or part of the plan,

inuring the negotiations, steps should be identified in the process
that can act as check points where decisions to proceed or stop can be
made without the loss of face. Preidentified check points or a system
of staged commitments would allow the negotiating team to move
incrementally through the complex and perhaps controversial chores at
hand. Being able to pause at preidentified steps and assess what has
been accomplished and what lies ahead should increase the ability of
the negotiating team to forge an effective and viable plan,

Participants can slowly build a relationship of mutual trust if
they can agree on pieces of a solution. Accepted points of exit from
the process would avoid getting to the end of the process and being
trapped into an agr~nt which one does not want to accept, but believes
must be accepted in order to avoid accusations of bad faith bargaining.

Staged commitment also alters the definition of failure, If
incremental agreemencs can be developed, some success can be measured
even if the group eventually concludes that a final plan or
compromise agreement is impossible. The mediators/consultants should
also be given the recognized right to stop the process if, in their
judgment, achieving a negotiated agreement becomes impossible.

Preidentified check points could also alleviate delays or other
difficulties due to agency representatives not being able to speak for
the policy-making unit of their agencies. At these times, represent-
atives could confer with solicitors, policy analysts, or other
specialists in the agency for their conditional commitments before
going further into the process and running the risk of a participant
not being able to adequately represent the needs and constraints of
the parent agency.

If public groups are included in the negotiation, such check points
could also be used co return Co the constituency with reports of what
has occurred and to ascertain the level of constitutency support. In
the design of a negotiation process, it should be remembered that. these
check points can either be steps in the procedure or stages in the
substance of an agreement, whatever is agreeable in advance to all
parties.

A final and related point about the design of a process: the
process should inc2ade a feedback or' monitorn.ng system to check
pr'ogr'ess, doc@men* agreements reached, and audit tRe process. Such
a procedure could keep the participants informed on progress and would
provide a record of what has occurred to date. Efficiency of the
process should be increased by a steady input of information. Also,
if individual participants change during the process, as they surely
will, new members can be educated about the process, and experiences can
be transferred. This monitoring service could be provided by
consultants or the sponsoring organization, e.g., a regional planning
commission.

Conflict over the allocation and use of coastal resources, as
typified by the Grays Harbor experience, is likely to intensify in
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the coming years. Given competing interests and pressures for both
development and protection of resources, negotiation is likely to
become a much more common method of dealing with these problems.
Applying the lessons learned from the Grays Harbor Estuary Management
Program may facilitate the development of successful environmental
negotiation processes elsewhere in the country as people continue to
search for predictability in the management of coastal resources,
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Ct,'eshal Maaagmmit hgrams
Shorelines have increasingly been recognized as a valuable,

limited, irreplaceable, and fragile resource. At thc same time,
human use of shorelines has increased dramatically. It has become
clear that wise management is essential to protect shoreline resources
while also fostering their appropriate use. To this end, federal,
state, and local coastal management programs have been developed.
Shore!line Shuugement AcC

In 1971 thc Washington State legislature passed the Shoreline
Management Act  SMA! to promote all reasonable uses of state shorelines.
It established four categories of shorelines; natural, conservancy,
rural, and urban. Certain state caastal areas were declared ta be
of state-wide significance and in need of special management attention;
Grays Harbor is one of these areas.

The SqA requires that all local governments of incorporated cities
and counties develop individual Shoreline Master Programs  S5P's!
using the general goals, policies, and guidelines promulgated by the
S~IA and specifically contained in the state administrative code
adopted in 1972. Earmulat ian of a SMP acceptable to the state is
mandatory and the state has authority to establish a program in the
absence of local initiative

'!'he Sv!A is administered by the Washington State Department of
Fcology  NDOE!. The act provides a permit application procedure
through which local governments implement their state-approved
programs and accept or deny substantial development projects in shore-
line areas. Substantial development is generally defined as con-
sttuction, dredging, filling, or removal of material in which costs
ar value exceed 51,000. Local government has decision authority
subject to state oversight and appeal. Differences between local and
state permit determinations may be arbitrated by the quasi-judicial
Shorelines Hearings Board. Grievances may, however, ultimately be
appealed to the courts.

Although !VDOE is the administering agency, the potential problems
and conflicts of coastal resource use may be the snccific responsi-
bility of other state agencies. I<1IOF, acts as the coordinating agency,
announcing the receipt of particular project proposals and circulating
permit requests for comment by concerned agencies. A composite state
agency response may be made to participating federal agencies, as
will bc noted later.

Gmgm Razor Caantr Shceeline Master i<regraxa

The Grays Harbor County SIP was thc first local program approved
in the state under the PIA. As initially submitted, it was rejected
by WT!OE but was approved with recommended changes in June 1974. The
county program has undergone revision since then an<1 was reapproved by
the state in July 1978. The municipal gave~vnents bordering the
estuary also have approved master programs, which were modeled on the
county program. The cities of Aberdeen and I'<'estport continue to
<lisagrec with 11<DOE over changes made in their programs prior o state
approval.

Ceaatlal Rane Mamgement ~
The federal Coastal canc hlanagemcnt Act of 1972  C.'IIA! provides a

third expression of law and requirements for govetnment agency
organization concerning development decisions in Washington's coastal
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regions. The act's primary intent is to encourage state governments
to cooperate with local government and federal entities to develop
shoreline and aquatic-area use programs for the coastal zone. Rather
than specifying environmental designations and use characteristics as
the SMA does, the federal act is designed to affect the decision-
making process in coastal regions. The CZ|4A does not require state
participation and contains sufficient flexibility to accommodate and
enhance state legislation and management efforts that have preceded it.

Under the CZMA, thc state of 1Uashington received planning grarts
to develop unified policies, criteria, and mechanisms for managing and
regulating coastal land and aquatic areas. The state submitted a
draft Coastal Zone Management Program  CZI4P! in December 1975 to the
Office of Coastal Zone Management  OCZIfj of the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration, the federal entity responsible for
administering the CZMA. The state CZl'IP is essentially the Shoreline
ihnagement Act with the addition of several other statutes and inter-
agency coordination provisions. After limited modification, the
lUashington State Coastal Zone Management Program was approved in June
l976--the first CZMP to meet national standards--and it continues to
receive administrative funding. Administrative funding made possible
by the ClhfA also allows for specific appropriations for the development
of speciaIized management programs in areas of particular concern and
for the establishment of estuarine sanctuaries. Grays Harbor is noted
as an "area of particular concern" in the state's approved program under
this special provision of the CZMA.

Central to the importance of the CZMA is the incentive of a
participating state to interact with the federal government. If a
state has formulated a management program acceptable to OCZM  i.e., the
views of affected federal agencies have been adequately integrated into
the program as determined by OCR', all federal projects and permitting
frameworks must conform to the state's approved management program.
Specifically, all federal agencies with authorities in the coastal
=one must ensure that their activities are "to the maximum extent
practicable, consistent with approved state management programs."
Applicants for federal licenses or permits must receive concurrence
from the state that the proposed use of coastal resources is
consistent with the approved state management program. Purthcr, state
o~ local projects receiving federal assistance must demonstrate
consistency with the state's CZtIP. The 1>'DOE has utilized the
consistency provis ions of the CVUA as m additional method for
implementing the pre-existing state Shoreline Management Act.

hh 4 ~llSWWla a
~JIO el

The present extent of environmental control of upland and coastal
regions exercised by state agencic» has largely developed in the last
decade. Local governments have a long history of specific planning,
zoning, and building permit powers, but only in recent years has
state oversight and control of activities and uses with potentially
broad environmental effects become important,

In Grays Harbor, four state agencies have permit and regulatory
responsibilities applying to development or alteration of shorelands
and aquatic areas in the estuary. The 1Uashington State Department of
Ecology  WDOE! i» primari1y responsible For water quality and
administration of the ShfA and the state |Zhip. The 1Uashington
Department of Fisheries  WDF! manages fish and »hc11fi»h a» well a»
various aspects of thc commercial harvest of these resources. With
similar responsibilities, but focusing on game fish, wildlife, and
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wildlife habitat, is the Washington Department of Game  l~!. Lastly,
the Washington Department of Natural Resources  WDNR! is responsible
for the productive use and the maintenance, as a public trust, of
aquatic resources, WDR leases state-owned lands for a variety of
benef icial uses.

In addition to the VfA discussed above, there are three other
important Washington statutes that define state agency authority in
the coastal zone: the State Environmental Protection Act, the State
Forest practices Act, and the Hydraulics project Approval Law.
Discussion of the interrelated policies developed by state agencies
in relation to this legislation follows.
8CaCe PoIfcy &cC  RCW 4S.IClc!

Similar in purpose to national environmental policy legislation,
the State Environmental Policy Act  SEPA! adopted in 1971 is intended
to ensure coordination and cooperation among local, state, and federal
entities. The broad sweep of SEPA requires interagency coordination
to foster and promote the general public welfare such that social,
economic, and environmental goals may be effectively balanced.

SEPA requires preparation of a statement of the environmental
effect of actions significantly affecting the environment, including
the effect of state legislation, WDOF. administers SEPA through
a checklist of codified guidelines. A state agency is declared "lead
agency," depending on the type of proposed action involved, and is
responsible for determining the need for and formulation of an
environmental impact statement  FIS!, subject to WDOE oversight. The
SEPA process prescribes a public hearing, information-gathering, and
review process. Further, SEPA analysis and review may result in
changes to the project proposal and mitigation of unavoidable adverse
impacts.

PoresC Practlaem Act gCCW' V8.09$
Poor timber management practices cause excess run-off and thereby

degrade the quality of watersheds. Concern for protection of the
water quality of state watersheds and the maintenance of the long-texm
productivity of timber resources led to the Forest Practices Act  FPA!
of 1974. Standards for growing, harvesting, and processing of timber
are set down, with implementing responsibility falling to WDNR

Detailed plans for timber industry operations must he submitted to
WDNR for approval. WDNR may interrupt activities to prevent the
possibility of continuing damage to public resources. Guidelines
under the FpA stipulate that forest practices within SNA jurisdiction
should have "no direct potential for damaging a public resource."
~lraaIles Req$mcCs Aggemral Law  8CN V8.1CO!

The Hydraulics proj ect Approval Law  HpAL! complement the FFA
and places primary emphasis on control of landscape changes that
affect natural streamways or result in stream diversion. Activities
with such potential must obtain a specific Hydraulics Project Plan
Approval. WDF and WDG have equal responsibility for implementing HPAL
criteria. Written approval of both agencies is required and can be
obtained only after project plans are submitted in detail and
specifications for protection of fish and wildlife are determined. A
wide variety of projects fall under the purview of this statute,
including construction, dredging, or any changes made to the bottom
or bed ot fresh- or saltwater systems.
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Use of cstuari.ne resources in Grays Harbor is subject to the
planning, regulatory, and management responsibilities of four
principal federal entities. The Army Corps of Pngineers  COF! has
perhaps the longest established presence in Grays Harbor as a result
of activities related to navigation and channel maintenance. The U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service  USFWS!, Department of the Interior, is
responsible for the protection and development of all species of wild-
life and their habitat. Under the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act
of 1958, the USFWS reviews new proposals and existing activities to
ensure the conservation of wildlife resources. hc National rhrine
Fisheries Service  NrIFS!, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration,
Department of Cammerce, is concerned with the conservation and manage-
ment of marine fishery resources. htriFS has particular interest in
maintaining estuarine fish habitat as a result of the Fishery
Conservation and rfanagement Act of 1976. Finally, the Fnvironmental
Protection Agency  EPA! draws upon the Federal Water Pollution
Control Act and hrrendments of 1972 and the Clean Water Act of 1977 to
support its role in preserving the physical, chemical, and biological
integrity of aquatic. areas.

All four federal agencies derive interrelating management,
jurisdiction, and coordination responsibilities frcm five critical
federal measures'r the I'ish and Wildlife Cx>ordination Act of 1958,
National Favironmentai Policy Act of 1969, Coastal Zone Management
Act of 1972  discussed above!, the Rivers and Harbors Appropriations
Act of 1899, and the Clean Water Act of 1977. The central and
cohesive elements of federal natural resource decision making spring
from the I-ish and Wildlife Coordination Act  FWCA! and the National
Fnvironmental Policy Act  NL'PA!. Both measures are designed to
integrate public interest, expansion of national economic. activity,
and preservation of environmental values.

Plah aad. 1N'.iMBSe Coaeklnalion Act

The FWCA stresses that wildlife conservation must receive equal
consideration and coordination with water-resource development proposals.
A. consultation framework is established whereby any proposal by
federal, state, or private interests to alter or control the waters
of any body of water or shoreline area may not bc allowed without
first consulting USFWS, %FS, and the agencies administering the
wildlife resources of the particular state.

R'athmal Ii Peiliay Act

NEPA requires all federal agencies to give lull consideration to
environmental effects in planning and carrying out their programs,
and prescribes specific pracedures for doing so. The act states that
the continuing policy of the federal government is ". . . to use all.
practicable means and measures. . .to create and maintain conditions
under which man and nature can exist in harmony, and fulfill the
social, economic and other requirements of present and future
generations of Americans"  Public Law 91-190!.

To ensure that federal agencies implement this policy, NEPA
requires each federal agency to prepare a detailed statement of
environment impact  TIS! on every major federal action that might
significantly affect the quality of the human environment. The I IS
must discuss �! any adverse environmental effects that cannot bc
avoided if the proposal is implemented; �! alternatives to the proposed
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action; �! the relationship between local short-term benefits and
the enhancement of long-term productivity; and �! any irreversible and
irretrievable comm!itment of resources involved in the proposed action.
The EIS must be circulated to other federal agencies, to state and
local governments, and to the public for review and comment.

NEPA also created the Council on Envircmmental Quality  CEQ!.
Among other things, CEQ administers the FIS procedure and provides
guidelines for EIS production.

Starting 30 July 1979, new guidelines for compliance with NEPA and
the EIS process became effective. These new guidelines were prepared
by CEQ at the direction of the President  F~ecutive Order 1199I! and
are intended to reduce paperwork and delay while fostering agency
decisions based on a full understanding of environmental consequences,
Four of the new guidelines are especially noteworth> .

First, a process is laid out for determining the lead agency for
preparation of the EIS. This will facilitate early environmental
analysis because disputes between agencies over lead roles can be
avoided. The lead agency can call upon other agencies, referred to
as "cooperating agencies," to assist in preparation of the EIS,

Second, to distinguish significant issues for analysis from
secondary matters, a mandatory "scoping" process is required. The
lead agency must invite other agencies and the public to participate
in scoping. Environmental reviews and consultations required under
other laws must be identified during the scoping process and they can
be prepared concurrently with the EIS.

Third, the EIS format has been changed to encourage concise state-
ments, written in plain language, that address significant environ-
mental issues and alternatives. Length is limited in most cases to
150 pages and the comparative analysis of all reasonable alternatives
to the main proposal and their environmental ramifications is stressed.

Fourth and most important, the agency preparing the EIS must
produce a concise "public record of decision" that explains how
environmental considerations were included in the decision-making
process. Agencies still need not choose the environmentally preferred
alternative in their decision, but the fact that they disclose how the
decision was reached means a reviewing court can more easily determine
that the decision was not arbitrary or capricious. Also, the record
of decision must address whether all practicable means to mitigate
the environmental harm were taken, and the lead agency is required
to ensure that mitigation provisions will be implemented, for example
as conditions imposed in grants or permits  9 Environmental Law
Reporter pp. 10005-10!,

Alterations to "navigable waters" require permits under section 10
of the Rivers and Harbors Appropriations Act. In addition to navigation
concerns, the general criteria for approval or denial of permits
include potential effects of the proposed waterway alteration on fish
and wildlife, conservation of environmental resources, pollution,
aesthetics, the human environment, and the public interest. Section
10 jurisdiction extends shoreward to the mean high water mark $4%!.
The Corps of Engineers is responsible for issuing section 10 permits.
CIean Materihct �$ USC g 1881 ek ~.3

The Federal Water Pollution Control Act and Amendments of 1972 was
renamed the Clean Water Act in 1977. 'Ihroughout this monograph, Clean
Water Act  CWA! refers to both the 1972 and 1977 acts. The CWA
addresses regulation of aquatic-area development. Section 404 of the
congressional act, codified as section 1344 of the CWA, directs COF,
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and EPA ta cooperate in developing guidelines regulating the discharge
of dredged or fill material into aquatic areas. This legislation
authorizes COF. and FPA to prohibit the use of any aquatic area as a
disposal site for dredged or fill materials whenever it is determined
that:

,the discharge of such materials into such area s! will
have an unacceptable adverse effect on municipal water supplies,
shellfish beds, and fishery areas  including spawning and
breeding areas!, wildlife, ar recreational areas.  Sec. 404 and
Title 33 USC $ 1344  b! and  c!!

Further, the CWA legislation identifies acceprable alterations to
aquatic areas as instances where;

.flow and circulation patterns and chemical and biological
characteristics af the navigable waters are not impaired, that
the reach of the navigable waters is not reduced, and that
any adverse effect on the aquatic environment will he otherwise
minimized. �3 KSC ! 1344  f!  I!  E! !

Thus, section 404 jurisdiction extends heyond mean higher high water
 Mills! ard applies to the upper limit of marsh vegetation, to the
extent that such a delineation may be discretely defined. Thc CWA
requires a permit for any discharge of dredged or fill material
incidental to any activity meant to bring an aquatic area inta a usc
to which it was not previously subject.

EPA and COE developed guidelines for implementing section 404
policies. The initial guidelines were promulgated in late 1975 �0
F. R. No. 173! and revisions were proposed in September 1979 to reflect
changes made in the Gi'A af 1977. Although the comprehensive influence
of 404 implementation guidelines is yet to he fully determined, it is
apparent that the permit authority vested in COE, EPA, and other
concerned federal and state resource agencies is central ta decisions
relating to thc use of shoreline and aquatic-area resources. The
existing 404 guidelines note the national importance attached to thc
degradation of aquatic resources by filling operations in wetlands.

Regulatory and resource-management agencies consider documentation
of irreversible loss of aquatic resource properties due to fill in
aquatic areas as scientifically and professionally problematic,
iiowever, the most controversial aspect of the 404 guidelines is the
requirement that all feasible alternatives to discharges of. dredged
or fill materials have been evaluated and eliminated in favor of the
project proposal. Section 230.10  a! of the 1979 proposed EPA
guidelines states:

The discharge of dredged ar fill material does not comply
with the Guidelines if there is a practicable alternative
to the proposed discharge that is environmentally
preferable and will have loss adverse impact on the aquatic
ecosystem �4 Fed. Reg. p. 54233-4, 18 September 1979!.

The importance of alternatives analysis was amplified by Executive
Order 11990, "Protection of Ketiands," issued in >lay 1977. This order
admonishes alI federal agencies to fulfill Congressional mandates
and applv the NEPA decision-making framework to activities affecting
the nation's wetlands. It states that:  I! all practicable alter-
natives must be evaluated and contrasted; and �! the proposed action
must include all practicable measures ta minimize harm to wetlands
that may result from permitted activitic».
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